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When you visit my store in London
you won't be confronted with walls
of televisions, Hi Fi, or tumble
dryers. Amateur Radio isn't a side
line it's our main source of
business, that's why we take it so
seriously. Just Amateur Radio, all
on display wired up and ready to
demonstrate.
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FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS

I realise that prices are important
to you and that's why my prices
are always competitive. We'll even
PRICE MATCH* to ensure you
won't pay any more than
necessary for your new transceiver
or accessory.
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'm asked a lot these days,
usually about prices and
customer service.

SERVICE DEPARTMENT ON SITE WITH OUALIFIED ENGINEERS?
ONLY SERVICE DEPARTMENT AUTHORISED BY ALL FIVE MANUFACTURERS
STANDARD, YAESU, ICOM, KENWOOD & ALINCO?
TWO CUSTOMER SERVICE PERSONNEL TO DEAL WITH AFTER SALES ENQUIRIES?
TURNAROUND ON SERVICE WORK WITHIN FIFTEEN DAYS?'
COLLECTION OF FAULTY EQUIPMENT THE SAME DAY ANYWHERE IN THE UK?"
ONLY U.K. DEALER APPROVED BY DOMESTIC & GENERAL AND A.R.I.S. FOR REPAIRS?
APPROVED MAIN SUPPLIER TO MOST OF THE U.K.'S INSURANCE COMPANIES?
ONLY DEALER TO OFFER FIVE YEARS WARRANTY WITH ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE ON ANY
NEW PRODUCT AND FIFTEEN MONTHS WARRANTY ON USED?
SERVICE CENTRE OPEN 5 DAYS A WEEK? (you'd be surprised how many aren't)
DEDICATED CUSTOMER SERVICE HELP LINES?
ND "FIXED" SERVICING COSTS you only pay for the time taken

g FAQ

• subject to parts avadabllity
•• If requested before 10:30AM
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My team of knowledgeable
licensed Sales and Customer Care
staff are here to look after you.
Here is one of the many remarks
made by a satisfied customer on
the way he was treated by ML&S.
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Chris Wood, GOKMX on
buying his new
Yaesu FT•920 commented:

0

" This is the
"GOLD STANDARD"
with which others should
benchmark their service"
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"The aims of the Club are to promote HF operating, to encourage excellence, particularly in DXing
and contest operating, through mutual assistance and by encouraging support of DXpeditions, the issue of achievement awards, or by whatever other means is deemed to he appropriate".
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• MIAS will price match any advertised
price by another authorised dealer providing
the item is in stock at the time of ordering.

Martin Lynch & Son:
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....and now for something completely different !

Field Head
Leconfield Road, Leconfield,
Beverley, E, Yorks. HU17 7LU

UK

Telephone 01984 550921
Fax 01964 550921

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS
TO SUIT ALL NEEDS
We have models of amplifier to suit everyone.
HUNTER 750 -

A PRICE REDUCTION DUE TO THE STRONG £
While current stocks last, the Alpha 91b is now just
£2,099, including VAT and 2 yr warranty.
Alpha / Power have advised us of a 5% price increase effective 8 June, so now is a very
good time to buy !
Peter Hart (February 97 RadCom) described the 91b as "an excellent amplifier in all
respects". Phone / Email us for a review copy if required.

single 3-500ZG will produce the UK legal limit
without costing too much.

EXPLORER 1200 -

dual 3-500ZG will comfortably loaf along for
hours, the most popular amplifier in our range.

CHALLENGER -

dual 3CX800A7 triodes provide the kind of punch
required in a long contest yet docile enough for daily use.

DISCOVERY 2m and 6m - two amplifiers for the serious VHF
DXer. As the turning point has passed in the sunspot cycle, why not get
well set up for 6m .

Phone us now for more details on any of these
amplifiers.
•

Also available:
SOFT-START UNITS ready to plug in, for owners of amplifiers
with 3-500 valves eg. TL922, SB220 etc.
Helps to prolong the valves by reducing the high inrush.

Only £89.00

(plus £5 p&p)

G5RV aerials made from high quality materials
Half-size (10-40m) £24.95
Full-size (10-80m) £29.95

(plus £2.50 p&p)

Now that the antenna season is here, we have good stocks of LW beams, from Cushcraft, HyGain,
Force 12, KLM, and Gem Quad. This winter should be another good one on the low bands, and in
particular, 40m has been amazing. A 40m beam makes all the difference, and need not mean a stacked
Force 12 C-4S has
HF and 40m array - with all the rotator / head load problems that entails. The new
With
no
traps
this
is
an
efficient array. A 23
on
the
same
boom.
an efficient tribander and 2 el 10m yagi
0 boom , 37 fl longest element. and only 48 lbs weight means this antenna suits standard towers with
standard rotators. With this system you can join the "big guns - on 40m!
End
Just in - the ultimate EFFECTIVE answer to planning problems - the Force 12 ZR-3 vertical dipole!
tall
wiih
40
square
loading
rings,
but
tnis
is
not
a
toy
antenna
with
loading means the ZR-3 is under 6i1
limited bandwidth and low efficiency The ZR-3 has 300 KHz , 2:1 VSWR bandwidth on 20m, 400 KHz
nn l5 and 600 K lz on !Oin Power handling of ,2.5Kw, r43% efficiency. and a vertical angle of 14 legs
DX.
when mounted above IIVOlage ground make this no slouch when it comes to working

a lot of 6m
Six metres - the "magic band" Certainly six has been great fun this ES season. We've sold
yagis, the UK made Eagle range being very popular and excellent value. Gear up for the rise in sunspot
real amplifier
activity by planning for six now. The first step - one of our antennas! The second step, a
combined
6
and
2rn
amplifier
is
now
at
the
prototype
stage.
With
from Alpha / Power. Alpha's
.5KW from a 4CX1600 tetrode, this one is going to make you LOUD, so watch this space !

(plus £3.50) p&p)
Vine Antenna Products - for World Class Antennas and Hl" amplifiers
Tel - 01691 8311 i 1, Fax 01691 831386, Email rorciPgw3ydx.demon.co.uk

had a scare with the generator this year, as the
voltage regulation became very poor towards
the end of the contest, and started to reset the
synthesiser frequency on the FTIOOOMP.
Next year, perhaps, an uninterruptable power
supply ?

to introduce others to amateur radio ? There
is no limit to the numbers in the team, and
also no limit to the number of team entries.
So clubs could have more than one team entry - perhaps a "newcomer" station as well as
the main entry ? And if you are not already
involved with NFD, why not give it a try with
your local club or, alternatively, offer to run
an additional CDXC station in your part of
the country ?

NFD is not only a competitive contest. It is
also a real opportunity to introduce others to
CW contest operation in a fun environment.
If you already take part in NFD with your local club, why not use this as the opportunity

See you next year in NFD !
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EDITORIAL
Brendan J McCartney, G4DYO
Ruth and I had a fabulous time in Texas, but
it was noticeable that in contrast with California last year there were very few ham
antennas to be seen. No doubt the somewhat
inclement weather which Texas occasionally suffers is a contributory factor (e.g. the
Tornado which occurred soon after we had
returned home).
By chance during our drive down the east
coast we visited two IOTA spots - NA-092
and NA-143 - and it was fun to set foot on
pieces of ground which I had worked from
afar, usually in pile-ups! We met Bob Winn,
W5KNE and his XYL Karen. Bob is busy
"remodelling" his house and is temporarily
QRT. However, he hopes to be active again
soon and also plans to make a return visit
Christmas Island sometime in the future.
His tales of past DXpeditions - and especially of those who accompanied him - were
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fascinating, but strictly not for publication!
It was good to renew contact with Angus
Graham, G3TXL, recently. The more senior
members of CDXC will recall Angus' big
signal from a postage stamp-sized garden
Reading. Yes, a Quad really gets out! Angus
is now living on the edge of Dartmoor with
plenty of room and is threatening to reappear on LF using an ex-USN antenna.
Standby to have your front-ends melted.
should like to extend a welcome to all new
members, but especially to an old friend SWL David Whitaker (see "Welcome" in
Club News). David has forgotten more
about DXing than most amateurs will ever
know and it is singularly appropriate that he
should be a member of this organisation.
Lastly, your editor is now QRT on packet so
please do not use that medium (BBS or
Cluster) to send input for the Newsletter..
0 00 000 00 0

CIO 4/a/c Mi1/0 Wag
CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG
The highlight of the past two months for me
was the Dayton Hamvention on 16/18 May.
With over 30,000 visitors it was as busy as
ever with six main halls and a huge flee
market of around 2,500 stalls. Roger
G3KMA, Martin G3ZAY and I went with
the intention of promoting IOTA and supporting the RSGB bookstand. We were very
busy. During the daytime there was a constant flow of visitors to the stand including
many IOTA enthusiasts. Martin did a valiant
job with the credit card machine, Roger answered numerous questions about IOTA and
I put on my selling hat. "Do you know about
the IOTA Programme?" I would ask. If the
answer was 'no' or vague, then we would try
to sell the IOTA Directory and Yearbook as
the best description of the programme. If the
answer was 'yes' then we would still try to
sell the Yearbook on the basis that a serious
contender needed the latest information. I
think this is called a "win-win" strategy.
Anyway, we were very successful. RSGB
book sales were up on last year and quite a
few people were attracted to IOTA. All very
hard work but well worthwhile.
We each had a chance to have a good look
round the many booths and to meet many
old friends. I didn't notice very much new
equipment but I did espy the new Yaesu VL1000 1Kw fully automatic linear, a nice
match for the FT-1000MP and the new FT920. And it covers 6M too. I wonder what
the price will be in the UK?
On the Friday evening the Southwest Ohio
DX Association (SWODXA) Dinner Banquet took place and a key feature with an
interesting talk/slide show by Bob, KK6EK,
on the Heard DXpedition. The majority of
the VKOIR team was also present.

SWODXA awarded the VKOIR team a
plaque for DXpedition of the Year. They
also awarded Ron Wright, ZL I AMO, a
plaque for DXpeditioner of the Year. We
made up an IOTA table for the Friday dinner. The company and the food were great.
There was a huge draw and many winners.
About 400 attended. The hospitality suites
(Friday and Saturday nights) at the Crowne
Plaza were a great success as usual. The
next main social event was the Grand Banquet at the Dayton Convention Centre on
the Saturday evening attended by around
800 guests. This was a rather strange affair
held in a huge hall akin to an aircraft
hanger. You handed in your ticket, grabbed
a seat and started eating the salad! Again,
the food was excellent and this was followed by an interesting talk by Dr. Ronald
A Parise WA4SIR of NASA who has logged
over 615 hours in space. There were six
really excellent prizes in the draw. The forums are another key attraction at Dayton
with a huge range of topics - something to
interest everyone. There were 51 sessions
altogether - a most impressive programme.
Martin, Roger and I gave a session on IOTA
starting at 9am on the Sunday morning. We
had a good turnout with a number of IOTA
aficionados and some very penetrating
questions. This was very encouraging as this
was our first presentation at a Dayton forum
and the first slot on Sunday morning after
the Saturday evening's activities is not the
best one to have! The following forums
would have been of particular interest to
CDXC contesters and DXers.
The contest forum was moderated by Doug
Grant KIDG and it covered the following
topics:
•
•

"The World Radiosport Team Championship - WRTC96 Video"
"Multi-Multi in 14 Months", Matt Stre-

intensive, and so even SWLs like myself at
the time, were welcome to help out with
cooking, putting up and dismantling the stations, check-logging (no computers in those
days) and keeping the equipment running.
Then, when living in Essex, I was involved
with the Chelmsford club in a few entries. In
those days, there were two stations allowed,
with the bands split between the two stations.
This required each club to set up two entire
stations, with minimum interaction between
them, and to operate for 24 hours non-stop.
Again, quite a challenge.
More recently, I felt that NFD was missing
from my life! CDXC was not involved in entering, and I agreed with the then committee
that we should enter a CDXC team. At first
we found a site on Lord Carrington's land at
Bledlow in Buckinghamshire. It was a great
site, but had a few drawbacks. The site was at
the top of a steep hill, with no access road.
The nearest lane (at the bottom of the hill)
was prone to flooding and deep ruts. In reality, the only access was by four-wheel drive.
We operated from here for a few years, without real success. Amongst other things, the
problem of access meant that when there was
an emergency, getting replacement equipment or help was a time consuming affair.
What we really needed was a good location,
on top of a hill, with a suitable tree, and excellent access for "ordinary" cars.
One day, John, G4DQW, said "I have a friend
with a paddock". When we looked at the site,
it could hardly have been better. The paddock
is about 100 ft x 500 ft, totally flat, with a
gate onto the road, and at the top of the Chilterns. At one end is a tree which can support
the end of an antenna at the maximum height
for the restricted section of field day. And so
began a sequence of entries from CDXC from
this location. Over the years we have tried
various antennas, progressively debugging
their problems, and getting to the current arrangement which seems near perfect.
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Perhaps I should explain that the rules for the
restricted section of NFD allow one antenna,
of a single element, with no more than two
supports of maximum height I 1 metres each.
Our present antenna is a W3DZZ trap dipole,
with 160 metre extension ends, switched in
by relay. It tunes via the ATU in the
FT 1000MP on all bands except 10 metres,
where we need to switch in a pre-tuned outboard ATU. We use two computers for logging (networked together, using CT) and have
two operators on the station at any time. We
make good use of the second receiver on the
FTI 000MP to speed up "search and pounce"
operations. Power comes from a 2.5 KW petrol generator.
This year, as is usual, we put up the antenna
and tents on the Friday evening, as the rules
allow. The weather was kind (although heavy
rain was forecast) and it all went together
very smoothly. On the Friday evening, there
was an enormous storm with high wind and
lashing rain, and I sat at home wondering if
all would be well with the tents the following
morning. In the event, it was.
This year, G4DQW had gone to work in the
US but a carefully timed business trip had
him arriving at Heathrow on the Saturday of
NFD, ready for action. By 11.00 am on the
Saturday, all was ready, with the contest not
starting until 16.00. John and 1 adjourned to
the local pub, which has the advantage of
having an excellent reputation for food, and
passed a pleasant hour or so catching up on
John's new work in the US.
Don, G3XTT, had also agreed to join the
team this year, and so the three of us operated
for the weekend in near ideal weather conditions (not too wet, not too hot). The only
drawback was the heavy static level on 160
and 80 metres during the night, which slowed
the QSO rate. 10 metres and 15 metres, however, came out of their slumber to give good
QSO rates, and our QSO total was near to
1,000 for the 24 hours. Equipment reliability
is now getting taken for granted - although we

the 1988 pace which was our best effort in
this contest.
Around 13-I4Z the bands began to run out of
steam, the total rate for all stations dropped
below 100, then below 50, then below 20 and
20Z was really bleak - only 1 QSO. Things
stayed pretty bad all day Saturday. 40 opened
about an hour and a half later than the previous night, but condx were not nearly as good.
The Europeans on 20 had disappeared. 15
went into the peekaboo mode, now a signal
then nary a signal. With most of the earlier
enthusiasm gone we could only keep plugging away; maybe things would get better.
Too often we've been enticed by an interlude
of good conditions, only to suffer the rest of
the contest when the signal strengths just
never returned. The record pace yielded to a
very mediocre one.
Around 07Z on Sunday things got a little
better. 20 got crisper, 40 started to work
some and we started hearing signals on 80. In
fits and starts the conditions improved. 80
and 40 started working some JAs and we
even nabbed some SE Asia on 40 around
dawn. Shortly thereafter EU returned on 20.
That band settled into a 50 to 60 per hour rate
for the last 10 hours of the contest. Running
M/M meant we did not have a total computer
score (using CT with the -mo switch) as we
went along and our estimates showed us recovering, but still off of our record pace even
with the resurgence in propagation.

FIELD DAY IS FUN 1

Near the end of the contest I began to closely
look at the individual bands and one thing
was evident: we weren't working a lot of Ws.
We were working mostly DX. Our points per
QSO was going to be higher than earlier estimates. Maybe a station best was still possible....
Some things did stand out. We were able to
run at 14001 or 14002 for several hours, even
after the band opened between EU and USA
East Coast. Now that was an unexpected plus
- usually we do great on 20 until the WI
pipeline opens to EU. Then we get blown off
to S&P or CQing with the RTTYers. This
time King 20 did not let us down.
Another stand out was the EU operators.
Usually there's quite a few who seem to think
the way to win is to transmit so long as to
prevent others from getting the Q. We didn't
hear nearly as much of that this contest.
Positive feedback provided here in hopes of
modifying behaviour - GOOD JOB EU! Finally, I think the one thing that really stood
out was that all the ops had a great time.
Sure we had stations jump our freq, more
QRN than usual, illegal SSB all over 40 and
to a lesser degree on 80, a rotator that turned
but didn't indicate, not enough sleep and a
dearth of QSOs during Saturday day local,
but, hey, we had a good time.
And as for that attempt at a station record,
well, let's just say 20 was very good. Very,
very good.
power.

The 1997 NFD effort by CDXC
Don Beattie, G3OZF
For about 10 years, I have been encouraging a
CDXC entry in the RSGB's HF National
Field Day. If you don't know about this event,
it takes place at the beginning of June each
year. NFD is a 24 hour contest, on CW, 16010 metres, for a team entry operating from a
temporary location, using generator or battery
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Some of my earliest recollections of amateur
radio were on field day with the Nottingham
club. In those says, generators were relatively
unreliable, equipment was BIG - a giant
AR88 receiver and a Panda Cub transmitter.
The problems of line voltage regulation
played havoc with the filament voltage on the
valves, and the VFO frequency. Hardly surprising that NFD was a exciting roller-coaster
of a ride in those days. But it was also labour-

•

•

•

•
•

low, KC1XX and Dave Pascoe, KM3T
"From Low-Band DXing in High-End
Contesting", John Devoldere, ON4UN
and Frank Grossman, DL2CC
"How Far Can I Bend the Rules Before I
Break Them?", Bob Cox, K3EST and
Doug Zweibel, KR2Q
"Caribbean DXpeditioning on a
Budget", Doug Klein, K4LT (exWD8AUB)
"Hard-core Multiop DXpeditioning from
Africa", Mike Fulcher, KC7V
"Operating Techniques and Strategies
for Single-op, Multi Everything Else"
Larry "Tree" Tyree, N6TR.

There was also a DX forum moderated by
Steve Bolia, N8BJQ which covered:
•
•
•
•
•

"A Tour of European DX and Contest
Stations", Roger Burt, N4ZC
"Th2U/TN4M - The Congo", DL710
and DL7IQ
"Heard Island 1997", KK6EK and the
VKOIR Crew
"XZIN", Dr. Warren Hill, K7WX
"ZL8RI - The Kermadec Islands DX
Adventure", Al Hemadez, K3VN (exWA3YVN).

One of the most gratifying features of Dayton came about because of our sponsorship
of DXpeditions. Representatives of nearly
all of the DXpeditions that we have sponsored over the past few years sought me out
to say "Thank You". There is no doubt that
our contributions are very much appreciated. Several commented on how our arrangement with the RSGB DXpedition Fund
seemed to work so effectively.
My report on Dayton would not be complete
without mentioning the other CDXC members who were there. These included:
GOIVZ Jan
G3SXW Roger
GOLMX Vincent G3TXF Nigel
GOUCT Brendan G3VKW Keith
GOWAZ Herb G3VMW Steve

G3IZD Ivan
G3KMA Roger
G3NOH George
G3RZP Peter
G3SED Mike

G3ZAY Martin
G3ZEM Bob
K3ZO Fred
NN2C Marty
WB2YQH Bob

A total of 19 including myself with apologies to anyone I have omitted. The travel
was uneventful except for the flight from
Dayton to Newark on the way home. Very
soon after starting to load the passengers
there was an announcement "No more baggage space available in the cabin." I guess
the majority on that flight must have been
radio amateurs returning to the New York
area with a huge selection of equipment.
Nearly all the hand baggage had to go in the
hold and they had to take on extra fuel!
I reported on Dayton to a recent committee
meeting and we are now seriously considering the possibility of a joint stand and/or
hospitality suite with IOTA. The objective
will be to generally heighten our profile.
There will be more news about this in a future newsletter.
Coming closer to home we are looking for
volunteers from the Leicester area to man
the CDXC stand at the forthcoming Leicester Show (17/18 October). If you are able to
help please get in touch with me.
Congratulations to our 1997 Affiliated Societies (AFS) teams. In the CW section we
came first - the team comprising G4BUO,
G4DJX, G3XTT, MOAIM (G3WGV) and
G3OZF. In SSB section we entered two
teams and came second and forth. Team A
comprised G3OZF, G4BUO and G3RTE
and Team B comprised G3XTT, G4JVG
and G4LJF. Well done Guys!
Our marketing initiatives continue. We have
recently written to all UK stations making
new applications for DXCC in 1996. We
also plan to write in the near future to all
AFS participants and to all the UK newcomers to IOTA.

Several of our recent joiners have mentioned that there are DXers in local clubs
who are not yet members. May I appeal for
your help in recruiting these people. We are
only too happy to send out prospectuses and
back issues of newsletters to those who may
be interested. Please get in touch if you can
help.
In the past two months we have agreed to
fund the forthcoming DXpeditions to Annobon Is, 3CODX, (now rescheduled for October 1997) and to the North Cooks, ZK1, in
September. The North Cooks DXpedition is
by the Dateline DX Association - they did
an excellent job from Wake Island as
AL7EL/KH9 in January 1996.
The planning of the major CDXC DXpedition in 1998 is well underway and we
should be able to set out the details in the
next Newsletter. By that time we should
have confirmation that our licence with a
special call has been issued. We shall be
seeking world-wide funding for this high
profile, multi-station operation. The team
would like to seek a contribution from
CDXC but because three members of the
DXpedition team are likely to be committee
members we believe that we need to establish a new process to agree this funding and
to make sure that an "independent" decision
is made. The committee considered this
situation at a recent meeting and agreed that
a group should be established with the
Treasurer as chairman in order to make this
decision. This group will comprise committee members not going on the DXpedition
and two or three others. I propose to raise
this matter at the AGM so as to get members' views. If there is any member who is
not attending the AGM and who has any
concerns about this process please get in
touch with the Secretary.
A final note - we wish to create a members'
mailing list on email. Would members who
have email addresses please notify Alan
G3PMR (shacklog@aolcom) as soon as

possible. At the same time we would like to
have the consent of members to publish
these email addresses on our web pages.

JOTTINGS of the SECRETARY
Dave Mann GOHXN
By the time you read this missive the AGM
will be underway and the annual social
function will hopefully be blessed with good
weather "again". I have decided not to put
my name forward for re-election as 1 think
five years is long enough. I have really enjoyed my time as Secretary of the Club, but
I feel that new blood is needed. When I took
over the numbers attending the AGM was, I
think, 17 and membership was just over 150
and now we are approaching the 400 mark. I
must admit the last year has been manic
with Neville's marketing schemes really
taking off, and a continual stream of new
members' applications dropping through the
letterbox. I have also enjoyed travelling
round the country and meeting some of you
in your own homes. And I would have just
got back from GM where hopefully I would
have looked up some of our Northern members. It has also been a pleasure to have
helped in the organisation of the HF Convention for two of those years. I am sure that
the majority of visitors do not realise the involvement of CDXC in this event.
The Newsletter has gone from strength to
strength. I have just been looking at the first
one that I ever received, which consisted of
24 pages, and one of the main items was
Martti Laine's visit to Albania after the initial ZA1A in the previous September. My
goodness what has passed since that date,
from being one of the most wanted to a
fairly common call on air, with the ZA
having gone through the collapse of the
Eastern Block and survived a recent civil
war, I wonder if by 2002 we will be saying
the same about XZ. In my time as Secretary
I have had the pleasure with the committee
in voting through sponsorship for some of
the most professional and successful

different band. Signals were strong from
Europe and runs were again possible. I finished the contest with almost 5 hours of
nothing but CQing on 20M. The 2100Z hour
was only 28 QSO's because of OH6HA who
blatantly attempted to steal my frequency
with total disregard for my having been there.
Only after some very heated exchanges did he
move. He seemed to indicate in our exchange that we Americans feel like we own
the band or some such. Never mind that 1
had been there for an hour. It must have been
his turn.

feel like that was a pretty good idea. The first
day is always better than the 2nd. At some
point in the morning I wonder across N2NL
on 15M. He is running Europeans that I can't
even begin to hear and at a good rate. This is
pretty demoralising and I decide move on
rather than listen to him doing well. Later in
the afternoon we get a pretty decent opening
on 15M to Europe that occurs after European
sunset. During 2000Z and 2100Z 1 work a
total of 100 QSO's with mostly Europeans. I
believe the rate suffered some due to people
not actually checking to see if 15M were
open.

I tried CQing on 40M during the 2300Z hour
but with absolutely no luck. It was frustrating
to hear K3ZO and KT3Y working Europeans
that I could barely hear but that I knew would
not answer my CQ's. So, I stayed at 14.000.4
for the entire afternoon right up to the end. I
worked a few Europeans on the 2nd radio on
40M but mostly it was the same crowd.

At 2200Z I find the bottom of 20M's vacated
by KQ2M and decide it's probably worth
leaving 15M for the choice frequency I think
it worked out. I managed 65 QSO's during
the 2200Z hour on 20 and another 50 during
2300Z.
I started CQing on 40M at 0000Z. Before
that I don't think I could have gotten anything
going. This seemed to be the case on Sunday
night also. The band really didn't start producing QSO's for me until the 0200Z hour
and stayed fairly consistent through the
0500Z hour. At 0615Z I decide to take my
first major off time of the contest. Again, 1
know now that I should have stayed with it
and worked the JA's until sunrise but I was
feeling pretty tired at this point and felt like I
needed the rest. I got back on the air at
1045Z and started calling CQ on 20M with
very little luck. I could tell conditions were
not the same as Saturday and felt like it might
be a long day. I was glad I had saved 5 hours
of off time for Sunday (day).
1100Z were only 40 QSO's and all but two on
20M. 1300Z were worse with only 14 QSO's
for a full hour's effort. This is really when it
sunk in that I should have stayed awake both
nights. With only 28 QSO's in the log for the
1400Z hour I decide to take the last of my off
time in one big chunk until the afternoon.
This worked out pretty well because when I
got back on the air 20M sounded like a totally
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Great contest. Great conditions. Still think
30 hours was more interesting though.

WPX (WL7E M/M)
Dan Robbins, WL7E
Just recovering from the WPX CW contest
(WL7E m/m @ KL7Y). Our game plan at the
start was dictated by Mother Nature. With
the long days and the very short nights
(actually more like a few hours of continuous
twilight) at this time of year in Alaska, we
can not count on the low bands for big numbers. At the bottom of the sunspot cycle, 10 is
useless and 15 never is a big producer. That
leaves 20 meters to bear the burden, but that's
a band with pretty big shoulders. So we
cranked the 205BA north whenever we could.
Let the other bands work USA and JA, just let
20 hammer over the pole.
Conditions at the start were great: KL2A
keyed 20 to 1206 Qs in the first 10 hours
(many of them EU Qs), 40 meters popped
open about 4 hours before sunset and 15,
while spotty, even produced some Qs. We
were excited, we were running well ahead of

when you switch between your transmit antenna and the beverages. I like the receiver to
sound the same when I switch antennas.
Looking at my points per hour breakdown is
revealing. Even Saturday night with the slow
rates I would have been better of to operate
straight through to morning working 2X point
QSO's than taking an off time. Next year I
will plan to be on the air all night, both
nights, and sleep during the day.
Hour 1 was 123. Wow! I figured I might be
around 90 with the new callsign. Most of the
stuff I was working was in Europe and I felt
like I could hear a pin drop. Absolutely no
problem copying any of the stations calling
me. I made 20 2nd radio QSO's on 20M. I
was surprised the first night how strong the
signals were on 20M. I knew I could make
instant rate if I went there. Instead, I stayed
with 40M the entire first night. I made 2nd
radio QSO's on 20 and 80 when I could. By
the way, the first hour was the only hour over
100 for the entire contest.
I CQ'ed on 40M the entire first night. I tried
a few CQ's on 80M but with no luck. The
longer in to the contest it is, the more lazy 1
get with the 2nd radio. You can see that I
make almost 20 QSO's per hour on the 2nd
radio at the beginning but later in the contest
the number drops in half. Generally I think I
can make between 15 and 20 QSO's per hour
on the 2nd radio. The key is always listening
to that radio and using your mind to filter
which radio you actually want to listen to. I
will switch to only one of the radios if I'm
having difficulty hearing a station.
Interestingly I found that I was still running
Europeans in the 0600Z hour on 40M. This
is well past sunrise for most of Europe. Most
of these stations were in far west or southwestern Europe. I also started getting called
off the back of the beams by VK's and ZL's.
The first night looks something like this:
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UTC
00Z
01Z
022
032
04Z
05Z
06Z
07Z
08Z
09Z
10Z

160

80

40

20

15

10 rate total

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
12
13
2
0
5
0
0
0
0

103
72
83
66
63
50
36
42
18
0
8

20
18
3
0
18
9
4
5
1
1
32

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

123
90
98
79
83
59
45
47
19
1
40

123
213
311
390
473
532
577
624
643
644
684

At 0707Z my first JA called me with the antennas still pointing to Europe. This is also
interesting because at 0700Z the sun is still
not down in JA. I quickly turned the top antenna to JA and began a run of JA's. I take a
30-minute off time at 0810Z (big mistake in
hindsight). When I get back on I continue to
run more JA's on 40M. I continue this run
until 0900Z when I take another off time of I
hour and 15 minutes. I think I should have
gutted it out the entire first night and stayed
with whatever rate there was to JA on 40M
even if 20M were opening to Europe. After
that I operated straight through until 0600Z
Sunday morning. I really didn't have much
problem staying with it. The motivation
seemed to stay with me this time. I knew I
wasn't going to win the contest with KQ2M at
K ITTT and N2NL and N2RM, but the motivation came from doing the best I could.
Maybe I could set the W4 record. Maybe I
can beat KT3Y and K3ZO this year. Maybe
it's just fun.
The morning hours are filled with working
JA's and Europeans on 20M. I pointed the 5
element 20 at Japan and used the stack of
204BA's for Europe. I power divide between
the antennas. It really makes a difference
when the bands are open to both JA and
Europe at the same time.
By 1300Z it starts to slow down. Only 33 and
35 QSO's on 20M during the 1300 and 1400
hours. The only thing that saved me were
2nd radio QSO's on 15M of 28 and 16 respectively. I'm feeling really good and decide
to stay on regardless of the rate. Even now 1

DXpeditions of all time and all at the time
of sunspot low ! What does the future hold?
I would like to record my thanks to all the
wives of committee members who have
over the last five years supplied endless
cups of tea and other beverages! and some
delicious lunches. Ladies many thanks.
Lastly my thanks to all the members of
CDXC for their support and comradeship in
my time in office. And may I wish the new
Secretary and Committee every success for
the future.
73 Dave Mann, GOHXN

July 1997. As background, The Mimram
Contest Group was formed on Sunday 24th
September 1995 by 12 individuals, who
over the last 18 months have become good
friends and have evolved into a dedicated
team. We enter between 5 and 6 HF contests per year and have striven to build a
very desirable and competitive station. The
Mimram C.G. holds the following call signs:
MOABC, G6Q, G7Q.

CONGRATULATIONS
Peter Chadwick, G3RZP, had cards checked
at Dayton to take him within 8 of the #1
slot. Peter is therefore no longer an "Honor
Roll Chaser"!

EMAIL UPDATE
The following changes are notified at the
request of the users:
G3XTT

g3xti@lineone.net

GOSAH

gOsah@aoLcom

Herb Asmussen, GOWAZ, has received his
Honor Roll Plaque from the ARRL and just
needs 7 to wrap up DXCC. Herb has
achieved a score of 32 Current and 326 Alltime since he arrived in England on I January, 1990

FOR SALE
Ideal basic PacketCluster station: PK-232
multi-mode TNC, including cables but no
software (works with the majority of packet
software progs) plus Pye Westminster
xtalled for 70.325, price £120. Buyer collects. Contact G4DYO, tel: 01189-732393;

Email: Ociyo@aoLcom

CW OPERATORS WANTED!
CDXC members Paul GOWAT, Bob
GOEHO, Alan GOSAH are experiencing
difficulty in recruiting contest CW operators
to assist them in building a CW team for the
Welwyn Garden City based MIMRAM
Contest Group. Anyone interested in joining
this dedicated but friendly group, should
contact Alan Holdsworth, Chair Person for
Mimram Contest Group QTHR, Email
gOsah@aolcom or home telephone/fax
01707 392950.
Assistance is urgently required from CW
operators for this year's mix mode IOTA
contest, to be held on 25th, 26th and 27th

Good luck with the last few Peter and Herb they're the hardest! Hi!

MOST WANTED COUNTRIES
Peter Chadwick, G3RZP
Not much response - either nearly everybody in CDXC has worked all the DXCC
stuff, or they're more interested in IOTA, or
they're not interested!
#1. P5 (of course)
equal #2: A5, T33, VU Andaman
equal #3: VKO Macquarie, HKO Malpelo,
FW, KH7K
equal #4: 3CO3 70, KP I , STO, 3B6
equal #5: IS, BS7, CEO Juan Fernandez,
CEO San Andres, FO Clipperton, FR/G,
FR/J, JD1 Minami Torishima, KH1, KH5K,
I0-19, PYO St Peter and St Paul, T3I, T32,
V6, VK9W, VU Laccadives, XW, ZK I
North Cook, ZLS, ZL9.
Thanks to all those who made an input

.

CDXC ACCOUNTS 1996-1997
96/97

95/96

£3,919.50
L165.00
£315.00
£8.50
£233.00
£13.00
£1,062.00
£0
15,716.00

£3,090.15
£70.00
£240.00
£48.00
£74.00
£65.00
£630.00
f 10.00
£4,227.15

£2,411.07
£20.00
£156.47
£1,062.00
£0
£0
£253.00
£106.00
£315.60

£1,789.19
£17.00
£79.96
£639.00
£10.00
£0
£0
£0
£0

£806.42
£5,130.56

£600.00
£3,135.15

CURRENT ACCOUNT
B/F From Previous Statement
Income
Transfer From Deposit Acct
Transfer To Deposit Acct
TOTAL
Less Expenditure
BALANCE ON HAND C/F

£965.41
£5,716.00
£0
£0
£6,681.41
£5,130.56
£1,550.85

£873.41
£4,227.15
£0
£1,000.00
£4,100.56
£3,135.15
£965.41

DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
Opening Balance
Transfer To Current Acct
Transfer From Current Acct
Interest Earned
BALANCE ON HAND

£1,777.87
£0
£0
£8.90
£1,786.7

£773.75
£0
£1,000.00
£4.12
£1,777.87

Current Account
Deposit Account

£1,550.85
£1,786.77

£965.41
£1,777.87

TOTAL CASH AT BANK

13,337.62

£2,743.28

INCOME
Subscriptions
Software Sales
Advertising
Misc Sales
Raffles
Other Donations In
CDXC Dinner
Bank Charge Refund
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
Printing & Post Newsletters &
Badges
RSGB Affiliation
Committee Expenses
CDXC Dinner
Bank Charges
Badges & Sale Items
Gifts & Trophies
Advertising & Logo
Membership Drive Expenses
Donations
DXpeditions
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
CASH STATEMENT

first session Dragan would decode the CW,
and I would key the CT program. Remembered to use the <nocwabbrev> command to
send normal characters for I, 9 and 0. If I
was given ATNA instead of a serial number I
just kept sending nr? until it was sorted out.
Dragan seemed to cope OK.
We started the contest on 15 m with a runs
for two hours stateside and one hour to JA.
20m died about 0430z so we moved to 40m
and stayed there most of the (local) night.
Checked 80m and could hear one consistent
station, K3EST, but could not work him because of the 10 minute rule (sorry Bob). In
the morning at 2000z (8.00 am local)
checked 15m and had a fantastic run for 3
hours of Europeans on the long path (via
South America). The skip shortened up at
2300z and we had a stateside run on 15m
until 0300z when 20m gave better run rates.
This time 20m stayed open until 0700z, and
so it was over to 40m- until in the middle of
the night, 20m reopened at I300z. At daybreak we checked 15m but it refused to
open, so continued to run Europeans on 20m
long path until 2230z. After an hour on 15m
we found a small opening on 10m and finished the contest with just 6 contacts on 10m.
It would be nice to get more activity going
from ZL-VK. We worked just 34 contacts in
our continent Oceania, compared to 1039
contacts in North America, 412 Asia, and 380
to Europe.
The band breakdown was 40m= 567, 20m=
514, 15m= 757,and 10m= 4.

W4AN (ex KM9P) WPX CW 1997
-

Bill Fisher W4AN
I always thought that keeping in shape helped
my contesting. Something about the pain of
working out that makes staying awake for a
contest much easier in my estimation. Unfortunately, this year I managed to blow a tire on
my bicycle going down a mountain pass
while negotiating a turn. At 35 MPH, you can

imagine what my backside looked like. The
accident happened 2 weeks prior to the contest, but at the start I was still sitting on just
one side of my butt and trying not to aggravate my sore ribs.
As usual, I stop drinking and eating caffeine
two weeks before the contest and don't use it
during the contest either. It really paid off
this time. I had no problem staying awake or
getting up when I did sleep.
The weekend before the contest I spent a
great deal of time getting my 80M 4-square
ready. This was all for about 50 QSO's the
entire weekend. Still, I had no problem being
heard by the Europeans 1 called. I tried a few
CQ's on 80M, but with no answers.
Last year we were plagued by thunderstorms
the entire weekend. On Sunday afternoon,
20M sounded more like 40M and I packed it
in early with the approach of big thunderstorm. This year my luck changed. Though it
was rainy most of the weekend, there were no
major thunderstorms in the area either night.
I have always started this contest on 20M.
This year I decided the big numbers come
from the guys with big low band numbers.
And, though I can't make up for the location
advantage of the guys in the Northeast, 1 decided I would start on 40M this year.
After reading KE2PF (Now N2NL)'s post
contest report from last year (what a great
score he had!), I decided that it was time to
put up some phased beverages for 40M to
Europe. There is no shortage of land here and
the only thing holding me back was time. I
put up two beverages that are 225' long and
separated by one-quarter wave on 40M. They
run downhill at a slant to the NE. They are
terminated in a quarter wave wire and a 550ohm resistor. The beverages have been up
for the entire 1996 and 1997 season and have
really played great. I use a Palomar preamplifier so I can control the gain to my beverages. This prevents toxic shock syndrome

so late.
After 15 slowed down, 1 decided to check
10m real quick. I have heard these late afternoon conditions before and usually 10m
opens. Sure enough, worked a couple of LU's
and a PY. Then I heard GW3YDX. When
first heard I had the beam on EU and he was
SI. Easy QSO! A few minutes later he was
louder with the beam Southeast (maybe he
was beaming South America). With YDX in
the log I had Europe QSOs on 6 bands. Ran
some guys on 20m which was in pretty good
shape. At one point HZ 1 AB was pumping
my receiver from 1 kHz away.
About 2240Z I decided to try 40m. Called
CQ on a clear 7005 and got nothing. A few
more CQs and was called by a VK3 long
path! Next QSO was VK6RZ. Sure didn't
expect those.
Later on, I was tuning across 15m about
0130Z. Heard the usual South America and
Pacific stations. Then a surprise -- EA4ML
was 589! I think 15m was open from here to
EU from at least 1230Z to 0130Z on Saturday. Pretty amazing when you consider how
bad the band has been for the other DX contests so far this year.
Didn't do the low bands Saturday night. Got
up about 1030Z Sunday and worked
JAIYFG on 40m. That is about 1:45 after
our Sunrise! Started running EU on 20m and
was called by a JA. Turned the beam North
and the JA signals were amazing. Real loud
and not as much flutter as usual. Too bad
there isn't more QSO volume from there!
[note: I definitely feel my K5 call hurts when
trying to run JA. When the band is open from
JA to W I, they don't waste their time on K5's!
Kept expecting 15m to show some of the life
it had on Saturday, but no luck. Very weak
EU all day but never really over S2. Quite a
change in just 16 hours.
Rest of the contest was back to 'normal' with
endless CQing on 20 and a little run on 40 at

the end. Did work about a dozen EU on 80m
during the last 15 minutes of the contest.
Funny story. Not sure what happened to the
S52ZW op on Sunday afternoon. He called
CQ just below me about 500 Hz. Then
moved up to my frequency (14009) and
called CQ. Then moved up some more. Finally he stopped just out of my passband on
the high side. Real loud and pumping the receiver. Then I started hearing him send
"KG ID KGID LID LID ..." He went on to do
this for over 30 minutes. Not sure who got
where first but it was quite a display. Since
S52ZW was 'walking' the band looking for a
clear spot, I can imagine how it all got
started...
I don't think I could have matched the
N2NL/KQ2M scores, but with conditions
like they were on Saturday, it would have
been fun to try! My wife commented that it
was different to have me talking about how
good conditions were instead of how bad.

ZLIANJ, MULTUSINGLE.
Martin Ellis, ZLIANJ

Thanks again to all contesters for some great
contacts in the WPX CW 1997.
The eight weeks since the WPX phone contest has seen a change in the seasons with
winter approaching here in New Zealand, and
summer in the northern hemisphere. In the
phone contest 80m and 10m were in reasonable shape from the South Pacific. However
in the CW WPX, electrical noise made 80m
almost unusable, and low sun angles limited
any 10m opportunities.
Leaving home on Saturday morning we ran
into a storm front that dumped 4 inches of
rain in 3 hours, and nearly brought traffic to a
standstill. Arrived at the station site with just
one hour for make ready before the WPX was
to start. Dragan ZLI/YUIUN brought some
needed CW skills but he had not used a computer log before, so we agreed that for the

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENT
1. Current account retains £55.67 from Banaba Antenna Fund
2. Stock of for sale items written off at cost on purchase.
3. Advance subscriptions fully reflected in books at date of receipt.
This financial statement covers the period 1-4-96 to 31-3-97. 95/96 figures cover period 1-6-95
to 31-3-96 period reduced to match proposed constitution changes year end 31st March.
Financial statement prepared 10-6-1997.
J M POTTER G4PFF Treasurer CDXC
In my opinion the Summary Financial Statement is consistent with the accounts of CDXC for
the financial year ended 31st March 1997
M ATHERTON G3ZAY Elected Auditor CDXC.

POSTBAG
70, A5, ETC
From Jim Smith, VK9NS
I can understand the frustration of Zorro,
JHIAJT, and the recent decision by DXCC
over 701A but, like Bren, G4DYO, I tend to
go along with ARRL DXCC decisions. That
is not to say that I necessarily agree with
them all.

It is with regret that I notice the reference
(page 15, issue 107) by Zorro, JHIAJT, to
A51JS. I regret the comment since it appears to suggest that "along with others" the
A51JS operation was in some way illegal.
It is repeated here for absolute clarity that
Zorro, JHIAJT, did not have an "Amateur

Radio Licence" to operate in Bhutan. His
recent operation was authorised by MOC to
"Demonstrate Amateur Radio" using the
callsign A51MOC. This callsign was suggested some time previously to MOC as a
possibility of providing the use of a "Neutral
Callsign" in the start up of the Amateur
Radio Service. That is to say remove some
perceived difficulties in allowing one party
to operate although hundreds of other appli-

cations are on file. I had always envisaged
that perhaps an A51MOC club approach,
with local participation, (like 3V8AA,
5AIA, BYIPK, etc) might be an acceptable
start. HIDXA donated a considerable
amount of equipment to MOC in 1991.
Zorro, for reasons best known to himself,
felt unable to honour his authorisation by
MOC to use A51MOC. In two moves,
through the use of subordinate staff of
MOC, he obliterated the A51 MOC callsign
(see DXCC release accepting the operation
for credit). As we know, the group ended up
using JHIAJT/A51 and such a callsign
structure suggests a reciprocal agreement in
place. Zorro knows perfectly well that a
Bhutanese National would be unable to get
a JA amateur radio licence.
The documentation for A51JS followed my
usual practice as it went straight to ARRL
DXCC and, in fact, was posted in Thimphu.
In addition, on my return to Norfolk Island,
copies went to all the main DX outlets along
with an article and several photographs. The
documentation included a telegram of invitation (there were no FAXes and an indifferent telephone system existed in the late

G4DYO (then editor of DX News Sheet)
and other outlets - admittedly often with a
"Confidential" restraint on certain material,
e.g. personal correspondence.

80s and early 90s) and a copy of my
"Common Tourist" visa, which was approved for issue by the then Minister of
Communications and Tourism. It was special since it allowed me to stay in Bhutan
for longer than the 5-6 day stay normally
permitted. Also, they allowed me entry into
Bhutan without having prepaid the mandatory Government run hotel accommodation/tourist charges prior to the visa being
issued. In fact, as soon as I arrived in Thimphu these tourist/accommodation charges
(almost $5,000) were settled immediately.
(One DX outlet chose to see this as a bribe
to the Bhutanese authorities!!!!)

Like many other DXers I too am sick at
heart with the politics, the spite and malice
of certain sections of amateur radio DXing.
One would have thought that Zorro and his
group would have been delighted with his
letter of authorisation for A51MOC. However, apparently this is not the case. A great
pity, in my view.
Tashi dalek (may your journey be safe).

SWL COMMENTS

There were, of course, several other items in
the documentation and, more to the point, it
was "sent in good faith" to DXCC under the
then existing background requirements for
approval, or otherwise. The Amateur Radio
Service in Bhutan did not exist in 1990, nor
does it exist today.

aggressive about CQing.

didn't think of it as moving from moderate to
competitor.... but your description sure fits
my experience.

But when the run developed (sort of by itself)
two weeks ago, I was in it (and handling it)
before I knew what had happened. And wonder of wonders, It wasn't as bad as my unconscious had feared---.

At a big station, the moderate is usually in the
mode of "Whoa! I'm not sure I can deal with
this." But at a real world-class facility, you
bet there's an exhilaration factor!

The result? --- that hurdle is behind me, and
you can bet that I'll be a lot more aggressive
about CQing now.

SPECIFIC EXAMPLE: I found that my JA
run (modest though it was) around midnight
on Saturday has changed my whole attitude.
Without realising it, I guess I had a deep
seated fear of calling CQ and having a bunch
of stations reply and I wouldn't be able to
handle it. Not wanting to look like an incompetent, the easiest solution was just not to be

Just one of the benefits of some time at a
really effective station. What must it be like
at an LPL or an NONI?
Bill, WI HIJ

From Roger Baines, G3YBO FBW:
With reference to Bob Treacher's recent article on SWL reports (#107 p18). I was for
many years a keen SWL, and got well over
300 countries. At times I found it very hard
to confirm certain well known DX stations.
Being in printing at that time it was easy to
run off QSL cards and some I did for DX
stations. All they had to do was sign it and
return. 1 also found other DXers who would
ask them to QSL to me. To this end I have
always had a soft spot for SWL's. I have operated as MP4TBO, MP4BGA,
YB7/GOSMC and this year as JTIFBW. I
read every QSL card that comes and thank
them for their report, and who knows we
might work them some day. 1 also make an
effort to QSL them direct. I enjoy CDXC
and saved issue 107 May 1997 to take to
Mongolia with RadCom and CQ magazine.

Zorro, JII1AJT, is already aware of my objections to statements in two Japanese outlets (in Japanese, of course) suggesting that
my A51JS operation was in some way not
authorised. 1 have been to Bhutan on 3 occasions in the name of amateur radio, most
recently helping to air A5 IMOC (with
Bhutanese operators) for the very first time.
This was a few weeks prior to the visit by

Zorro.
Zorro, JHIAJT, is also aware that certain
statements and implications about "first
ever authorised operation" from Bhutan had
to be withdrawn in two JA outlets at my
specific request.

I will be at the Windsor HF meeting later in
the year so hope that we may meet. 73s and
good luck and thanks for a good read each
issue.

I have kept faith with the people of Bhutan
and MOC over some 10 years now and have
never forgotten the kindness and generosity
shown to me in early 1990. At the very least
it must show a measure of sincerity on behalf of myself in the name of amateur radio.
Every step of the way is documented and
always made available to people like Bren,

CW REQUIREMENT
From Phil Whitchurch, G3SWH:
I cannot let the comments made by G4DYO
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CQ WPX CW WRITE-UPS
ended up around 7035!

K6ZD WPX CW PART TIME
By Randy Thompson, K5ZD

80m was OK but not great. Worked a few
guys but it was obvious the activity was limited. 80 and 160m were quiet here so no
problem hearing. Worked 9A IA and S5OU
on 160m. Called S52ZW a bunch of times
but he couldn't hear. Went to bed about 05Z
with 40 and 20m still open to EU.

I was only part time this weekend but wishing
I had been more serious. Turned on the radio
about 30 minutes into the contest expecting
to find just a few W and South Americans on
20m.
Instead the band was packed! Heard KC IF
calling CQ and stopped to listen. RK9CWW
called him and almost pinned the s-meter.
That's when I knew that things were not 'normal'!
It was impossible to find a CQ frequency. It
has been a few years since 20m was open to
so many places at the same time with such
big signals. I am not easily intimidated and
yet I could not find a hole. I was forced to
S&P up and down the band.
Went to 40m and it was pretty good as well.
Didn't think activity was up to last year (no
surprise given how good 20m was). I didn't
even try to get in the bottom 25 kHz and
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Woke up Saturday morning about 1230Z and
found 20m kind of so-so. Decided to listen
on 15m and wow! S50A was the first station
I heard and he was 30 over 9! Started running guys about 100/hr. Band was spotty but
open to most of EU.
About mid day (-16Z) it sounded like 15m
was going away. The loud EU were all
down near the noise level. I left the radio and
did some yard work.
Came back about 20Z and radio was still on
15m. Heard HB9DCM at 599+20 so decided
to try CQing. Did another 100+ hour where it
felt like I had the band to EU all to myself.
Hard to believe so many guys in EU were on

one else (especially someone more experienced). Of course, there are opportunities to
learn, but perhaps more important, is the
ability to take a half hour off and get refreshed by a walk around the block, without
feeling the pressure of wondering whether the
station is "missing something" by being off
the air. The result is that as an op, I was more
effective, because I could take those short
breaks to help "keep an edge".
So in summary, operating a contest at a
highly capable station is a very valuable
learning experience for anyone, even those of
us who are the "fun" contesters as opposed to
those who are "in contention". After those
few hours, I'm convinced that there really is a
synergy that comes from operating at a station which is significantly better than ones
own. And maybe most important, that synergy has effects that extend beyond the specific contest itself and enhance ones performance in general and for other events.

many in the middle.
The competitors are ALWAYS in the latter
mode, even at a modest home station. But at
a real world-class facility, you bet there's an
exhilaration factor! I think it does create a
temporary enhancement of the operator in
that their concentration is sharper and deeper,
motivation is higher, and they get RESULTS!
Does a potential "big score" feed on itself?
If you're doing better than you've ever done
before, when you realise that you might finally actually win a contest, does it give you
extra energy to get through Saturday night, to
fight the Sunday afternoon blues? Are you at
that point where you "refuse to lose"?
This is the "upper stage" of the competitor
modality. Once you smell the win, sheer
adrenaline will ignite and carry you along.
This is a much more fragile state, though, in
that it's easy for a negative experience to
knock you out of the zone.

Cheers & 73, Bill, W I H1.1
Does the cost and sacrifices made to make
the trip add to the determination of the operator to do well? Is there a "I'd better win this
thing or my wife/buddies/fellow workers will
never let me live it down" factor?

o Oo
From: Ward Silver
Subject: Re: The Psychology of Extraordinary
Contesting Efforts
Does the history and track record of a station
stimulate confidence? Or does it induce a
"fear of letting the station down"? Does it
make an op feel that he "must" do well; that
it's expected? If an op goes from a "normal"
station to a "top 5" station does the change,
the pileups, raise the op to a "higher" operating level? Is there an "exhilaration factor"?

Rarely. I think that for most, just the opportunity to go make some serious racket in one
of the big contests is sufficient to get the old
blood pumpin'. Just thinkin' about my last
trip to KH6RS gives me goosebumps.
"GET OUTTA MY WAY!!"
73, Ward NOAX
oOo

I find that there are two groups - the moderates and the competitors. At a big station, the
moderate is usually in the mode of "Whoa!
I'm not sure I can deal with this." Then there
is an event - usually a better-than-expected
score or some other surprise, the Zen "blow
with the stick" - that kicks them over into the
"Get Outta My Way!" mode. There aren't

ss

From: William Scholz
Subject: Re: The Psychology of Extraordinary
Contesting Efforts
Ward,
What you describe in general terms, I experienced myself a couple of weeks ago. I just

in the Editorial of the May 1997 edition of
the CDXC Newsletter and Steve TeleniusLowe, G4JVG in the Postbag section pass
without some feedback. I must stress that
the opinions below are my own and in no
way reflect the official policies of any group
or organisation to which 1 belong.

wanted to go to sea. Only about 5 (including
me) were at all interested in radio, a large
proportion of the remainder having failed
the eye-sight test to qualify as deck officers.
The same college, like several others in the
UK had offered this course for many years
previously, and did so for many years after I
graduated and left.

I am a Class 'A' Licensee of some 30 plus
years and an FOC member. By choice I use
only Morse on the HF bands and am a
wholehearted supporter of the use of Morse
Code as a means of communication. I am in
no way offended by Steve's point of view.
Indeed, I recall having very much the same
conversation with him over a pint at the
1995 HF Convention. Where I take issue is
with his contention that it is difficult to
learn and be competent in the use of the
Morse Code.

For about two hours a day, five days a week
during term time over a one year period, we
learned to receive and then to send Morse
code up to a speed of 25 WPM. The sending was done without the benefit of a sidetone, on ancient, brass pump handle keys
and required 100% accuracy, with no uncorrected and up to three corrected errors in a
three minute test of plain language, a three
minute test of five letter code groups as well
as tests of figures and non-standard
(accented) letters.

Whilst I applaud each and every attempt to
attract new and young blood into our hobby
and fully agree that some form of incentive
licensing would be a good move, I do not
believe that abolishing competence in
Morse Code is the way forward.

I am pleased to record that there were no
"drop outs" in my year and a 100% pass rate
on this element of the course, although
some re-tests were necessary. I have no reason to believe that the results of the various
other training establishments around the
country, or indeed the world, at the time
were any different.

The merits of whether or not it is necessary
to pass a Morse test to hold an HF licence
are well argued. An HF licence is a privilege, not a right and as such must be earned
by the demonstration of competence on the
part of the prospective licensee. However,
as long as it is an ITU requirement, the
Morse test is here to stay! As a means of
sorting out the serious HF operator from
those who would have licences "virtually
given away in cornflake packets", it is second to none.

I am currently an RSGB Morse Test Examiner in the Bristol area and regret to say that
the general standard of competence of those
taking the test is abysmally low. I understand that the national pass rate is 75%. My
own experience would put it as low as 30%,
mainly due to lack of preparation on the part
of the candidates. It is also very obvious to
me that a high proportion of those that do
pass will never touch a Morse key again in
their lives.

In the mid/late 60's, at the tender age of 17 I
trained as a Merchant Navy Radio Officer.
A group of about 50 or so similarly aged
youngsters joined the course at the same
time as myself. We came from all types of
social and educational backgrounds (three
'0' levels minimum I think) and had only
one thing in common - we all desperately

If anything, I think that the current 12 WPM
test is too slow, as the rhythm and music of
Morse do not become properly apparent
until about 15-18 WPM. The 5 WPM Novice test is probably harder than the 12 WPM
test!
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the most out of those faint and fading DX
signals. It is a mixture of diverse receivers (I
decided to go for diversity, rather than one
big one) and all the usual paraphernalia of
preselectors, ATUs, filters, pre-amps, RTTY
decoding, recording equipment and so on,
and a fair smattering of this is home made.

Whenever I see comments such as Steve's to
the effect that he has a "CW mental block"
and that "the majority of people have a very
real difficulty in learning Morse", I see red.
It is understandable that a very few people
do have a very real learning difficulty,
which certainly increases with age. What I
cannot accept is that such a large proportion
of these unfortunate people decide to become radio amateurs with a desire to operate on the HF bands!

I have had a break of 55 years in SW interest since joining the army at World War 2,
and what a change I found as I came back to
the interest. On balance I think all the
changes are for the better and there has been
phenomenal progress. Recently, an interest
in Satellite tracking has brought some remarkable DX signals, and the tricky business of coping with the Doppler shift.

If my own experiences are typical, then the
only obstacle to learning Morse code is a
serious lack of commitment on the part of
the student.
I do not consider myself to be a "Morse expert". I certainly cannot "work at 40 WPM
whilst reading a book and watching telly at
the same time" and have never met anyone
who could. Such characters are like yetis known to exist, but no-one has ever seen
one. I have always maintained that any idiot
can shout into a microphone, but that it
takes a very special type of idiot to use a
Morse key!

However, the single undeniable link with
the past is CW. Always in my young days a
fascination, but too daunting to learn. Now
that is gone; after 2 years slog at the code, I
have reached the top of the learning hill, and
I can read a very respectable speed going up
all the time. What a difference this has
made, all the front ends of the bands are intelligible, DX findings are improved, and
this great universal language is a nononsense method of expression, which appeals to me.

The truth is that the Morse Test is perceived, mainly by those not prepared to
make the effort to learn it, as an unnecessary
obstacle to an 14.F licence.

I say this as a consequence of the May Editorial and the opposing view from Steve
Telenius Lowe, G4JVG. Of course an SWL
has no right to put a view on license privileges, but I can only say what a pleasure and
wider range of interest this has given to me.
As numbers go, my CW proficiency has
taken my own DXCC list up to 262, about
50 up on the list when I applied for membership.

When I see a Class 'A' Licensee who is a
competent CW operator arguing for a code
free HF licence, then I might take the subject a little more seriously. Until that happens, I will view the proposal to drop the
code test as what my daughter would call a
"cop out".

From Wally Mower. RSGB 96639:
PS I must also pay my compliments to the
RSGB DX News Sheet, Edited by Chris
Page G4BUE. It has been invaluable as one
of my closest aids in DXing.

First of all, many thanks to the Committee
for enrolling me in the Chiltern DX Club. I
know that it can be difficult to take Short
Wave Listeners too seriously compared with
their licensed colleagues. In my case I have
a formidable station, which looks like a
small corner of Bletchley, designed to wring

(Ed: U's good to hear from one of our SWL
members and on the contrary, Wally, SWLs
views are most welcome on any subject 12

•

•

If an op goes from a "normal" station to a
"top 5" station does the change, the pileups, raise the op to a "higher" operating
level? Is there an "exhilaration factor"?

•

Does a potential "big score" feed on itself? If you're doing better than you've
ever done before, when you realise that
you might finally actually win a contest,
does it give you extra energy to get
through Saturday night, to fight the Sunday afternoon blues? Are you at that
point where you "refuse to lose"?

•

cellent ridge top location (love those
CC&R's!!) but I enjoy contesting to test my
own ability to achieve self set goals.

Does the history and track record of a
station stimulate confidence? Or does it
induce a "fear of letting the station
down?" Does it make an op feel that he
"must" do well; that it's expected?

When Arnie invited me to be the other op in a
"fun" effort at CW WPX I jumped at the
chance. N6HC has an excellent location,
TS950SD, Henry 2K and TA-34. The result is
that there is almost never a need to call a station more than once, and reasonable runs can
be established to JA and the Pacific. Arnie
and N6HC also has an excellent record in SS
and in CQP, as well as other domestic contests. This time we did around 500 Q's, 300
mutts, in about 16 hours.

Does the cost and sacrifices made to
make the trip add to the determination of
the operator to do well? Is there a "I'd
better win this thing or my wife/ buddies/fellow workers will never let me live
it down" factor?

This is not a complete list, it just scratches
the surface, I'm sure there are many more
factors and I'd love to get feedback. Let me
know what you think.
And hats off to Bill and Andy for unbelievable performances.

After a couple of hours of operating, I noticed
that a change had come over me.... As I said
in a report on the experience to a friend of
mine, I became aware that because of the capabilities of the station, results achieved were
determined by MY abilities. In other words,
there were no excuses. In short, I found that I
felt more pressure to do as well as possible,
and to keep going when things got tough (like
Sunday afternoon), rather than giving up. But
that pressure was a positive influence on me.
It also meant, I think, that I found it easier to
cope with quickly learning a new station (and
my first experience using CT for a logging
program). The ramp on the learning curve
seemed less steep because of what you call
the "exhilaration factor".

oOo
Two other comments:
From: William Scholz
Subject: The Psychology of Extraordinary
Contesting Efforts
Larry,
Thanks for sharing your interesting questions.
I had an experience in WPX CW a couple of
weeks ago that I think bears on them. I operated for 10 or 12 hours with Arnie, N6HC
from his station, and I definitely noticed a
difference in my performance. My own station is a TS940S with just dipoles but an ex-
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During the same contest, I also operated for
perhaps 6 hours from my own station. The
second segment, Sunday morning, was after 6
or so hours at N6HC. I found that I was
sharper (and more effective) from my own
station than I would have expected given the
situation and my relative fatigue. I believe
that also comes from the "exhilaration" factor.
While you don't mention it specifically, I believe that there is also major impact that
comes from sharing the operating with some-

to CQ WW Phone or CW, then please forward to me as soon as possible, and certainly
by early August. Any CQ WW photos would
be useful as well, otherwise I will just have to
use some of my own!
I look forward to meeting many of you at the
AGM and discussing contest-related matters.
So far I have received just one response to my
request last time for suggestions and feedback. This was an extremely helpful letter
from Brian, G4ODV, for which I am very
grateful.
Finally this month, whenever you submit a
contest score to CQ, remember to put yourself down as a CDXC member so that your
score goes towards the CDXC Club score.
We are gradually moving up the various ladders, though the FRC and PVRC don't need
to lose too much sleep as yet!
73 Don G3XTT, NK I G
Contest Psychology (see above)
From: Larry Reader
Subject: The Psychology of Extraordinary
Contesting Efforts
As some of you know, I write the
"contesting" column for the Salt City DX Association Salt Thblet. Thought this month's
column might be of interest to members of
the reflector. Your comments are always
welcome.
73 - Larry KE2VB (Trustee, WP2Z)
oOo
The Psychology of Extraordinary Contesting
Efforts
As the trustee for the Windwood Contest
Station, WP2Z„ 1 have occasion to participate, vicariously most of the time, in a lot of
very competitive contest efforts throughout
the year. My lob" is mostly to make sure
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the station is completely operational, talk to
the ops about propagation, remark about the
techniques that seem to be effective from
Windwood, etc.
I'll also introduce new ops to previous year's
ops so that rate sheets can be exchanged, that
sort of thing.
One of the best parts of taking care of WP2Z
is the correspondence with ops after a contest, especially when the contest went well.
Most of the time I can attribute a good
showing to the usual, i.e. Windwood is very
loud and the op was very competent.
Over the past six months there have been two
efforts, however, that are so extraordinary I
have been forced to look beyond the obvious
reasons for a "top 5" contest finish and ask
myself what "intangibles" were present in
these two contests. Just what made these two
contesters "different".
Once again, I'm not talking about the obvious,
that you need a loud station and a competent
op, we all know WP2Z is competitive and by
and large only competent ops are willing to
spend their vacation and several thousands of
dollars to operate a contest from Windwood,
I'm talking about the "intangibles".
It appears that Bill Morgan, KODEQ, has
placed 4th in CQWW CW SOLP. Big deal,
you might say, just a repeat of 1995. Except
Bill didn't use a computer! He hand logged
and hand keyed the entire contest and still
placed top five, in this day and age, in the
CQWW!! Andy Larsson, DF3IAL, has just
posted 8.01 MEG, SOLP, in the CQ WPX
CW contest, more than double last years
winning score. This was Andy's first time
using a computer to log. He'd never done it
before.
And so my question. What psychological
factors allowed these two gentlemen to raise
their performance "above and beyond" what
would be expected? Here's my list, for discussion, addition. etc.

cence privileges included. The very best
amateurs are those who served lengthy apprenticeships as SWLs).
RTTY
From Alan Jubb, G3PMR:
I was really pleased to see the article on
RTTY by Peter Halls, G4CRY in the May
Newsletter.
I'd first like to set the record straight and say
that I was not suggesting in my article in the
March Newsletter that RTTY is a dying
mode, merely that it is a minority mode. I
don't think Peter would dispute this, as he
makes the very same point in a recent letter
to Practical Wireless.
RTTY is a mode that I have never operated,
and know little about, so I found Peter's article most interesting and informative. I understand that Peter will be following up this
article with another in the July NewsLetter,
so I wait with interest for that.

like to take this up with the operators when
some of them come to the FIF Convention
this year? I believe VKOIR made more
RTTY QSOs than any previous DXpedition.
Talking to DXpeditioners over the years, the
view has been that if you make 1,000 QS0s
on topband and 1,000 on RTTY, then you
have pretty well exhausted the supply of serious DX chasers on those specialist bands
and modes. I use the word serious advisedly.
Obviously, if you can be loud enough, and
spend enough time at it, then you will trawl
a few more. To this extent, VKOIR can be
counted a success on both 160 and RTTY,
where the team mined well over the 1000 in
each case. But it required lots of fruitless
CQing, and was only possible because they
had several stations on the bands simultaneously. It would have been a very ill-advised
use of their time if they could have been
satisfying demand on the other bands and
modes, which is the situation in which most
DXpeditions find themselves.
It is also not too surprising that there were
relatively few CDXC members in the
VKOIR RTTY log. There has long been a
club for RTTY enthusiasts - BARTG which has an active and thriving membership, while CDXC appeals to other groups
within the hobby. I have a feeling the overlap is relatively small, though people like
G3OZF have long been exponents of RTTY.
I have over 200 countries on the mode myself, but didn't work VKOIR. However, this
was purely because I had replaced the TH5
with my A3WS to work them on the WARC
bands (which I did, on all three), and not for
want of opportunity - even though we were
abroad for the second week of the operation,
there were at least three good opportunities
for a RTTY QS() before we went away, if I
had had the TH5 aloft.

Full marks to Peter for responding to the
challenge and making us all more aware of
what RTTY is about. Perhaps it will result
in an increased level of RTTY activity by
CDXC members. I hope so.
VARIOUS TOPICS
From Don Field, G3X77:
As always, I found lots of food for thought
in the last CDXC newsletter, and wanted to
respond to several items as well as raising a
couple of new topics. It's good to have
somewhere we can enjoy a healthy debate
among friends!
Firstly, a warm welcome to Peter G4CRY,
and I'm delighted to see him take up the
gauntlet and write an RTTY column for the
newsletter. But I do take issue with his view
that the VKOIR operation somehow showed
a lack of interest in RTTY. Maybe he would

But I reiterate, I am delighted to see a
RTTY column in the Newsletter, and hope
it encourages greater use of the mode. Most
of us now have multi-mode TNCs which
can be pressed into service (though I have a
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letter from the importers of my PK232
admitting that it was never designed for I-IF
data modes, and these days I use a BARTG
terminal unit on the mode). You can even
get software which does the whole job in the
PC. Give it a try. Incidentally, on a clear
band it is quite possible for a DXpedition to
work 100/hour on RTTY, but not when the
guys who are calling insist on using the
more verbose habits of RTTY operators
such as strings of RY's, and the sending of
long overs using material stored in their
buffers. To this extent RTTY operators are
often their own worst enemies, because a
DXpedition will get fed up with the low
QSO rate, feeling that they could be keeping
more of the deserving happy by going on
another mode. I hope Peter will use his column to give some operating hints, such as
how to read opposite case rather than have
to ask for repeats, how to shorten the exchange by avoiding case shifts, etc.
Now to the debate about code/no-code. Unlike Bren, I was horrified that the ARRL has
endorsed the continuation of the CW requirement. I can't understand the logic behind this. I know Bren enjoys shooting, but
I'm sure he would think it ridiculous if he
was only allowed to use his modern rifle
after having passed a test in musketry. The
CW test is similar; now that all commercial
and military users have dropped the code
there is simply no case at all for amateurs
retaining it as an entry requirement. And it
gives all the wrong signs to youngsters who
are growing up in the age of the Internet.
Yes, maybe someone who is keen enough
on becoming an amateur will persevere. But
many people come into the hobby without
that level of commitment, and only later
does it grow on them. Let's not put those
folk off KIAR's latest contester survey in
CQ Magazine finds the average age of contesters to be 44, up from 43 a year ago. In
other words, there is no new blood coming
in. I find this horrifying, and I encourage the
CDXC Committee, the RSGB and others to
take urgent steps to change this. In all re-

spects, I wholly endorse G4JVG's piece in
the last newsletter. The sooner the CW requirement is abolished, the better. The current debate is a case of fiddling while Rome
burns.

New Web Address

There is another matter on which I have a
quarrel with ARRL. K I MAN continues to
hog 14275 with his broadcasts (see his Internet Home Page to realise that this is, in
every respect, a commercial venture rather
than a purely amateur one), and the nuisance will become ever more apparent as
the sunspots return. The ARRL, while unhappy with the situation, will not speak out
for fear that its own W I AW broadcasts will
be stopped. Frankly, I think that with the
present levels of band occupancy, far higher
than when W I AW started, and with many
more modern means of distributing news
and offering code practice (which wouldn't
be needed if the CW requirement were
dropped), such as Internet and Packet radio,
the W1AW broadcasts are an anachronism
and should be ceased forthwith. If every national society indulged itself with such
broadcasts there would be no room on the
bands for the rest of us. In this as in so many
other ways, our US brethren frequently
seem to forget that radio waves cross borders and that, by the ARRL's own reckoning, there are 328 other countries out there
(apologies if I have offended any of our
transatlantic members).

Another useful contesters page is that of
KB IGW, which contains lots of contestrelated links, as well as some great information in its own right. Point your browser at

I have an admission to make. My confirmed
DXCC total on 10 metres is nowhere near
the 321 with which I am credited by DXCC
(p.17 of last newsletter). Interestingly, my
printout from the ARRL shows exactly the
right countries credited, but the ARRL computer doesn't seem to be able to add them
up properly. I have pointed this out to the
DXCC desk on various occasions, but they
stand by their computer. Once again, I guess
we have to bow to the wisdom of the ARRL,
this time for its special knowledge of arithmetic. Sounds as though I'm ARRLbashing, but it's just that several gripes have
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Although Bren covers Internet matters elsewhere, of particular interest to contesters is
the fact that the OH2KI home page has
moved to hap: personaLeunetfi pp:calor

' 'www.geocities.comicapecanaverat113
8 index.html

And, although not directly contest-related, I
enjoyed looking at KM6HG's home page, because of the way he uses sound and graphics
(you will need a Java-enabled browser):
htip:/;wwl.ridgecresi.ca.us/—aggiedefauli.ht
ml

Top Contest Sites
I have tried to encourage all of you to take the
plunge and participate in contests, and even
from the most modest QTH it is possible to
have a lot of fun and, indeed, do well if you
pick the right contest and the right category.
But there is always a fascination in the big
stations, even though most of us will never be
in a position to build such a station ourselves.
Big contest stations come and go, as they take
a lot of looking after and usually require not a
single individual but a whole team or club to
keep them in shape. Thus, in the UK we can
look back at groups such as the G3WUX
team in the West Country who had a great
track record for many years but eventually
ran out of steam. Even the GW8GT station
seems to have fallen by the wayside in recent
years, partly due to continued vandalism and
theft from the site, and partly due to some of
the key operators moving away. The GOKPW
multi-multi station will soon have to find a
new site as it has effectively outgrown its
present one, and the fine multi-single station
at G3LNS's QTH has been dismantled due to
George's move to 5B4. Probably the finest
single-op contest station in the UK is that of
Ron GW3YDX and anyone who saw his
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presentation at Windsor the other year will
understand why. In contrast, Steve GW4BLE
continues to do unbelievably well from a very
ordinary suburban location. Northern Ireland
is increasingly becoming the place to build a
contest station, with GIOKOW and GIONWG
putting together a fine multi-tower station
with lots of monobanders. Similarly, RSGB
members will have seen pictures in RadCom
of the GIOAIJ super-station. Perhaps it's because planning permission is easier to obtain
over there. Of course, none of these stations
compares with some of the big contest stations in the US, but in a sense this doesn't
matter because we have the great advantage
of sitting on a small island on the very Western-most edge of Europe, so that even with a
modest station we can put a very competitive
signal into that greatest concentration of potential contest points, the US. In contrast, if
you are operating from the "black hole" of
the US mid-west, you are one skip further
removed from Europe than are the east coast
stations, and you need a pretty impressive set
of antennas to go any way at all towards
making up the difference. Just look, for example, at the antenna farm which the WOAIH
team have been able to assemble. It is bigger
and better than most commercial or military
installations, but they still struggle, especially
at the sunspot minimum, to be anything like
as loud as an East coast station running the
legal limit and a tribander.
CQWW
As the next issue of the Newsletter is the last
before CQ WW Phone (not CQWW SSB as
some people insist on calling it - CQWW
predates such new-fangled modes by many
years. CQ WPX SSB was introduced much
later, specifically to encourage the adoption
of the new, and much resisted by some,
"Donald Duck" mode), I want to use much of
the next column to cover as many aspects of
the contest as seem appropriate (strategy,
keeping awake, history, UK participation, or
whatever). As such, if you have any hints,
tips, anecdotes, or anything remotely related

entry. And, of course, it's much easier to put
up a top-notch antenna system for a single
band than for six bands (wait a few years and
you can be up there with the best on 10 metres, for example, by taking down that TH3
and replacing it with, say, a 5 element 10m
Yagi which is no bigger than the tribander).
Even a "big gun" low band station need not
be out of the question. A four-square for 40
metres, for example, requires very little real
estate.
One of the best ways to learn how to contest
is to watch an experienced contest operator at
work. Get an invitation to take part in a
multi-operator effort, perhaps in one of the
big contests such as CQWW. One of the
benefits of doing this is that you will begin to
appreciate just what it is that makes one
contester or group of contesters more successful than another. I have frequently
watched threads on the Internet contest reflector where it is clear that some of the subscribers feel that a good location and lots of
money is the prerequisite and the only prerequisite for contest success. Anybody who
has observed a top contest operator at work
will know that there is a lot more to it than
that. A "feel" for the bands, a knowledge of
band openings, a familiarity with contesters'
callsigns, an ability to read a callsign first
time through the pile-up, search-and-pounce
skills as well as the ability to know how long
to hold a frequency and call CQ and, increasingly, the ability to "run" with one radio
while "searching and pouncing" with another.
To prove the point, in the popular US
Sweepstakes contest a couple of years back
some of the regular high scorers agreed
among themselves to, metaphorically, tie
their hands behind their backs by borrowing
unknown six-character callsigns, running
barefoot and using only wire antennas. It
made hardly any difference; most of them
still featured among the top scorers! Or just
look at the scores achieved by the WRTC
stations last year in San Francisco. Most
made well over 2000 contacts during the 12
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hours of the contest, despite operating from
unfamiliar and modest stations, running barefoot. In many cases their hosts were absolutely amazed at what these guest-ops had
been able to achieve with their stations. Conversely, there are frequent instances of relatively inexperienced operators getting their
hands on a decent station, perhaps in a rare
multiplier such as the Caribbean, and making
a complete hash of the whole thing. You have
only to listen to some of the poorer operators
who had shown up from time to time on major DXpeditions to know what sort of a mess
such people can get themselves into .. Like all
skill-type activities, whether fishing, go-kart
racing, or whatever, it can actually be
counter-productive putting the best equipment into the hands of a novice. The best way
to achieve success is to work up the ladder
gradually, developing your skills and your
equipment in step.
Of course, even the best operators can get
sloppy. The write-up by K3ZO of his experience as a judge at the WRTC event last year
is revealing. He was charged with watching
the Yugoslav team, which consisted of top
contesters YT1AD and YU IRL. Although
they did a great job, Fred observed some
weaknesses in their operating. For example,
he comments that they seemed poorer at
search and pounce than he would have expected, perhaps because they were used to
operating from relatively rare spots and having all the multipliers call them, rather than
have to go looking. Again, each of us needs
to hone our skills by trying different contests
and perhaps different categories.
If you are used to doing well in the full power
category of CQWW, for example, how about
trying the low power category for a change.
This will force you to adopt a completely different operating technique, which will help
you bone up on skills which you may largely
have forgotten. QRP contesting can be the
biggest challenge of all; a complete turn-off
for the novice contester but a real challenge
for the old hand who thinks he knows it all!

come along at once, just like London buses.
Oh well!
When ON4UN's piece about 160 m countries needed (p.34) first appeared on the Internet, I dropped John a line commenting on
his wants list. Interestingly, the only country
I have on 160 which John hasn't is 3B9,
worked before the ON's got on the band.
XT2 was also active before then, though I
missed it, and 3X has also been around. But
the Pacific is the interesting one. I recall
VR3AH (which would now be T3) being
heard in Europe years ago in one of those
once-in-a-lifetime openings. Richard
G3CWI (better known as VP8ANT) heard
the VR3, thought it was a pirate, and didn't
work it. He has been kicking himself ever
since! ZL7 has been worked by G3MXJ and
others, and ZL8 by, I believe, G130QR.
These are actually no more difficult paths
than ZL; they should be easy around the
equinox at the bottom of the cycle if, and
it's a big if, there is activity. All in all, 160m
scores of 270 or more should be possible
from the UK (the leading G's are already
over 250), which is incredible if one thinks
back to what would have been a high score
even one sunspot cycle ago (topbanders
count cycles from bottom to bottom, not
peak to peak, hi!).

This practice is downright immoral. How
can he justify this practice, when he clearly
had received my card via the bureau, and
was able to return it to me via the bureau?
Why do DX stations choose managers who
do this sort of thing?
I hope that no DX station using that manager ever requests funding from CDXC!!

RULES FOR DXING
From Anon 11:
I loved the "Rules for DXing" by "Anon" in
the May Newsletter! However, there are a
few points that could be added:1. How to use a microphone - Simple:
imagine it is a Megaphone, hold as close to
the mouth as possible and SHOUT!
2. How to tune up - Never use the CW
mode, use the 0000000LAH! For maximum effect this should be done exactly on
the pile-up to ensure maximum output on
the desired frequency. The longer the
0000000LAH, the better!
3. Flow to get through the pile-up - Here are
three tips:
a) Move up 1 KHz and transmit a number
of 00000LAH's with maximum splatter
- many stations will then tune on to your
frequency to tell you to move. At this
point they are not on the DX frequency,
which is therefore less crowded, so you
move smartly back down and start calling!

Enough witterings from me. Obviously the
topband season is over, or I wouldn't have
the time for all this. Roll on the dark nights!

QSLING ETHICS
From Alan Jubb, G3PMR:

b) Call with a falsetto voice - the DX station will think you are a YL and give you
priority!

In July 1995 I sent a QSL via the bureau to a
European QSL Manager for a contact with a
station in South America.

c) Add QRP to your callsign - some kind
OM is sure to relay your call! In this
situation, the definition of QRP is the
maximum power you can get away with!

This week, I received a large bundle of
cards from the RSGB, and in there was my
original QSL, which the Manager had overstamped with the words "RETURN TO
SENDER QSL ONLY DIRECT'.

oo0000000
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NFD is fast and furious anyway, and further
tying your hands by operating QRP is, to my
mind, a recipe for instant frustration. Fine for
someone with lots of experience, looking for
a new challenge, but enough to put off a newcomer for life!

One of the most entertaining debates on the
Contest reflector has been prompted by the
increasing use of "cut" numbers for sending
serial numbers. This was very noticeable in
WPX CW. So a typical report might be
ENNANTU meaning, of course (!), 5991902.
There are those who hate cut numbers, those
who think they are perfectly acceptable in
this context, given that you are expecting a
number rather than text, so their meaning
should be obvious, and there are those who
think cut numbers have their place (such as in
the CQ WW exchange of RST and zone) but
not for serial numbers. What has amused me
particularly are the barrack room lawyers
who go back to the contest rules, and say the
use of cut numbers is a breach of the rules
which require an exchange of serial number
(as against letters ...). Other barrack room
lawyers say that the cut numbers are
"official" because they are listed in a number
of recognised publications. Some say they
will record the exchange exactly as it is sent
and leave the contest organisers to sort out
the muddle. Nice to know what some of our
brethren consider to be vital issues of the day!

9H1EL

Welcome to Jeff Morris,
9H1EL, who recently
joined CDXC. These
pictures show Jeff in his
shack and an outside view
of his antennas. Who said
anything about TV1?? Hi!

There are plenty of contesting opportunities
for dipping a gentle toe in the water. AFS
SSB is one example. Just four hours of operating, on a single band, but your score can
go towards a combined club score so that you
will feel you have made a real contribution.
There are lots of national contests to enter, as
well, where you will be welcomed with open
arms and which are nowhere near as busy as,
say, the CQ Worldwide events. The Scandinavian activity contests in September are a
good example. There are CW and SSB legs,
each lasting 24 hours. 80 to 10 metres, so that
there will always be at least one band with
good skip, and the distance is such that you
don't need high power or a big beam to be a
big gun. And, of course, most Scandinavian
amateurs are excellent operators with a good
command of English.

Finally, I enjoyed a thread which related to
whether operators were able to step up their
performance when at a "big" station. This
contesting psychology is an interesting one for my own part I find that, for example,
when I am with a multi-op group, I feel an
obligation to the group not only to keep up a
high level of pressure on myself, but also to
encourage the other operators. I found the
thread so interesting that I have appended it
to this column.
First, choose your contest ...
If you are new to contesting, then it's wise to
start with one of the less demanding events.
Like learning to swim, it's not always a good
idea to start by jumping into the deep end.
For example, I believe my local club has
made a mistake in the past in encouraging
novice operators and newly-licensed members to enter the QRP section of HF NFD.
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Of course, sooner or later you will want to
have a go in one of the "biggies". These are
generally acknowledged to be the CQ
Worldwide Phone and CW contests, the CQ
Worked Prefixes (WPX) SSB and CW contests, and the ARRL DX Contest (Phone and
CW legs). The dates of the first four are easy
to work out - the last FULL weekends of October, November, March and May respectively. The nice thing about all these events is
that there are many categories you can enter,
so you can be a "winner" even without running a mega-station and burning yourself into
a physical wreck over the full 48 hours. For
example, CDXC has, for some years, sponsored a plaque for the UK winner in CQ
Worldwide (both legs) in the all-band lowpower (150 watt) category. Or you could, for
example, enter in a single-band category. I
frequently enter the 160 metre single-band,
which allows me to get some sleep during the
day but nevertheless to put in a competitive

out what number they are up to. So I was
amused to see this posting on the Reflector by
W5FL a day after the contest:
"I watched the complaints on the packet
cluster about very high speed contest
exchanges and tried a little experiment.
I matched the speed of the stations with
my keyer and sent my exchange back to
them at their speed when it was over 35
wpm. Seven of the ten high speed stations listed could not copy at their own
speed and asked for repeats.
Wendell Wyly

W5FL"

A case of "do as you would be done to"?
I have appended to this column a couple of
the WPX write-ups which appeared on the
Internet, for the benefit of those who have not
already seen them.
HOT TOPICS

One of the recent Contest Reflectors discussions has been whether six metres should be
included in HF contests. The argument in favour has been that this would encourage
Technician Class licencees to get involved in
"HF" contesting. Frankly, as there are plenty
of 6 metre contests on which they can cut
their teeth I can't see the point. And this rule
change would give a big advantage in a few
years to stations operating the ARRL or
CQWW contests from the Caribbean, who
could rack up vast numbers of US QSOs on 6
metres, while those of us in Europe missed
out. The cynical out there are of the view that
the real motivation behind including 6 metres
is coming from the manufacturers, who want
to sell lots of their new HF transceivers, many
of which now include "six" along with the HF
bands. Of course, this is an outrageous suggestion. CDXC members know that the
equipment manufacturers are far more honourable than that ....
I was also astonished recently at KW9KW's
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editorial in National Contest Journal suggesting that the CQ WPX CW weekend (last
weekend of May) be swapped with the CQ
160 SSB weekend (last weekend of February). The argument seemed to be that propagation during May is noisy, and that moving
the WPX weekend to February would increase participation and scores. Presumably
the displaced topbanders would have to put
up and shut up. Others have suggested in the
last year or two that the WPX CW move to
the newly-vacant Dayton weekend. There was
also a debate on the Contest Reflector a year
or so back that the proliferation of "odd"
prefixes was adversely affecting scores in
WPX because these prefixes were difficult to
copy in contest conditions.
Hold on, I am reading right? Surely the point
of a Worked Prefixes contest is to work lots
of different prefixes. And surely the point of
having contests at different times of the year
is that we get an appreciation of propagation
at different times of the year and, indeed, our
brethren in the southern hemisphere aren't
permanently disadvantaged. Personally, I
have always enjoyed the WPX contest, and
indeed the IARU contest in July, for the very
reason that they bring me up against a different set of propagation challenges to the more
"traditional" autumn contests. But in some
circles at least, it seems as though "self
training", the chance to work new prefixes, to
develop our operating skills, and so on, are to
be made subservient to the overriding goal of
being able to make higher and higher scores.
What utter tosh! The score is not an end in
itself, but a measure of how we rate against
others. The CQ WW Phone and CW contests
have become something of a farce in recent
years because no-one even attempts to copy
report or zone any more. the report is always
59(9) and the contest software automatically
fills in the zone. One of the great virtues of
the WPX contest is that the exchange is still
RS(T) plus serial number. Long may this remain, and at a "noisy" time of the year as
well. Then we'll really sort the decent operators from the boy racers!

WELCOME!
The following DXers have recently joined CDXC or renewed their membership. We hope that
they will enjoy being members and that they will participate in CDXC activities:
9HIEL
9H3XH
9M2OM
BRS25429
GOOWE
GOUBK
GOWAT

Jeff
Clive
Ray
David
Terry
Chris
Paul

Malta
Malta
Malaysia
N Yorks
Northumberland
N Yorks
Hens

Jason
Somerset
Peter
W Sussex
John
Bucks
Hilary
Cambs
Ken
Staffs
Ian
Ross-Shire
Jorgen London

GOWRB
G3VPS
G3WKL
G4JKS
G4RWD
GM4KLN
MOAXP

CDXC HONOR ROLL CHASER TABLE
CALL

CW *

UPDATED

Current

G3NOF
I IJQJ
GM3BQA
G3XTT
G3KYF
G8JM
NN2C
G6LX
G3RZP
G4SOF
GOWAZ
G4OBK
G4NXG/M
G3LHJ
G3NKC
GOLRJ
G4XRX
GM4XLU
G4AFJ
G3BBR
GM3PPE
G3NOH
LA6LHA
G4AHJ
GW3JXN
G3SWH
G3PMR
PY2DBU
G3KWK
G3CAQ
ZS I FJ
G3DPX
GMOEGI
GOMSM

Jul-96
Nov-96
Jan-97
Jul-96
Jan-97
Jan-97
Jun-97
Jul-96
Jan-97
Jan-97
Jan-97
Jan-97
Feb-97
Sep-96
Jul-96
Jul-96
Jun-97
Jul-96
Sep-96
Jan-97
Feb-97
Feb-97
Nov-96
Sep-96
Jul-96
Feb-97
Jun-97
Oct-96
Jul-96
Dec-96
Jan-97
Jul-96
Feb-97
Sep-96

SSB
Total

327

332

324
306

331
311

Current

Total

328
328
328
324
326

364
333
357
332
344

301

316

62
301

315

290
284

306
301
303
113
236
295
281

296
288

317

322

271
311

275
315

310

316

309
307
307
293
15
239
299
285

3
273

3

47

96

17

232

237

254

258

280

283

267

271

257

261

MIXED
Current Total

328
328
328
327
326
324
324
321
321
321
319
318
317
313
312
311
311
310
308
306
306
304
300
298
297
296
291
288
286
285
283
273
267
259

364
334
357

335
348
365
324
356
325
321
325
318
322
340
316
315
315
316
324
309
312
308
304
304
300
300
295
289
302
291
286
273
271
264

QieZe04/77S7- 09/r lietli, OX7T

arCe AYPORT
DXCC AWARDS
This CDXC Newsletter feature lists all UK I-IF DXCC participants appearing in QST®, including callsigns and their DXCC credits.:
NEW MEMBERS
G3LUW

40M

103

CW

NEW HR MEMBERS
G4BUE

CW

322/331

ENDORSEMENTS
Mixed

Phone

G4GED

333

G3NKC

292

G3TXF

332

G3VMW

331

G4BWP

335

G3LUW

161

GOGKH

176

G3NKC

318

RTTY

G4BWP

268

G3TXF

344

160M

G3NKC

135

G3VMW

336

G4BWP

185

G4BUE

343

80M

G4BWP

288

G3TXF

325

40M

G4BWP

323

HONG KONG STILL DXCC?
There has been considerable speculation
about the future DXCC-wise of Hong Kong.
Of course, the only authority which can determine whether it remains as separate
DXCC country is ARRL. However, the
following notes from Philip Weaver, exVS6CT, which appeared on one of the Internet Reflectors may provide food for
thought:
It never ceases to amaze me from where
these funny ideas about the future of Hong
Kong come. I know all about the change of
call sign and the reasons for choosing VR2,
in which I was personally involved during
the late '80s.
In a nut shell the Officer of the Hong Kong
Post Office, as it was in the 80's before it
became a separate department, foresaw the
problems that would arise with the establishment of the Special Administrative Region (SAR) of Hong Kong, after the hand
over, and, in that it is a separate administrative region, it met all ARRL requirements

for a separate country status. This was
agreed to during the late 80's and agreement
was reached between IARU, China, Britain
and ITU for the block allocation of VR 1-9
being made available for all Hong Kong
Communications and licensing facilities for
aircraft, ships and radio and TV stations
etc., including amateur radio licenses.
As President of ELARCS at the time I was
consulted by the incumbent head of the Post
office handling all this and was asked which
numbered prefix did we the amateurs want.
I decided at the time we should have the
VR2 and this was agreed.
Full documentation about the new SAR was
lodged with the ARRL (Bill Kennemar)
when I visited with him in the early 90's and
there was no reason to question the validity
of Hong Kong status and as far as all parties
were concerned Hong Kong would continue
as a separate independent country for
DXCC purposes, meeting all the necessary
ARRL requirements for separate country
status.

First of all, I cannot open this column without
a word of congratulations to the CDXC team
in AFS CW, which knocked the Lichfield
ARS off the spot which they had almost come
to regard as their own. Dave G4BUO's score,
a new contest record, is particularly noteworthy. RSGB members are commended to the
write up in the June issue of RadCom. Steve
G4JVG, our mole in RSGB, has also provided
me with the breakdown on the AFS SSB results, and although we failed to topple Lichfield in that event, we did take 2nd and 4th
places, which can't be bad! Highest placed
individual CDXC operator was Don G3OZF,
who came 3rd, after G3NLY and G3NKC.
Congratulations and many thanks to all
CDXC participants. Maybe we'll be able to
enter "A", "B" and "C" teams next year!
CQ WPX CW
It is some years since I entered the CQ WPX
CW contest, mainly because it falls on the
May Bank Holiday weekend, and we are
usually doing something else. But I thought it
was time 1 supported it again, especially in
view of the controversy raging over the timing of the contest (see Hot Topics below). It's
a contest I have always enjoyed, partly because it demands a little extra operating skill
to copy the serial number, and partly because
the scoring system which gives double points
for low band contacts and which requires
single-ops to take 12 hours off means that you
have to think quite hard about strategy. This
is perhaps more true than the SSB leg of the
contest in March, because by the end of May
the nights (and therefore the low band openings) are getting pretty short here in the
northern hemisphere.
To avoid TVI problems, and perhaps out of
sheer perversity, I decided to go low power
all-band, and stuck faithfully to the 100 wan
power limit. Maybe it's because I usually operate high power that I tend to get into the

habit of thinking you can't achieve much
running barefoot, so I was delighted to end
with over 1200 QSOs and a claimed score in
excess of I.5m points which, last year, would
have placed me second in Europe in that
category. The QSO total is probably about
two thirds of what I might have expected if
running high power, which is probably about
par for the course, but what surprised me was
some of the DX I worked, usually after relatively few calls; stuff like NH2C KH7R
(Hawaii), JTICD, HS5AC, etc. plus stuff like
ZD8Z on 4 bands and 6V6U on three bands.
Those of you who always operate barefoot
will be wondering why I am getting excited
about this, as I'm sure you do it all the time.
But my experience of CQWW CW in November is that things are much more difficult,
perhaps because activity levels are much
higher and because "countries" are multipliers whereas in WPX a new US prefix is just
as good as a JT I .
I got the impression, though, that although the
low bands were pretty good in the contest
(Caribbean stations and Ws were still quite
loud on 80 an hour after sunrise), and 20 metres was open round the clock, 15 was poor (a
few JAs and Ws, but only the loud ones) and
10 was almost non-existent. Interestingly, in
last year's event, Gary G4IFB worked 356
stations on 10 metres. Although Jeff 9110A
was going great guns on 10 this year, I'm sure
Gary's 1996 QSO total would have been
quite impossible from the UK. Despite all the
predictions that we should now be on the upswing of the new solar cycle, it just doesn't
seem to be happening.
One amusing aspect of WPX CW is the way
that some stations send the exchange. The
RST is sent at warp speed, and even the serial
number is sent at high speed. Presumably
these "big guns" expect you to hang around
on the channel while they work several people, and that during this time you will figure

Now IF he does not want/need WARC
bands, buy an old faithful Hustler 5B-TV
10-80m vertical and add radials. He will
save a lot of money, which he can place in
radial wire.

time was about 2 hours. Have full bandwidth on all bands below 2:1 except for
80M where the bandwidth is 100khz. This
was a really easy and painless installation.

t-/t/FX3/117-0P/CS
A CODE FREE HF LICENCE
Ed Taylor, G3SQX

in favour of its retention. This may have
been true up to ten years ago, but I believe
the situation has changed.

(Note from the author: I wrote this piece
about three years ago, when the RSGB first
started seriously talking about the future of
the Morse test. 1 couldn't make up my own
mind on the subject, and thought that if I
approached things logically, on paper,
maybe I would reach some conclusions. It
didn't take long for me to realise that there
were no real reasons to retain Morse as a
requirement for HF operation.

I was licensed in 1963, before the existence
of the Class B licence. Like most of my
contemporaries, I had a rather snobbish attitude towards Class B licensees when they
first appeared. In some cases, this was justified, and it was not helped by the sort of
things you could hear on VHF. (Somehow,
we ignored the rubbish also heard on eighty
metres!)

-

The antenna is painted with tri-color camo
paint to make it less noticeable (invisible?).
Painting is no problem if required. I don't
have any guy lines on the antenna and it still
standing straight. I have heard of some cases
of structural failure in the lower section but
that has not been the case here.

14. I just purchased a Gap Challenger but it
is not up yet. I am really impressed by the
quailty of the material. I looked at the MFJ
2 thru 80 antenna and after looking at the
poor quality, I went with the GAP. We
needed something for a small lot and did not
want to have wires going everywhere. We
(my wife is also a ham - just passed her Extra written) figured that the neighbours
would be 'nicer' if we tried to make the antennas as low impact as possible. The GAP
only requires 3 ground radials - I plan to use
some old coax (this is suggested by GAP).

When ordering the antenna one must make a
choice between 75 and 80 meters. Not
enough bandwidth for both. The factory
supplies the correct top-load capacitor based
on the operators choice of center frequency.
Expected bandwidth is about 100Khz.

15 I have a GAP Voyager (160-80-40-20)
and have exchanged and noted opinions on
GAPs. My Voyager works quite well on
bands except the lowest (160) and I hear the
same is true for the Challenger (in this case,
80). Contrary to factory instructions, I have
raised the counterpoise a few feet above the
ground and installed a ground system and
believe that improved my 80 meter results.

This is the best vertical on 40 meters I've
ever used. Made Heard and Peter 1. easy
catches. There is no doubt in my mind that
it out-performs the HF2V I had in NJ with
100 radials under it. Amazing.
With an assist from the packet spots I
worked DXCC in 15 hours in the '96
CQWW CW. Even without the packet spots
I've worked 108 countries SSB and 109 on
CW in the 1994 CQWW 'tests.

16.I've been chasing DX with the GAP
Challenger for a little over three years with
very good results. I offer the following and
ask that you keep in mind the variables of
location and operator experience. I've found
this antenna to be well-suited for DX, especially when one considers the lack of propagation on the higher bands. Totals worked
to-date: (CW at 1000W output and SSB at
1200W output).

I have no doubt this is a 300-Country antenna at this location. (I have 315 from the
old QTH. It's been a hoot starting over).
I've done both 5BDXCC and 5BWAZ and
never owned a tower. The secret to enjoying chasing DX on this, or any, vertical is
going to be directly proportional to the
amount of time spent on CW. If the goal is
mostly or strictly SSB it's going to be a bit
tougher.

Total DXCC Countries: 255
My QTH is 38 miles due north of Atlanta,
GA. The antenna is ground-mounted in a
heavily wooded area. The soil is a mixture
of rock and red clay. I'm feeding it with 120'
of 9913. I assembled the antenna to the
specifications provided by the factory. Total

With the exception of being a little hard-ofhearing on 80M I think this is a fine DX
antenna for limited space or restricted
conditions operation. I'll be happy to answer any questions your friend may have.
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I don't think we had any idea what was being achieved by some of the Class B licensees on VHF and UHF. When we took the
trouble to look, we found that there were
people setting up repeaters, bouncing signals off the moon and meteors, helping to
make and use satellites, creating a packet
network, designing and building advanced
circuits of all types, and generally using the
amateur radio licence for what it was designed: self-training and experimentation.
Even more amazing, many of those who
were doing this work had not had the benefit
of learning Morse!

Of course, as soon as 1 had worked through
the arguments for myself I wanted to share
my erudition with the rest of the world/ I
suppose I should not have been surprised
that most people had already made up their
minds, and were closed to reason.
The main thing that has changed in the last
three years is that we have become aware
the discussion will soon be taken away from
us. When this happens, we should be ready
with some pretty convincing arguments as to
how we want the issue resolved. Appeals to
tradition and emotion will not count for
anything).

Things were not standing still on HF, but I
feel that we could do with more expertise.
The conclusion that I (along with many
other Class A licensees) reached was that
the HF bands were being deprived of a great
deal of skill, and that this part of the spectrum deserved a better share of the talent
available. Many amateurs began to ask if the
Morse test was a significant barrier for newcomers to the hobby, and what could be
done about it?

You may be aware that the RSGB has been
seeking opinions on the question of a codefree HF licence. It has been proposed that
the Morse test should no longer be a requirement for amateurs who wish to use the
HF bands. At present, passing the RAE entitles an amateur to a Class B licence, which
allows the use of all bands above 30 MHz.
To use the rest of the amateur allocation,
with a Class A licence, a Morse test at 12
wpm has to be passed.

After much careful consideration, I am now
convinced that the Morse test is not necessary, and should be abolished. Ilere is some
of the reasoning which led me to decide the
question.

It is often thought that Class B amateurs
would be in favour of the abolition of the
Morse test, and Class A amateurs would be
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THE

also has good aspects, including the progress mentioned above.

There is much pontificating on this question, by almost everyone who has a method
of expressing a view. I am in favour of this,
and I have frequently added to it, because
many points of view ought to be aired.
However, much of what is said and written
seems to be based on prejudice; many people appear to have made up their minds
without any concern for facts. I sometimes
hear amateurs say, "This is my view, and I
stick to it", without any clear argument; resistance to change seems to be the only
thought process at work.

So, in trying to make up our minds about the
Morse test, I invite everyone to judge the issue on its merits, rather than on preconceived notions. It is important that the
question should be discussed by reference to
logic. Be aware of the fact that the most
relevant factor in making the decision is
this: those who will be most affected have
no voice. In fact, those who want an amateur licence in five to ten years time may not
even realise the issue is being debated on
their behalf!

HOW TO DECIDE A BOUT
MORSE TEST

The question of the Morse test tends to
bring out the remarkably reactionary nature
of many radio amateurs. I am not completely clear why this should be. Every innovation which comes along is fiercely resisted, without regard to its validity. Thus,
SSB was anathema to the AM fraternity; the
Class B licence was seen as a retrograde
step; Black Boxes would never take over
(they have); packet was forecast to be a total
failure; and the Novice Licence would be
the end of civilisation as we know it!
In addition, although amateur radio is continually changing, even apparently favourable developments do not have the approval
of everyone. I was surprised, for example,
that there was criticism of the decision to
allow 26 dBW on CW as well as SSB, for
reasons based on "that's the way it's always
been." (It hasn't).
This conservatism can be partially explained
by the fact that we do not really participate
in one hobby, but a dozen or more, each
with its own interests and requirements.
Each faction wants priority for its own
agenda, in preference to the others. The
fragmentation has had other effects, such as
the declining membership of the RSGB,
which is seen as unsympathetic to the many
special interests that now exist. The fragmentation (or specialisation, if you prefer)

THE HISTORIC APPROACH
Anyone from outside amateur radio, who
looked at the our licensing system at present, would say that it is based on an approach owing a great deal to the past. To
put this another way, if you were designing
the system from scratch, you would not end
up with what we have now. At the very
least, you might question the completely
theoretical nature of the RAE, and wonder if
this should not be the entry point for amateurs, giving limited privileges. Then the
Novice Examination could lead to a full licence, as befits its practical status. The
outsider would probably also be surprised at
the magical effects ascribed to the Morse
test, which can apparently turn a moronic
repeater user into an expert HF operator!

tested 18.5dB better than the Challenger DX
by GAP. The Capacitance Terminated Short
Vertical Radiator. (Proprietary Design Patent Pending)

•
•
•

Multi-Band Operation (160-80-40 and 17
Meters). Compact 31 ft. 1 in tall. Top
Loaded ... No Traps. Automatic Band Selection. Heavy Duty Construction. Stainless
Steel Hardware. Single 50 Ohm Feed Line

11 Rod, I recently asked someone about the
Gap vs CTSVR Unihat antenna, he had tried
the GAP first and says the CTSVR runs circles around the GAP.
12. I have the large one (Titan or Voyager)
that only covers 20, 40, 80 and 160. However, the design principles are similar.
It's pretty good on the higher bands, but on
160 it is totally useless (10dB below a full
size vertical). I guess the smaller model
will suffer from the same malady, but at a
higher frequency. Looking at the scale, it
should play relatively well down to 7 MHz
or so.

Inverted radiation pattern with the maximum current point 30' above ground level.
This produces a highly efficient low loss
radiator in a short structure twenty two degrees electrical length on 160 Meters. Lower
noise figure as compared to other vertical
designs due to unique elevated feed system,
loop construction and efficient top loading
design.

13. The Challanger (and ALL GAP models)
use a fixed silver mica capacitor attached to
the RG-8X coax feed inside the antenna to
obtain resonance on the lowest frequency.
So it is useless on 80m as an example. The
three radials recommended are a joke.

Performance and Specifications Data:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foot Print w/4 Guy System: 25' x 25'
Area
Wind Surface Area: Approx. 9 Sq. Ft
Total
Est. Shipping Weight: 47 lbs.
$499.00
Suggested Retail Price:
(Shipping Extra)

10 See the extensive review of the GAP
verticals by K5FUV in January 1995 QST at
the end of the product reviews. There is no
mention of it in the table of contents. I don't
remember which page.

The CTSVR requires an area 25' by 25' in
your lot or yard to achieve 160, 80, 40 and
17 meter operation. The ground system required is one 4' to 8' ground rod at the base
of the antenna and a minimum of six radials
34' long. Excellent band width accomplished with proprietary easily tuned feed
system. Tuning of operating frequency is
easily accomplished from the ground for all
bands of operation by trimming two tuning
stubs and positioning of a tuning slug in the
insulator assembly.

•
When I was first licensed, the Morse test
was a vital requirement for all amateurs. It
really was quite possible that a ship-to-shore
station on 160m might ask you on CW to
QSY—the "ten watts" of those days could
cause interference, and there was more occupancy of shared bands by commercial
stations. But even then, there were quite a
few G3s who learnt Morse for the test,
promptly forgetting it when the licence arrived. Nowadays, nobody seriously suggests
that a commercial station would use CW to
communicate with an amateur station, because the commercial is unlikely to know

•

Power Rating: .1.5 KW-CW,. 2.5 KWSSB
Band Width (2:1): .160M-47 Khz, 80M87 Khz, 40M-250 Khz, 17M-500 Khz,
Feed Point Impedance: 50 Ohm (+/-5)
SWR: 1.5:1
Recommended Feed Line: RG213/U
Ground Rod: 4' Minimum
Number of Radials: 6 (Optional)
Radial Length: 34'
Height: 31' 1"
Mast: Telescoping
Top Hat: 17' Dia. Aluminum # 14 Copperweld Wire

I strongly urge your friend, IF he wants
WARC bands, to get a Hy-Gain DX-88, or
Cushcraft AP-8A and install, fold, bend,
etc., as many radials as possible.
Cut grass 1-2 notches shorter than normal,
raise mower deck. Buy 5-6 pkgs. of vinyl
coated bobbie pins at drugstore. Pull handful off and use each 3-5 ft. to pin radial until
grass thatch covers it in 3 months. Now is a
good time. By Sept his XYL will not see
radials!
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guyed with 3/16 nylon rope to control sway,
with the guy point a few feet above the
center insulator.

My GAP covered all of the bands (except 80
where the 2:1 bandwidth was 120 KHz) with
an SWR of less than 1.5:1. It was nice being
able to just switch bands on the ICOM and
start transmitting.

The antenna, of course, will not compete
with a standard Yagi on 20-10 meters, but it
has played well against the more restricted
performance of a Butternut HF5B on 20
(where the 5B is weakest). On 40 and 80,
the performance has been quite good, with
clear low angle performance. I do not have
another low band antenna with which to
compare the VI.

Will it compete with my Pro67B at 65 feet,
especially since I've added a 1500 watt linear? No way. But it worked very well for
me. My wife liked it, because it has a very
clean, unobtrusive look to it. I think it's an
ideal antenna for the "space challenged"
ham.
6. 1 have a Gap Challenger in my back Yard
you know the 45 ft tall version. It works
well on 40 and 80. It's marginal on 160 and
a dummy load on 20 mtrs.

4. Hello Rod PLEASE PLEASE tell your
friend to spend the money on an antenna
that WORKS (I swear!). It is the Unihat
CTSVR . The price is about the same. It is
much better construction. Mine has taken a
lot from Mother Nature! I do a lot of low
band work. 160M 1 get consistent S-10 to 20
overs from the East coast to the mid west.
Running 300Watts AM. When I am in SSB
it naturally gets out a little further. This
ANT WORKS.

7. All conventional HF verticals are all
based on a 1/4 design, generally trapped for
most of the bands. They all need a ground
radial system (forget what the manufacturer
says), are relatively ineifficent and have
limited bandwidth.
The new Force 12 AR-3 that covers 10, 15
and 20M blows all of the aforementioned
antennas out of the water. It's 3 full-sized
vertical dipoles so it's over 95% efficient,
has great bandwidth and really DOESN'T
need ground radials. If I was in the market
for a limited space vertical antenna, I'd buy
one in a New York second. They're
$449.00.

5. From July 4, 1990 till August, 1993 when
I put up a 55 foot tower with a Mosely Pro67B antenna, I used a GAP vertical. It was a
DX6 as the 8 band model wasn't invented
yet. It was mounted at ground level (I used a
couple of radio shack chimney antenna
mounts to secure it to one of the posts that
support the sun roof on my patio). I laid the
3 radials on the ground in zig-zags and L
shapes. To tell the truth, it worked just as
well without the radials.

8. Rod, I trucked one of these puppies all
the way to Dubai. On 20 and 40 it was very
good for a vertical. On 80 it was worse than
a simple dipole.
It was actually
deaf...although I was told in North America
my sigs were louder on it than the dipole...even though on receive it was down 2
S UNITS off the dipole. On 160...forget
it...worst dummy load I ever used...don't buy
this thing if your buddy has ANY
THOUGHTS of low band activity. I have
used a Butternut with better results.

I loved it. Granted, there were a few more
sunspots then (but there will be more in a
year or two), but I worked 248 countries
with the GAP and 100 watts.
It was virtually worthless on 80 meters, but
worked very well on 40, 20, 15, 12, and 10
meters. I also used it on 30m and 17m with
the internal tuner in my ICOM 765... it easily loaded to a 1: I swr on those bands. I understand the new one covers those bands.

9. Rod, look at the Uni-Hat CTSVR, it
ss
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There is much pontificating on this question, by almost everyone who has a method
of expressing a view. I am in favour of this,
and I have frequently added to it, because
many points of view ought to be aired.
However, much of what is said and written
seems to be based on prejudice; many people appear to have made up their minds
without any concern for facts. I sometimes
hear amateurs say, "This is my view, and I
stick to it", without any clear argument; resistance to change seems to be the only
thought process at work.

So, in trying to make up our minds about the
Morse test, I invite everyone to judge the issue on its merits, rather than on preconceived notions. It is important that the
question should be discussed by reference to
logic. Be aware of the fact that the most
relevant factor in making the decision is
this: those who will be most affected have
no voice. In fact, those who want an amateur licence in five to ten years time may not
even realise the issue is being debated on
their behalf!
THE HISTORIC APPROACH

The question of the Morse test tends to
bring out the remarkably reactionary nature
of many radio amateurs. I am not completely clear why this should be. Every innovation which comes along is fiercely resisted, without regard to its validity. Thus,
SSB was anathema to the AM fraternity; the
Class B licence was seen as a retrograde
step; Black Boxes would never take over
(they have); packet was forecast to be a total
failure; and the Novice Licence would be
the end of civilisation as we know it!

Anyone from outside amateur radio, who
looked at the our licensing system at present, would say that it is based on an approach owing a great deal to the past. To
put this another way, if you were designing
the system from scratch, you would not end
up with what we have now. At the very
least, you might question the completely
theoretical nature of the RAE, and wonder if
this should not be the entry point for amateurs, giving limited privileges. Then the
Novice Examination could lead to a full licence, as befits its practical status. The
outsider would probably also be surprised at
the magical effects ascribed to the Morse
test, which can apparently turn a moronic
repeater user into an expert HF operator!

In addition, although amateur radio is continually changing, even apparently favourable developments do not have the approval
of everyone. I was surprised, for example,
that there was criticism of the decision to
allow 26 dBW on CW as well as SSB, for
reasons based on "that's the way it's always
been." (It hasn't).

When I was first licensed, the Morse test
was a vital requirement for all amateurs. It
really was quite possible that a ship-to-shore
station on 160m might ask you on CW to
QSY—the "ten watts" of those days could
cause interference, and there was more occupancy of shared bands by commercial
stations. But even then, there were quite a
few G3s who learnt Morse for the test,
promptly forgetting it when the licence arrived. Nowadays, nobody seriously suggests
that a commercial station would use CW to
communicate with an amateur station, because the commercial is unlikely to know

This conservatism can be partially explained
by the fact that we do not really participate
in one hobby, but a dozen or more, each
with its own interests and requirements.
Each faction wants priority for its own
agenda, in preference to the others. The
fragmentation has had other effects, such as
the declining membership of the RSGB,
which is seen as unsympathetic to the many
special interests that now exist. The fragmentation (or specialisation, if you prefer)
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Morse, and is less likely still to have a
means of sending it. Add to this the reaction of (say) an Italian station on 10125 kHz
being asked to move by a station calling itself DHX3, and the proposition becomes
rather unlikely.
It seems to me that the "historic" validity of
the Morse test is no longer applicable; we
need to look at the idea of testing people for
a knowledge of Morse code on its own merits, rather than just accepting the necessities
of the previous generation. I am as reluctant
as anyone to discard the tradition of almost
a hundred years, but I think the early pioneers of radio would have been the first to
change, if they thought it meant progress.
In any event, most people would acknowledge that the majority of Class A amateurs
have voted with their feet (their microphones?). Has any research been done to
show how much Morse code the average HF
band user actually knows? I would guess
that up to 50% cannot remember any CW
whatsoever, and that only 10% use CW
more than once a year. It would be sensible
to teach something about the reasons Morse
is a good mode to use, rather than requiring
the reluctant learning and forgetting of an
apparent irrelevance.
Of course, the other side of the coin is that
some of the most avid users of CW would
never have imagined that it would become
their main interest when they were forced to
learn Morse. This may be true, but I think it
is offset by the number who will come to
Morse because it is useful for them. There
are plenty of Class B licensees with no interest in HF who fall into this category - listen to the operators in VHF field day on the
microwave bands, many of whom have
learnt Morse because it is the only way of
communicating in poor conditions.
"ANYONE WHO REALLY WANTS TO
GET ON HF WILL LEARN MORSE"
Here is a point of view I often hear: "If the

moaning minnies really wanted to operate
below 30 MHz, they would buckle down
and learn Morse, which is not difficult
really." Well, I suppose it's true; I have
known many amateurs who have "buckled
down" and grudgingly taken Morse classes.
Many got their Class A licence, but some
dropped out. I congratulate those who succeed, on having the will to persist with
something in which they are not really interested. But I still ask whether the effort of
learning something one day, to forget it the
next, has any value.
Still, I think you would be correct to say that
a thing worth having is worth working for.
However, the work demanded ought to be
relevant to the goal being achieved. Eventually we have to admit that a barrier to entry into amateur radio exists, for reasons
which no longer apply, and to ask if it
should be abolished or replaced by another.
If we seriously believe that CW has something to offer (as I do), compulsion is not
the way to convince people.
THE CROWDED HF BANDS
A frequently heard argument in favour of
the Morse test is as follows: the HF bands
are crowded, and we need some method of
limiting access; the Morse test is the appropriate way of achieving this end.
The argument is in two parts, so let us examine the first proposition, that is, the HF
bands are crowded. It would be absurd to
suggest that there is not a certain amount of
overcrowding on 20m, for example, particularly at weekends. If you happened to tune
around during the height of the CQ WW
SSB contest, you could be forgiven for
thinking that we should not tolerate even
one single extra amateur!
However, look in more detail at the HF
bands over a period. There are huge gaps in
occupancy at all times of the day and night,
although not all bands are easily usable
when a major contest is running. But there

4/1/7T/17/141cf
right at the centre. It is possible to model it
on a computer as has been done by several
people. The original design was developed
for a commercial customer. It performed to
spec, outperformed all of their large wire arrays and they have since ordered many
more.

GAP 8-BAND ANTENNA
Rod Fitz-Randolph, W5HVV posted a query
on the Reflector on behalf of a friend who
was long QRT but recently revived his activity. He is severely limited in his antenna
space but likes to work DX. He asked for
information on the Challenger DX 8-Band
Multiband DX Antenna.

The low bands are also a challenge. We do
have a 40 mtr model, as well as a 40-30 two
band. These are not ready to be released yet,
so they are not advertised. The lowest frequency we have running commercially is
4.2MHz, so an 80/75 is not far away_

The following is a summary of some of the
many responses he received, with callsigns,
etc., ommitted:
1 His requirement is the exact reason we
designed and build the ZR-3. The basic design criteria is:

You won't be disappointed. I have used one
for more than a year, including mobile for
about 2,000 miles. It is mechanically solid
and easy to assemble, as it comes almost
fully assembled.

greater than 90% efficient
can potentially fit below a fence line
handle maximum legal power
no traps
no loading coils
no radials

2 For what it's worth, 1 use a Cushcraft R7000 or R-7 here, to get me down to 40
meters. The R-7000 is built like a battleship
but the R-7 tweeks up better.

The ZR-3 is a full size vertical dipole for
20-15-10 mtrs. It is in a compact arrangement that is only about 6' tall. The centre
portion is called the centre radiator. The remaining length for all the three vertical dipoles is located in a ring on the top and another on the bottom. The rings are not
closed, or they would be a capacity hat,
which would not work for this design. The
ZR-3 is better than 93% efficient, has no
radials, no traps, no loading coils. It is designed to be mounted 2-3' above the ground.
It can be higher, but since it is a vertical dipole, it should be kept so that the centre is
not higher than a 1/4 wavlength; otherwise,
the vertical dipole begins to create a high
angle lobe. The ZR-3 is an extraordinary
antenna and is less than 1dB down from a
full size vertical dipole on all bands. This
puts it ahead of the field.

The point of all this is that one of the compromise verticals will work OK but you
gotta pump about 250 watts into it. With
just 100 watts, it works as a great noise receiver and tests your patience more than
propagation.
I'd be wary of an 8-band antenna; 7-banders
are bad enough. In any event, don't let your
friend try a G5RV.
3. I have used a GAP VI for about 7 years
with excellent success. It performs to
specification as essentially a vertical dipole
(with slight variations on some bands, due
to the different matching and coupling
functions on each band by the rods). Mechanical performance has been very good,
with no signs of stress, cracking, or breakage. I have my VI, which is about 32' tall,

The ZR-3 is a balanced antenna and is fed
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•

BO2YA - CTARL Kinmen Is clubstation

•

BVOxx - special event stations

Station, St. Lythans, Wenvoe, Nr. Cardiff
CF5 6BQ, Wales, United Kingdom.

are always several bands and modes that can
be used all the time.

•

BV I -8xx - Taiwan areas

CANADA, VE.

•

BV9 - islands near Taiwan

•

BV9A - Penhu Island

•

BV9O - Orchid Island

•

BV9G - Green Island

•

BV9P - Pratas Island (DXCC)

•

BM( I-8)abc - class 4 calls (VHF/UHF
only)

•

BN(1-8)abc - class 4 calls (VHF/UHF
only)

•

BV( I-8)Yx - CTARL Branch clubstations

•

BV9AYA - CTARL Penhu Island clubstation

•

BV4YL - CTARL YL/XYL clubstation,
mid Taiwan area.

•

BV2Y - CTARL Taipei office station

•

BV5Y - CTARL HQ Station

Running through the bands in order: 160m
always has room for QSOs, on CW and
SSB, on weekend evenings (its busiest
time). 80m has space, even at weekends for
SSB, although it is very noisy in the evenings - not from amateur traffic in the main.
CW on 80m rarely has a crowding problem.
40m is difficult: it is the only band (at the
current stage in the sunspot cycle) where
you can be reasonably certain of working
the UK during the day. This becomes critical at weekends, and demonstrates the urgent need for a 300 kHz band world-wide as
soon as possible, plus an allocation at 5
MHz. 30m is chronically under-used, and
has the interesting mixture of DX and locals
which also sometimes occurs on 7 MHz. It
can be difficult to find a space on 20m, although things are not as bad as often perceived. CW on 20m is usually trouble-free
around 14050 kHz. 17m is frequently open
at the same time as 20m, and is generally
half-empty, despite its small size. 15m is
excellent when open (more than people
think), with room for all. The wide-open
spaces of 12m and 10m are crying out for
more use, particularly the latter.

Steve, operator at
VE8RCS, indicated that Station Alert and
Amateur Radio Station VE8RCS on Ellesmere Island would be closed by May 15.
Ellesmere Island, IOTA NA 088, has been
on the air for over thirty years as the communications link for the High Arctic
Weather and Experimental Station. It is
about 450 miles from the North pole. Experiments at Station Alert have included
measurement of global warming indicators,
pollution in the global regions and measurements made by the Canadian team for
other governments. All functions will now
be automated.

WILLIS ISLAND, VK9. The Oceania DX
Group is planning a DXpedition to Willis
(0C-007). Operators should be:
Harry (VK4DHM),
Bob (VK4MR),
Jon (VK4CY),
Ann (WA1S),
Jon (K7CONK2DXT),
Gaby (XE2Z/XE2GV),
Elvira (IV3FSG),
Eric (FK8GM),

DX NEWS SNIPPETS
SVALBARD JW Leif, JW2PA, will be
QRV from July 18 to July 26 on all bands
from 10 to 80 m. Modes will be CW and
SSB.
QSL to home call LA2PA direct via callbook address or via bureau.

Bill (VK4FW)
plus one JA YL yet to be named. They will
leave Australia on 9 September and plan to
be active for 12 days with 6 complete HF
stations (160-10 metres SSB, CW and
RTTY) . Yls and OMs will use different
callsigns (to be announced). The budget for
the DXpedition is $33,000 and donations
may be sent to: Oceania DX Group Willis
Effort, P.O. Box 929, Gympie, 4570 Australia. (415 DX News)

BULGARIA, LZ. From 6 to 10 October
1997 2nd IARU High Speed Telegraphy
Championship will take place in Sofia. Thus
a special event station LZOHST will work
from 6 April to 30 October 1997. QSL via
the Bureau or direct: P.O. Box 830, Sofia1000, Bulgaria.
SEYCHELLES, S7.
Paddy O'Reilly,
GW4MAD/S79MAD, is QRV from here on
SSB, CW, RTTY and PacTOR until July or
August. He can be found on 40 to 10 meters, including some RTTY activity on the
newer bands. QSL via the Wenvoe Club
Amateur Radio Group, c/o Transmitting

ANNOBON, 3C. The planned 3CODX operation has been postponed, at least until
October. At the last moment the local
authorities refused entry to 11 of the 13 operators.
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best way. Limiting access should be done
by individual amateurs operating selfinterested common sense, backed up by
training, and a better use of equipment.
Perhaps the real fear of ardent CW users
who want to keep the status quo, is that SSB
segments of some bands might eventually be
increased. This would probably result from
an influx of HF band users who had no
knowledge of CW, and no interest in
guarding the CW sub-bands. The fears of
this group of amateurs are possibly justified,
although one has to question the fairness of
a system which, for instance on 40m, allows
160 or more "channels" for CW, and only
30 for SSB.

"MY ACHIEVEMENT IS DEVALUED"
I can understand this argument, but do not
agree with it. Those who have worked hard
to pass the Morse test might feel aggrieved,
if their efforts are undermined by the appearance on the 1-1F bands of people who did
not have to undertake the same degree of effort. Unfortunately, this sometimes happens
when a system is changed. The best solution is to put in place a new system which
still requires work, but oriented in a different way.

The upshot of all this is that I do not believe
the HF bands are over-crowded. There are
certainly "pressure-points", and these need
to be avoided. What is desperately needed
is education of HF band users (existing and
new) as to what frequencies and modes to
use, and when. Given that the main problems occur with SSB on 40m and 20m, it
ought to be fairly clear that 80m is frequently suitable for inter-G chats at weekends, with 160m being excellent in the
evening. 17m is an ideal substitute for 20m,
with many of the same characteristics, and
100w and a dipole is still pretty competitive.

If we abandon the Morse test, we should
change the RAE so that it requires a small
knowledge of Morse, as well (perhaps) as
data modes. There is a case for a review of
the RAE anyway to bring it more up to date,
and to take into account the lessons of the
novice licence. There should be increased
emphasis on operating procedures and practice, band usage, and practical antenna design.
I would imagine that a majority of Class B
licensees would vote for abolition, if asked.
Very few would complain at extra facilities
offered for nothing. But it would be a mistake to assume that all Class A licensees are
in favour of the Morse test—many have also
come to the same conclusion that I have.

Even if I accepted that we ought to restrict
entry to the HF bands, it would not follow
that I considered the Morse test to be the
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quirements. There is no point in abolishing
the Morse test if the RAE is to require a
similar level of Morse competence; thus I
imagine that a knowledge (on paper) of the
letters "SOS" with perhaps a few others, and
some understanding of the history and advantages of CW would be enough.

WHAT ABOUT INTERNATIONAL
REGULATIONS?
These state that a person wishing to have a
licence for operation below 30 MHz "shall
prove he is able to send correctly by hand
and receive correctly by ear texts in Morse
code signals." If we abolish the Morse test,
we risk being in breach of the rules.

WOULD THIS SATISFY THE
INTERNATIONAL RADIO
REGULATIONS?

There are two approaches to this problem.
First, the DTI could simply state that Class
B licensees may, from a certain date, have
access to the HF bands as if they were A licensees. In other words, we give ourselves
a derogation from the regulations, and accept the consequences.

Administrations interpret the rules in their
own way. So, in the USA, for example, no
sending test is required, because it is assumed that if you can receive Morse, you
can also send it. With a few similar assumptions, not entirely tongue in cheek, we
could probably say that we were close
enough.

There might be retaliation from other administrations, who could suspend or modify
reciprocal licensing or CEPT facilities if
they felt strongly about it. The distinction
between Class A and Class B might continue to determine who can operate on HF
when abroad, with a Morse test on an optional basis.

In the long term, the regulations will almost
certainly be side-stepped or ignored by most
countries. Eventually they will be changed,
as a result of widespread evasion. Many
will regret this, but it is inevitable.

The alternative approach, which is the one I
favour, is to include questions about Morse
in the RAE. There are good reasons for
strengthening the syllabus in operating and
so on, as mentioned in the previous section.
A new Part 3 could bring together all the
points that we consider worth making for a
prospective HF band user, including knowledge of Morse. Perhaps a practical test
could be included (tuning SSB, recognising
callsigns, soldering a PL259, etc?) All licensees would then have to pass all three
sections.

ADVANTAGES OF ABOLISHING THE
MORSE TEST
I foresee two main benefits from the Morse
test's abolition. First of all, the rules relating to entry into the HF transmitting side of
our hobby will have been adjusted, so that
they correspond more closely with the actuality of what takes place. In other words,
we will have recognised, by our influence
on those who ultimately govern entry into
amateur radio (the government), that we are
living in the real world, not one which used
to exist, however much we liked it.

Philippines, Taiwan, Malaysia and Brunei.

to safely pass through the Philippineclaimed EEZ, but that they should not stop
in any one place for a prolonged period of
time.

Ed: Now that's a very interesting piece. I'm
sure that back in the days when I wrote
DXNS - and when Scarborough was first
being considered as a DXpedition destination - I had a copy of a letter from the Philippine Government stating that they had no
claim on Scarborough. Can anyone remember this?

The captain of the lead Ocean Bureau ship
was unable to reach any agreement with the
Philippine Navy officers on this point. Finally, wishing to avoid a further escalation
of tensions, the Ocean Bureau captains
made the decision to leave the reef and return to Guangzhou, cutting the planned
seven-day BS7H operation down to only
three days".

TAIWANESE PREFIXES
Neville, G3NUG received the following information from his friend Jimmy, BV4AS

FROM REUTER'S:

Many DXers thought the callsign BV9AYA
was from Pratas Island. We were asked frequently about this matter since we were on
air in the WPX contest.

Manila, May 21 (Reuter) — Philippine President Ramos on Wednesday rejected China's
claim over the Scarborough Shoal, a 16-km
(10-mile) rock formation in the South China
Sea on which Filipinos have hoisted the
country's flag.

The following information may he of help
to all:
BV9AYA is the first club station on Penghu
Island.

China recently protested against the flying
of the Philippine flag on the disputed rock,
calling the act a "serious violation" of
China's sovereignty over the area.

These stations have so far been on the air
with the BV9 prefix:

Ramos told his weekly news conference that
Scarborough was "within the exclusive economic zone of the Philippines" under the
United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea to which the Philippines and all
other countries with claims to the South
China Sea islands were signatories.

•
•

There are some other islands which have not
yet been activated::
•
•
•
•
•
•

Under the convention, "we of the Philippines have the sovereign right to explore
and exploit the natural resources of Scarborough and to undertake other activities in
that area," he said.

As far as existing Class B amateurs are concerned, they would have the opportunity to
achieve Class A status just by passing Part
3. For a period, special "Part 3-only" exams
could be held.

Secondly, we can expect the controlled arrival of some fresh blood on to the HF bands.
At the moment, new Class A licensees are
trained in the technical side of being an
amateur (albeit, not in enormous depth), and
they then undergo a quite rigorous test in
Morse. Many Class B licensees are more
knowledgeable in every field, and I particu-

It would have to be determined what sort of
Morse questions are to be included, and to
what extent they meet the international re-
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BV9L Lio-Cheou Island
BV9G Green Island
BV9O Orchid island

"No other state can exercise sovereignty
over the shoal under the convention", he

BV9D Diao-yu-tai
BV9H Hwa-ping
BV9J Jii-long
BV9K Kuei-san-is
BV9M Mien-hwa
BV9W P'eng-chia

said.

Another (Internet) source provided this additional information on "new" Taiwanese
prefixes:

Beijing insists all the islands in the South
China Sea historically belong to China.
Some are also claimed by Vietnam, the

•

BOWL - Matzu Island

•

BO2xx - Kinmem Island
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mid-Atlantic ridge and consists of a single
volcanic cone with a wide indented crater
attaining a maximum elevation of 2,560 feet
at Olaf Peak at the island's centre. The area
of the island is approximately 19 1/3 square
miles. Bouvet was placed under Norwegian
sovereignty by a Royal Norwegian Decree
on January 23, 1928. The island is uninhabited, though attempts have been made to
establish a meteorological station there. As
one might imagine, the weather at this location on the 50th latitude is inhospitable at
best. Bouvet Island lies approximately 1,370
miles south-west of Cape Agulhas on the
continent of South Africa, and 1,020 miles
Southeast of Gough Island. Bouvet is clearly
one of the most isolated pieces of land on
the earth's surface.

ippines and China. Philippine President Fidel Ramos immediately lodged an official
diplomatic protest with Beijing, and ordered
increased Navy and Air Force presence in
the area. Although the Spratly Islands lie
some 300 miles to the south of Scarborough
Reef, news of the escalating tensions in the
region was immediately relayed to the
BS7H crew.
The expedition to Scarborough actually involved two P.R.C. Ocean Bureau vessels
(one carrying the BS7H team with an Ocean
Bureau crew, the other carrying only Ocean
Bureau personnel). The two Ocean Bureau
captains were disturbed by the news from
the Spratly Islands, but everyone agreed to
press on toward Scarborough. On the first
day of on-the-air operations by BS7H (30
April), two Philippine military reconnaissance jets overflew the reef at low altitude.
Then, late on 1 May, a Philippine Navy ship
arrived at the reef, eventually followed by a
second Philippine military vessel. Philippine
Navy officers visited each of the three BS7H
operating sites.

The goal of this expedition to Bouvet Island
is common to the goal of all SSIDXG expeditions: To work each population area of
the world as evenly as possible so that all
DX chasers from all countries will have an
equivalent chance of working the expedition. It is anticipated that all QSL confirmations and all financial contributions to support this SSIDXG DXpedition will be handled by AA6BB.

In discussions with the BS7H team and the
captain of the lead Ocean Bureau vessel,
however, the officers asserted the Philippine
position that Scarborough Reef lies within
the 200 nautical mile Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ) claimed by the Philippines. It is
important to note that the Philippine officers
admitted that there is no Philippine claim to
the reef itself. The captain of the lead Ocean
Bureau ship, of course, stated the Chinese
position that Scarborough reef is P.R.C.
territory and provides the baseline for a 12
nautical mile Territorial Sea (TS) surrounding the reef. At first, the Philippine Navy
seemed to be concerned that the amateur
radio operations of BS7H were somehow an
"economic activity" subject to treatment
under an EEZ claim similar to commercial
fishing or oil drilling. But after observing
the pileup operations, this concern was apparently satisfied. Still, the Navy officers
insisted that it was OK for the P.R.C. ships

BS7H 1997
(The following was taken from 4125DXNEWS
on the Internet)

The BS7H 1997 DXpedition shut down at
approximately 06.45 UTC on 3 May, much
earlier than planned. The reason for the
early shutdown has been reported by Tim
Totten, N4GN, who got the following information by telephone from several of the
BS7H 1997 team members in Guangzhou:
"As has been widely reported in the media,
the Philippine government announced on 28
April (within hours of the BS7H/MM departure from Guangzhou) that three Chinese
military ships had been spotted in the area
around Mischief Reef in the Spratly Islands.
Mischief Reef is claimed by both the Phil52

larly look forward to seeing some of them
on HF, together with others who will be attracted by the new arrangements. They will
be a welcome addition to our ranks.

VHF also. Some sort of practical test, along
the lines of the Novice Licence, should be
considered. This "Part 3" would replace the
Morse test as a requirement for an HF licence for existing Class B amateurs. There
is no need for former Class B amateurs to
change their callsigns. The AB division of
novice licences could also profitably be disposed of.

SUMMARY

I argue for the abolition of the Morse test,
on several grounds:
There is no longer a requirement for it,
given that other HF stations do not use
Morse to communicate with radio amateurs,
which they might have done in the past.
•

Most Class A amateurs no longer remember any Morse; whether we like it
or not, Morse has become a minority
interest.

•

Of those who learn Morse, the majority
are doing so in the knowledge that they
will forget it immediately. This is unhealthy, and it would be better if they
learnt something perceived as more useful instead.

•

The HF bands are not as crowded as often supposed, if intelligently used. A
well-educated group of new HF operators could therefore fit in reasonably
well.

•

A way could be found to overcome the
apparent problem of the international
Radio Regulations.

RSGB PREFIX GUIDE, EDITION 3
Alan Jubb, G3PMR

For many years, DXers relied on the excellent type-written Prefix-Country-Zone lists
produced by Geoff Watts. Geoff sadly died
in May 1994, but his son Hedley (a CDXC
member) kindly gave the RSGB Geoff's records and master copies in the hope that, on
behalf of the Society, someone would
maintain his lists.
Hedley's hope has been realised, and the list
has now been developed, using current PC
technology, into a publication that the active
DXer simply cannot afford to be without.
The RSGB Prefix Guide, now in its third
edition, is maintained on a voluntary basis
by CDXC member John Forward, G3HTA,
and is published by and available from the
RSGB only.

•

The new rules will be seen by nonamateurs (including potential amateurs)
as being more representative of the realities of life in today's radio spectrum.

The thirty page third edition was published
in March 1997, and incorporates changes
that have occurred over the last year, and
there have also been some amendments to
maintain the method of presentation and accuracy of data.

•

We will benefit from the arrival of
knowledgeable, skilled, enthusiastic
Class B licensees on the HF bands.

The RSGB Prefix Guide is published in
landscape format, and is in seven sections:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

My proposal is therefore that the Morse test
be abolished. In addition the distinction
between Class A and Class B licences
should be eliminated. A new section should
be added to the RAE, covering operating,
Morse code, procedure, use of antennas, and
station set-up—not just as related to HF, but
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Prefix Listing
Notes about Prefix Listing
DXCC Deleted Countries
Prefixes for Russian and CIS Countries
USA States, Zones and Call Areas
DXCC Additions and Deletions
Changed Country Names

PREFIX LISTING

tanate of Oman.

The prefix listing is the heart of the guide.
The listing is a definitive reference to current and historical prefix allocations, and is
organised into 14 columns. The list is sorted
by prefix, starting with A2, and finishing, 15
pages later, with 9Y. Prefixes are listed either in column I or column 2.

Column 14 is a cross reference to the notes
section - see later.

into cisterns. The island is about 3 miles
wide by 7 miles long with a population of
about 4000 people and if you are into
Scuba-diving this is where to go.

The Prefix Listing really is a comprehensive
mine of information, and worth the purchase
price on its own. The only thing that is
missing is a beam heading based on the
centre of the UK.

Back to Ham Radio, the bands were poor
that week a constant S7 noise level on 20m.
40m was a little better after sunset but the
commercial stations were killing me. I hung
out in

NOTES

the low end of the band around 7050 (+/-)
and hopefully met the demands of the Europeans and South Americans that needed
NA-003

The 'usual' prefix for a country is listed in
column 1. The total of all prefixes in column 1 is equal to the number of current
DXCC countries.
Column 2 lists alternative prefixes for a
country, for example A8 for Liberia, C4 for
Cyprus etc.
Column 3 lists the ITU prefix allocation, so
for A2 this is shown as A2A-A2Z.
Column 4 lists the DXCC country for the
prefix in column 1. For specific ITU prefix
allocations in column 3, a more general
statement is made. For example, TM in column 2 has an entry TM-TZ in column 3, and
states in column 4 "France including over-

seas Territories and Departments"
Column 5 shows the prefix that the alternative prefix in column 2 counts as for DXCC
purposes, so for example, A8 in column 2
has an entry of EL in column 5.

The notes section gives more information
for specific prefixes or countries. The notes
are numbered, and are referenced from column 14 in the Prefix List.
Some examples:
For Bolivia, China, Chile and other countries, more information is given about the
split of ITU zones across the country or
callsign digit.
For Antarctica there is a list of prefixes/calls
known to have been used from Antarctica.
For the Russian Federation, all prefixes
known to be in use in 1997 are listed.
DXCC DELETED COUNTRIES

Columns 6, 7, and 8 show Continent, CQ
Zone, and ITU Zone(s) for the prefix.

This list defines all DXCC deleted countries, and shows country name, prefix and
callsigns used, date until which it counted
for DXCC, country that QSOs after this date
count for, and notes.

Column 9 shows the time offset from UTC.

Again, this is a really useful list.

Column 10 shows the latitude/longitude.

C.I.S. COUNTRIES FROM 1994

Column 11 lists the date from which the
prefix/country counted for DXCC. For example, BS Scarborough Reef has an entry
01-01-95.

At the beginning of 1994, the Commonwealth of Independent States (C.I.S.), formerly the USSR, introduced wide-ranging
changes to the callsign prefixes. Ever been
confused by the new prefixes for the C.I.S.
countries? Then this section is for you!

the 18 member crew did an excellent job
from Heard Island and provided new ones
for thousands of "The Deserving".
SSIDXG has been working on landing
permission for another extremely rare Antarctic island - BOUVET - and that landing
permission was granted. However, there are
now problems because the Norwegian Government, through the Nordst Polarinstitute,
has notified us of plans for major environmental projects on Bouvet Island. Because
of the environmental concerns and planned
activities, the SSIDXG operations directior,
Tony DePrato, has officially postponed the
planned operation until the 1998-1999 Austral Summer.

The stats are 850 QSO's in the log, 415
stateside and 435 foreign. 70 DX countries
with Canadian and Italians leading the pack
with 43 QSO's each. Stateside zones , 0-26,
W1-25, W2-55 (mostly in Florida), W3-26,
W4-100 (predictable), W5-52, W6-34,W720, W8-45, W9-3I. I consider the trip a success, conditions were poor, I did my best, I
helped a lot of IOTA folks get NA-003 in
their log. I had fun, plus my XYL and I put a
little spark back into our marriage. What did
I learn? Any amplifier I take with me in the
future will be packed in bubble wrap and
carried in a back pack. Just the amplifier,
not the power supply. I will ship the heavy
power supply in the Samsonite luggage, and
carry the more breakable part of the two on
my back. The nice part of the total Ham experience was the frequent comment by DX
stations, "Thanks for being there Old Man".

The current anticipated landing date is during the December, 1998/January 1999 Antarctic summer-weather window. The operation is planned as a two week stay on the
island. As with the past two DXpeditions
under the SSIDXG banner (VP8SSI in 1992,
and 3YOPI in 1994), the SSIDXG plans a
very comprehensive DXpedition with operation on all bands and all modes including
satellite. Our plans are to again have four
stations operational around the clock during
our time on the island.
The team will consist of at least 10 operaton made up of both seasoned DXpeditionen from the previous VP8SSI and 3 YOP1
operations, plus other skilled operators new
to our expeditions. At this point, committed
members of the expedition team are:
WA4JQS, XE I L, W6KMB, ZS I FJ ,
W7KNT, W5FI (ex-W5VSZ), and AH9B. It
is anticipated that this multinational team
will be supplemented by other members of
SSIDXG and the crew roster will surely
fluctuate as we approach the DXpedition
departure date.

SSIDXG UPDATE

Columns 12 and 13 list the historical prefix
and country name. For example A4 lists
MP4M Muscat & Oman, and VS9O Sul-

The section is in two parts. The first part

South Sandwich Island DX Group previously released information that it intended
to activate Bouvet Island in a major
DXpedition during 1997-1998. As many of
you know, last summer SSIDXG put its
planned expedition to Heard Island on hold
after another group announced changed
plans to activate Heard Island. That operation has now been realised and we congratulate them on an excellent showing from
Heard Island. KK6EK, KOIR, and the rest of

Bouvet Island is a Norwegian territory located in the sub-Antarctic at 54 degrees, 24
minutes South, and 3 degrees, 25 minutes
East. It is the southern-most island of the
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VP5NVOGLG (NA-003)

gage which was stored in the overhead
compartment.

Tom Quinlan, WOGLG

As it was I had a working transceiver, a
Kenwood TS-50, power supply, a working
tuner, a variety of antennas and an empty
log book.

Over the Easter holiday 1997, my XYL
Glenys and I visited Grand Turk Island, one
of the many islands that make up the Turks
and Caicos Islands in the British West Indies.

The accommodations were outstanding. We
stayed at the Salt Raker Inn, second level,
50 ft from the water with a spot close in for
the R-7000 vertical. I hung the G5RV from
an Australian Pine tree right in front of the
veranda. I had plenty of coax left over. After
we got the antennas up, I checked the band
and compared antennas and noise level. I
checked into the Bill Bennett "Family" hour
on 14.226 during a lull in DX checking in
and I filled my first log page in about 3
minutes. After that I went up to 14.260 and
hung out on or around that frequency because I was not the only island up at that
time. I worked 20 and 40 after sunset with a
reasonable amount of success considering 1
was barefoot.

The flight was from Denver, Colorado to
Miami, Florida, to Providenciales, to Grand
Turk Island. We flew on American Airlines
to Provo, then Sky King Airlines (an inner
island carrier) to Grand Turk Island,
As with any IOTA Mini-DXpedition, I was
very concerned about my equipment, because as we all know "Murphy" often plays
an important role in the success or failure of
any Ham Radio project.
I believe there are two elephants employed
by the major airlines, one is stationed in Miami and the other in Seattle, their job is to
sit on all luggage to see if they can destroy
anything of importance. Even though I spent
countless hours packing and re-packing, the
Miami elephant got me.

I promised my XYL that unlike my last trip
to the Pribilof Islands (NA-028) I would
spend more time with her and do some of
the tourist things together. We rented bikes
to tour the island. I functioned as a Catholic
Deacon for both Masses on Easter Sunday,
helped baptise 4 babies and conducted a
Communion service outside the Mass with
homily for the residents on Easter Wednesday. There is a very good museum on the
island, and two of the features I was not
aware of were that Christopher Colombus
landed here on one of his voyages to the
new world and that astronaut John Glenn
landed in the water off of Grand Turk after
his Sub-orbital flight in the 1960's. The Island has many wonderful restaurants and
that and a good book kept the XYL reasonably content.

All equipment luggage is Samsonite hard
back luggage with the exception of the
carry-on luggage which has wheels and a
pull along handle, and the Antenna case
which is a hard shell Golf bag protection
case. (By the way, Golf bags fly free on
American).
The antenna case containing the R-7000
Cushcraft vertical, a G5RV wire antenna, an
Australian Outbacker, and a Half Square
antenna made it thru, as well as the power
supply, tuner, but the Miami elephant got
my amplifier. The LA-1000 Amp Supply
had a mashed fan and internal damage.
Things could have been worse, the transceiver could have been damaged and that
would have meant that the operation would
have been scrubbed, fini, dead in the water.
I carried the transceiver in my carry-on lug-

An interesting aspect of the island is that it
has no water, all the homes have elaborate
gutter systems and downspouts that drain

so

gives details about the structure and use of
the new callsigns, and lists the following information:

DXCC, and the second lists the current
DXCC cuntry. For example, Aldabra now
counts as Seychelles.

Usual Prefix (e.g. EU)
Other Prefixes (e.g. (EV, EW)
Country (e.g. Belarus)
Standard Licence (e.g. EU-EW 1-4 6-8)
Special Licence (e.g. EV5)
Reserved (e.g. EU9, EW9)
Foreign Visitor (e.g. EU9, EWO)
Club Station (e.g. EU EW 1-4 6-8 + W X Z)
Other Categories (e.g. WWII Veteran =
EV1-4 6-8+A-Z, YL/XYL = EU
EW 1-4 6-8+ YAA-YZZ)
Old Prefix (e.g. RC UC)

SUMMARY
John Forward, G3HTA, has obviously put a
great deal of work into this guide, which is
now an indispensible part of any HE and 6m
operator's shack, and is to be congratulated
on the fine job that he's done.
The guide is comprehensive, professionally
produced, and updated as changes occur.
Could anything be added? Very little. Perhaps a DXCC country list in alphabetical
order, showing prefix. I can't think of anything else.

The second part is a country by country
listing, broken down into region.

Many logging software packages will produce some of this information, but none that
I am aware of has such a comprehensive set
of information. This guide is a definite enhancement to your shack, whether you use
logging software or not.

USA STATES & ZONES
This section lists the fifty US States, their
two letter code (e.g. MD for Maryland), call
area, and CQ and ITU zone(s).

The RSGB Prefix Guide is available from
RSGB Sales, Lambda House, Cranborne
Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE, and is
currently priced at £5.00 for RSGB members, and £5.88 for non members. Postage is
£1.25 (overseas £2.00).

DXCC ADDITIONS & DELETIONS
This section tracks the changes made to
DXCC country counters since January 1987,
and lists:
Month announced
Effective from
Addition or Deletion
Prefix
DXCC Country Name
Total DXCC Countries (after change)
Notes.

KL7FH ALASKAN DXPEDITION
Some late news just arrived about these
planned operations:

This is fully up to date, the last change being BS Scarborough Reef, announced January 1996, Effective from 01-01-95.

•

NA-037- The Semichi Island Group
Summer of 1997 (maybe July)

•

NA-040- St. Lawrence Island Summer
1997

•

NA-050- Beaufort Sea Coast Summer
1997

•

NA-074- Nunivak Island TBA

COUNTRY CHANGES
This, the final section, tracks changes in
country name. It is laid out in two columns,
the first listing a country name that could be
difficult to identify for the purposes of

'NOTE: These dates could be changed easily by weather and flight schedules.
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Operation may be as short as one day or one
night in some places. Check your weekly
DX bulletins for latest updates on these operations.
QSI. SASE. via WL7KY AND KL7FH

ROCKALL

-

DXCC AT LAST?

15 JUN 97 By Paul Riddell, PA News
A small group of environmentalists occupying Rockall in protest at oil activity in the
Atlantic today claimed sovereignty over the
inhospitable outcrop. The activists, from
Greenpeace, hoisted a flag at the top of the
70ft high rock and declared a new global
state of Waveland. But they stressed they
did not want to own Rockall. The move is
unlikely to bring the green body into the periodic diplomatic dispute between Britain,
Ireland, Iceland and Denmark over the rock,
which is 290 miles from the Scottish coast.
The Government has said Rockall is British
territory and that the protesters are welcome
to stay as long as they like. Three Greenpeace activists, Peter, Meike and Eric, who
were landed on the island by helicopter last
week, plan to stay "indefinitely" by taking
refuge in a purpose-built survival capsule.
Four campaigners will occupy Rockall, with
one always "off-duty" on the support vessel
MV Greenpeace, which is stationed nearby.
Peter said today: "We reject the governance
of a country which permits new oil exploration despite professed concern for the climate." Waveland was a new kind of country

designed to protect the globe, rather than to
exploit it, he said, adding: "We hope this is

and a danger to both the atmosphere and the
ocean. "Four nations want the oil around
Rockall. We do not recognise their right to
develop it. We have told Tony Blair that we
don't want Rockall itself but that the oil
should be set aside for the common good,"
he said. "We are borrowing it until it is
freed from the threat of development."

N2DAN, SK
Morse code key crafter Steve S. Nurkiewicz,
N2DAN, of Port Charlotte, Florida, died
May 21, 1997. He was 70. Nurkiewicz was
known by CW ops for his hand-made Mercury paddles, which featured a round, allchrome design. His wife survives.

VK 80M ALLOCATION
(WIA News released 16 May 1997)
Members will be aware that the WIA is pursuing a new amateur allocation in the band
3750-3900 kHz, as secondary users, on a
time-sharing basis, so that amateurs may use
the allocation outside standard business
hours. It is proposed this new allocation replace the existing "80m DX Window" at
3795-3800 kHz
The WIA has suggested the lower 10 kHz of
the proposed allocation, from 3750-3760
kHz, be reserved for emergency use, to
provide a common allocation which would
permit communication between government
emergency services and WICEN stations
during declared emergencies.

from oil."

Times suggested for using the 3760-3900
kHz allocation are from 1700-0830 hrs local
time, Monday evenings through Friday
mornings, with 24-hour operation permitted
over the weekends, commencing from 1700
hrs LT on Fridays through to 0830 hrs LT on
Mondays.

Greenpeace deputy executive director Chris
Rose said the group did not want to own
Rockall but to bring to attention its claim
that new oil development was "senseless"

The requested band allocation spans the variety of allocations available to amateurs in
all three ITU regions. The WIA has suggested access to the allocation be permitted

the start of a peaceful revolution. Waveland
expresses every person's right to oust destructive governance and replace it with a
new one, to put the climate before profits

horrendous punch-ups on some DXpeditions
which is hardly surprising as we DXers are
such an individualistic bunch of people.
Like VKO1R there was little or no raised
voices or punch-ups on the HIDXA DXpedition. It is true though that we were in fact
in several groups including the amateur radio operators, the scientists, the mountaineers, the film crew and the crew of the
CHEYNES
In addition the Expeditioners helped to
drive the vessel to and from Heard, standing
watch often in very uncomfortable conditions. At sea the HIDXA Expeditioners also
ran the galley, food to you land-lubbers, on
a continual daily cycle. So in this way
VKOIR and VKOJS are also poles apart. Despite sometimes severe adversity especially
on our return trip, in a general sense we
stuck together and proved our cohesion. It is
invariably perceived frustration, real stress,
real tiredness and other well know factors
that may cause these personality problems.
According to Bob, KK6EK the journey to
and from Heard on the MARION DEFRENSE
was very comfortable and more or less uneventful apart from sea-sickness. It is an
unpleasant malady and like Bob and the
VKOIR Group HIDXA had an Expeditioner
sea sick all the way to Heard and for that
matter almost for the whole of the journey
back. The seas in those Southern Oceans
can be daunting.
FUNDING AGAIN
If you have never been in the position of
trying to raise money for some pet project
you can safely skip this section.

(in 1983 a similar special purpose vessel to
the MARION DEMENSE) was in the region of
A$9,000 - 10,000 per day. Frankly in 1983 a
declared budget of A$ 300,000 for the vessel alone and an appeal to the amateur radio
world for financial assistance would have
buried me forever. That sort of money in
amateur radio terms was absolutely out of
the question.
Very few DXers had any concept in the
early 1980's of the need for any such sums
of money. Especially so if it were for an
amateur radio DXpedition to give a few
thousand DXers a 'new one'! The idea was
absurd and ridiculous.
Those were the days of the eloquent antiDXpedition rubbish like in it for the
money' outpourings from the National Societies of our immediate area. They were all
mind boggling in their petty outlooks. However to be honest they and other Societies
had only a tiny percentage, of an already
small total membership, who were DXers.
HIDXA
HIDXA. of course went on to achieve other
things in the name of amateur radio and
DXing. It is true to say that HIDXA. and its
membership has outlived all the detractors
of our efforts to achieve Heard Island in an
amateur radio sense. Certainly in those days
the DXers and DXpeditioners were a breed
apart.
Congratulations to the VKOIR DXpedition
which has so ably demonstrated what can be
achieved in these more enlightened times.
000000000

In raising basic funds for Heard Island there
is no escape from the 20 minimum days of
charter to get there and back. To this must
be added the planned time to be spent on
Heard and if we budget for 10 days down
and back then a charter figure of 30 days
total is easily reached. Back in 1983 to
charter something like the 'MV NELLA DAN'

SVPPO/eTCOXeSaPPORTOARE9/770/a

is a hard slog on Heard to be sure. Those
ALPHA Linears would also have been well
beyond our physical capability and our FL
2100Z's were heavy enough.
The sheer volume of material put ashore by
VKOIR and for that matter taken off again in
those dozens of helicopter trips is absolutely
mind boggling. The sheer quantity of material involved would have been far in excess
of the capabilities of our 17 person group
and especially true by the end of our stay.
Heard Island proved to be physically exhausting. The send off storm certainly left
its mark on all of us.
As a result maybe the VKOJS operation was
much leaner and maybe just a bit tougher in
realising our capabilities and real needs. We
were to be on Heard for 10 days or so and as
a result many of the worlds comforts we
could easily do without!

FOOD
Planning for our food requirements for the
whole of the Expedition was arrived at by
the generation of a simple daily menu system of reasonable and nutritious variety repeated on a regular cycle. The food was divided into three heaps - journey down,
Heard Island and journey back.
H1DXA was also very crafty when we advised all our Expeditioners that if they felt
that they had any particular food needs would they kindly bring it themselves! As
things happened our food was required to
last a bit longer that the planned 12 day return trip from Heard but that is another
story. In leaving a largish stock of
`Emergency Pack Rations' on Heard for
ANARE we all felt that the individual slog
with the dozens of boxes was worth while.
Perhaps someone would not starve if marooned on the island. Maybe we were also
thinking of ourselves, there was always the
possibility that we would have to eat them
ourselves!

There were few if any gripes about the food.
In many ways we were all far too busy with
our tasks rather than worry about where the
next meal was coming from. We just knew
that it would (because we would cook it
ourselves) to be hurriedly eaten and back to
work.
None of us ever felt that we would starve to
death during a 10 day stay on the island. If it
came to the unlikely event of attempted
cannibalism the ('HEYNES 11 had a very large
hold and a large fridge.

to amateurs holding Unrestricted and Intermediate licenses.
As government emergency services and
state police use a series of channels between
3700 and 3750 kHz as principal communications channels, the WIA has not requested
a contiguous allocation from 3700 to 3900
kHz.
No date for a decision on the proposed allocation has been indicated at this stage.

1997 PNW DX CONVENTION
AC POWER
In planning power requirements this was
based on the requirement of our rigs, small
amplifiers a bit of heating and so on. However it was known that whatever we had in
mind it would require our muscle to get
ashore and into position. I read that VKOIR
had some 30KW of generator power available continuously. It make me stop and
think for a moment, the remnants of the
1947 ANARE Generator was still on Heard
in 1983 and if I remember correctly had a
10KW capability.
However our individual 2.8KW generators
served us well with the usual hiccups and
the continual refuelling etc. On the other
hand, and much more important, two people
could carry them with relative ease.
NB Cooking and heating was done using
Butane Gas and the handling of the Gas
Bottles is another story. The company donating the gas decided that they had been
too stingy and at the last moment sent down
100lb Gas Bottles instead of the 40Ib ones
previously promised to the wharf. They
were heavy!

PERSONALITY ISSUES
It was nice to read that all the group of 20
amateurs lived and worked together in perfect harmony for the duration of the VKOIR
DXpedition. There have been tales of some

The Pacific Northwest DX Convention
moves yearly between, Washington, Oregon
& British Columbia. This year it will be
held at Richmond, B.C. on July 25, 26 and
27th.
If you are considering attending and wish
additional information, please contact Ken
Thompson, VE7BXG, P.O. Box 3048,
Blaine, Washington 98231 or Allan Buckshon, VE7SZ, via E-mail at: abucksho@direaca. Also checkout their Web
site at:
www.davetek.com/pnwthcconvention/dxcon .
htm

TVI?
(From New Jersey Star Ledger 16 April)
A Superior court judge ruled yesterday that
FCC regulations prevent him from declaring
that interference from short wave radio
transmissions in Lafayette, NJ are a nuisance.
Leopold and Karen Korins sued their neighbour, Walter Komienkos (W2WK), last year
claiming transmissions from his 1,500 watt
ham radio set were bleeding into their telephone lines, blocked television reception
and activated their electric garage door
opener.
Attorney Kevin Kelly, representing the Korins, asked Judge Reginald Stanton in Mor-

ristown to declare the situation a nuisance
and direct Komienkos to cut back on his
hobby. Komienko's lawyer, Richard Clark,
claimed his client had a right to operate under a Federal licence and maintained that
the Korins could do more to shield their
home from unwanted radio signals.
Stanton said Komienko has been a licensed
ham since 1967 and transmitted from his
home since 1983 with the highest power
permitted by the FCC for amateur radio.
"There is no question that there has been
meaningful intrusion into the Korins' home
and their expectations of enjoying a reliable
and reasonably high quality level of telephone and television reception," Stanton
said before noting that there was little he
could do about it.
"The FCC controls just about everything to
do with the operation of ham radios under
very extensive and broad laws and regulations," he said, noting that government policy is aimed at encouraging the use of short
wave radio for public safety and information
purposes in times of disaster and to promote
international goodwill.
"Is it a good policy? I don't know," Stanton said, ruling that he had no authority to
limit Kornienko's operations. "If he is
obeying the F('(' rules and the Korins can't
fa the situation in their home, that's tough
and they'll have to lump it."
Stanton said he is not being flippant, only
cognisant of his lack of jurisdiction.
"There's not much room for anyone but the
FCC to deal with something like this," he
added.
Kornienko expressed relief at the ruling.
"Now I hope a normal life will resume in
the Kornienko household"
(Ed: Imagine the Master of
Rolls saying: "..that's tough and they'll have to lump
it ': Brilliant 9

G5RP TROPHY
The G5RP Trophy is awarded annually as an encouragement to newcomers to HF DXing. This trophy is
awarded to someone making rapid
progress in DXing in the recent
past, which only newcomers have
the scope to do. However, the
award is not limited to youngsters
or the newly licensed - the DX bug
can bite at any age and after many
years of being licensed
The 1996 winner was Emma Wills,
2EOAAX, who was nominated by
John Forward, 03HTA. Emma was
the first UK Novice to obtain the
DXCC award for confirming contacts with 100 countries and carried on collecting countries. She is
now studying at University and
temporarily less active.
Experienced 1-IF DXers are able to
reward and encourage newcomers
by nominating an up-and-coming
DXer for this award. Your nominations for the 1996-97 award are
needed nowl
This trophy is Jointly awarded by
the Vale of the White Horse Radio
Society and the RSGB HF Committee and will be presented at the
RSGB HF and IOTA Convention on
28 September, 1997.
Nominations should be sent to:
RSGB HF Committee, 00 F C
Handscombe, G4BWP, Sandholm,
Bridge End Road, Red Lodge, Bury
St Edmunds, Suffolk 1P28 8LQ, to
arrive no later than 30 August.

A

CONTESTER'S VIEW OF
DAYTON 1997
by Doug Grant, KIDG

(Copyright Doug Grant, K1 DG, 1997.
Originally written for the YCCC Scuttlebutt.
May be reprinted as long as !CMG and the
YCCC Scuttlebutt are credited).
I left home for Dayton on Thursday afternoon. John, K I AR, and I flew together out
of Manchester, NH, and encountered Don,
KA IT on the same flight. The flight left a
few minutes late, and when we landed in
Philadelphia for the connecting flight to
Dayton, we were joined by the passengers
from the Hartford flight (including W1WEF,
K ICC, K1ZZ, KS1L, and several others I
can't remember). Surprisingly, there did not
seem to be a lot of FRCers on the flight.
Guess the Is chased them off the band. Or
they got to Dayton earlier and beat us to all
the good mulls.
Arriving in Dayton, we all jammed into one
car, and headed to the Crowne Plaza. All the
regulars were in the lobby, and a bunch of
us went to Chin's across the corner from the
hotel. Included in the group was N5NJ, formerly WA2OVE/KR2J, one of the
N2RM/V26B team. Bob's been living in
Texas for a couple of years, and was telling
us all about Texas. He hasn't been too active there, and AR accused him of not remembering all the letters of the code. When
John quizzed him "What's '1,"?", Bob
thought a few seconds, and replied "Lima".
QRP ace AA2U was also there. Randy told
us he had suffered a direct lighting hit on his
tower last summer. KR2Q commented that
it's probably the only real power his antenna's ever seen. Turns out he wasn't home
when it happened, but the next day when an
element half fell on the roof, revealing a
melted end, he figured out what happened
pretty quickly.
Back to the Crowne Plaza - the Sultans were
in full Schwing on the 12 th floor, but I spent

That Bob and his group raised that
A$461,000 from amateur and corporate interests was of course a fantastic achievement.

title and other staff manning their various
bases. HIDXA followed their lead calling
members of our group Expeditioners. Those
of us who were radio amateurs knew perfectly well that we were really DXpeditioners, Hi.

LOGISTICS
In our telephone conversation Bob, KK6EK
said that the VKOIR operation had been
"planned to death" and that two years had
gone into Heard. In the case of VKOJS it
was to be three years before we made it.
However it was never planning which delayed VKOJS it was only ever a case of
money, pure and simple.

Facts are that in planning for Heard Island
the subject of money quickly raises its head.
In due course Kirsti and I were to underwrite the VKOJS DXpedition with some AS
30,000. The actual funding of our HIDXA
Amateur Radio and Scientific Expedition
was never easy. In those days, just a few
years ago, the outlook on funding was
completely different in amateur radio
DXing terms.

The actual planning of the logistics for
VKOJS was never what I call a 'Major Hassle'. Our planning always had severe restrictions in terms of cost and reality. It became an exercise in thinking the whole
thing through over and over again. However
one of the major differences between
VKOIR and VKOJS is that single word
HELICOPTER.

I recall vividly a meeting at the RSGB HQ
where I had gone to explain Heard Island,
what was planned by our group and could
they assist financially? In truth, with only a
tiny percentage of the RSGB membership
being DXers it was hard for them to say
"Here have a hundred quid to help." As it
was the RSGB contributed 10 log books to
VKOJS and I remember feeling grateful.

In planning I knew that every single package
would need to be man-handled (or should
this be person-handled) from the ship to the
dinghies, to the beach and then on up to the
actual sites. I knew that fuel drums floated
in water but after towing would require lots
of effort to roll them into position. All our
equipment was packed in bite sized chunks
for ease of handling. In Hobart our three
beams were pre-assembled as far as possible
but one box which arrived late slipped
through and was quite a handful but manageable.

There were few DX Clubs or groups - call
them what you will around who were willing to assist financially with such major
projects. In those days DXers, myself included, worked on the principle of 'a bit of
help when QSLing' with a few extra dollars
or whatever. This was long before the great
effort by people like Bren, G4DYO, to help
raise funds for this DXpedition or that
DXpedition and the formation of other DX
Orientated Groups. In those days there was
little interest from the DXers in Japan in
actually donating cash dollars to assist such
major undertakings. in short fund raising in
amateur radio terms was a completely different ball game.

Once ashore every single package had to be
carried from the beach. In some cases this
was assisted by the use of an old wheel barrow. I noticed the small tractor being used
by VKOIR on Heard Island with amazement
and would love one here to pull a large rotary mower to keep our paddock at bay. It
was clearly stated that such devices were a
no-no in 1983. But what a boon to onshore
handling of gear dropped by helicopter as it

It is believed that HIDXA right from the
start of its inception set a new standard for
DXpeditions in the area of funding with the
issue of individual receipts for donations.
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tion the number of operators

Good thinking but there are problems never
the less.

.

LOG ANALYSIS

FUNDING

Back in the early 80's it was still an elaborate and time consuming drudge to do log
analysis. Those of you who have slogged
through CQWW, Field Day logs etc., looking for Dupes, Multipliers, prefixes or whatever will know what I mean. These days
computer logging programmes have added a
new dimension and CT, Super Duper,
PLUSV3 etc., etc., are indeed magic. It is
fascinating to see these logging programmes
trot out the band breakdown, countries
worked, prefix counts in a twinkling. All so
very simple these days.

If nothing else amateur radio DXing has
reached a new high in financial terms with
the VKOIR operation. Heard Island and
other similar areas have always been protected by the sheer difficulty of funding the
trip there and back. For example the HIDXA
budget in 1983 was around A$100,000 to
put 17 (actually 18 but one dropped out)
people on the island for 10 days. The
HIDXA DXpedition was also multiNational but in addition was a multi-interest
group.

Walt, OEILO (now alas a SK) and myself
`did' the VKOJS and VKONL logs on our
return trip from Heard. I recall that as
DXers in our own right we both felt that
things had gone well. An impression that
many of the DXers had been taken care of
during the VKOJS operation.

At A$416,000 the budget for the VKOIR
was about 4.1 times that of VKOJS. This
amount put a 20 member multi-National
amateur radio group on Heard, just two
more.
However I have to be absolutely frank and
say that HIDXA would never have recovered from that loss of around A$80,000 suffered by Bob and his group in the previous
year. To have that sort of money do a vanishing act would have stopped HIDXA dead
in its tracks forever.

Such is the technological advance in those
years since 1983 that VKOIR was actually
dumping their respective band logs into
INTERNET on a more or less daily basis.
The reason for this technological masterpiece? So that DXers (with INTERNET capability) could check if they were in the
log!!

Although driven in the name of amateur radio, in 1983 it was very difficult to find the
18 people prepared to put up A$3,000 on
the table to become part of any DXpedition.
In my own view it takes a great deal of faith
in one's personal ability and motivation to
actually pay for the pleasure of proving it!
HIDXA had over 20 amateurs on our books
but struggled to get the 6 operators which
were thought to be our minimum requirement. HIDXA had to broaden the base to
attract interests other than amateur radio. In
the case of VKOIR and VKOJS both were
successful in raising the basic fund base
from the believers, those who actually became Expeditioners.
NB. ANARE have always used the expression Expeditioners to describe their scien-

Other calls could be typed in to see how the
opposition were doing.
Maybe if I had the chance on Norfolk Island
I might have typed in a couple of calls myself. Did so and so also work VKOIR 5 times
on 40M CW just as he had done to VKOJS?
However most of us DXers have been
through the 'NOT IN LOG' scenario and it
hurts. Still, each of us knows that this is an
infinitesimal number of occasions relative
to our total activity. However, thank goodness, dates, times, frequencies of the VKOIR
QSO's were not being given on Internet.

as

most of the evening in the Super Suite on
the first floor. N6NT (ex-AA6KX) showed
up - it was his first trip to Dayton. He
looked around and commented that all the
calls he'd ever worked in a contest were in
the room. I reminded him that it was only
Thursday night, and not many people had
shown up yet (the room was less than half
full). I explained to him that Friday and Saturday nights would see the whole room full
(and the hallway, and every floor with a
hospitality suite). I don't think he believed
me.

needs for 40M beams - the new "40-2SS"
includes all the mods that have been suggested over the years, and the new version is
rated for 100 MPH survival. NOTE: this is
not an upgrade kit for your existing 40-2CD
(W9RE sells one of those); however, if you
`re putting up a new 40, this looks like the
way to go.
Incidentally, you should call for the new
Cushcraft catalogue - on page 4, they show
the KC1XX 10/I5M tower, with its 14
Cushcraft 4-element beams (8 of them on
10, 6 on 15). I asked KIGW what the price
would be for a copy of Matt's stack. He
asked if wanted it in stainless or plated.
Hmmm...

Friday morning I woke up and checked in
with my office. I had a 9 AM conference
call planned, which was expected to last a
half hour or so. I had several messages and
figured I could take care of things pretty
quickly, and get out to the Hamvention midmorning. Wrong. The conference call lasted
a full hour, and the other messages led to a
succession of long calls. I finally left for the
Arena at 1 PM.

Yaesu had a really cool new dual-band HT.
It's a little bigger then the average pager,
and includes receive capability for lots of
VHF/UHF spectrum, including broadcast,
TV, public-service, etc., up to I Ghz (but
not including the cellular band). It's a halfwatt output, and if you use an alkaline instead of the Lithium-ion battery, it automatically drops back to 100 mW to save the
battery. Model VX-I, available in July about $275 (Ed: Any guesses for a UK

I checked in at the Forum speaker's area,
and was pleased to see that all the speakers
for the Contest Forum had arrived and
checked in. Stopped by the CQ booth, and
said hello to the folks, then went to visit a
few of the exhibitors I know. Then I did a
quick turn through the inside exhibits and
half of the flea market. The Weather outside
was unseasonably cool. Without a jacket, it
was chilly in the wind outside. At least it
wasn't raining.

price? Who said "f300"?).

Why am I looking at His? Beats me. Last
one I bought was the IC2AT I now use on
packet. But this is a really cool little radio,
and I recognise cool when I see it.
Besides, there weren't any new contestgrade HF rigs there. My 940 and my 930 are
both sick, and I really need a new radio.
Sure wish there was a $3000 radio aimed at
us contesters. When I saw the ads for the
IC756 a few months back, I thought it was
the new standard. It's not. In talking to the
contest gang, I came to realise that there
sure are a lot of 930s still in use out there especially the DXpedition gang.

I saw a few new items that piqued my interest. Cushcraft has some new items of interest to contesters. One is a new killer
tribander - the "Big Thunder". This is a totally new design - new hardware, etc. It's 4
elements per band - three driven elements,
and separate reflectors for each band. Some
of the directors are trapped and shared.
Boom is 28 feet long (I think), and it looks
well-built. There's a downsized version as
well, called the "Little Thunder". They've
also been paying some attention to our

Hello, Kenwood ? This is the contest community calling! None of us have bought one
31

of your radios in 10 years! Please make a
930-type radio with RS-232 interface, and a
cleaner synth (DDS for example). DSP is
not needed (besides, the implementation in
the 870 makes it useless for serious CW
work...and a lot of us really like to do CW).
We'll buy the crystal filters for the Ifs.
Make it a bit lighter (use a switcher for the
supply). We'll all come back. Or else we'll
buy FT I OOMPs. Or second-hand 930s.
The flea market had lots of old equipment in
it again. Saw two NCX3s, and even a Conar
400 transmitter (remember those? - I had
one for my Novice rig). Also saw a Halhcrafters SX-110...my Novice receiver.
Back to the Crowne Plaza, for a quick
change and then dinner at the Spaghetti
Warehouse. There were 7 of us, but we took
a table for 10, knowing someone will join
us. Sure enough, K1MM, K I RT, and K IRA
show up a bit later. By some strange twist of
fate, we are served by the same waitress as
last year. K3EST proposed to Rachelle last
year, and had a bit of explaining to do about
why he hadn't called her for a whole year.
Anyway, they renewed their vows, and dinner was served.
Back to the CP. The Super Suite was in full
swing, and the other suites were starting to
pick up. The DX banquet was just beginning
the VKOIR program. I stuck my head in long
enough to hear KK6EK explain that the
amount of VKOIR signal power received by
the average North American station, after
allowing for antenna patterns, path loss,
etc., would take 3 billion years to heat up a
cup of coffee. Maybe DXers are that patient,
but we contesters would have warmed up
the coffee in the microwave and changed
bands long before that. The VKOIR T-shirts
are very cool, though, and I bought one.
KR2Q mentioned that he had been accosted
by several people complaining about the
Contest Forum being scheduled for Saturday
morning instead of afternoon. A new twist

on the mistaken-identity theme. Several
people ask me every year me how I like
working at CQ. For the record - K I AR is
John, and used to work at CQ, but doesn't
anymore. I'm Doug, K IDG, and I never
worked at CQ (although I did a book for
them). KR2Q is "the other Doug", and never
worked at CQ (although he is on the WW
Contest Committee, and writes frequently
for CQ-Contest magazine). There'll be a
quiz next year.

or there. Either way our motivation is
DXing in the name of amateur radio. A
sense that in some small way DXers are
getting a chance at a DXCC Country not
normally on the bands. The DXCC country
becomes available in whatever mode or
modes required and the band used is not
much of a problem. Many years ago the
QSO count of a DXpedition gave a fair indication of how many had worked a new
one. Not so today.

Anyway, the suite was running pretty full
until about 1 AM. At 1:30, DL2CC (exDLI SBR) is trying to get people interested
in trying the RUFZ program on his PC in the
suite. The high score (out of about 30 at that
point) is by W2UP (about 30K points) when
I sit down. Even though I had had a few
beers by that time, I got lucky and racked up
the #2 score. Ever try RUFZ? You can find
it somewhere on the Web, and download it.
It's kind of fun. RUFZ sends callsigns, one
at a time. If you get it right, the next is sent
a few WPM faster. Points are scored for accuracy, speed of call sent, and response
time. The computed score and the highest
speed are recorded for each entrant. My
score was about 27K points, and I somehow
managed to copy at least one call at 347
"PARIS" speed (divide by 5 for WPM). I
felt pretty good about the score. Then
DL2CC sat down.

QSO COUNT

This guy is a mutant. With a bunch of us
standing around listening to the speaker
output in amazement, he put up a score
around 40K, with a PARIS speed of 418.
"PARIS" speed is WPM x 5. Do the math this was over 80 WPM. On Saturday, word
spread, and a lot more people tried it. CC
actually improved his score, with a top
PARIS of 446 if memory serves. I wonder if
he can copy !MY in his head also. When
Frank shut the system down on Saturday
night, the top rankings were DL2CC,
W2UP, me, and K1AR. I finally beat that
guy...

were of course the two basic modes and
Phone was still the main mode. In real terms
few of the DXpeditions had problems with
the two mode QSO approach. Not forgetting
the so called 'insurance contacts', renamed
here 'OOPS lye worked you again'.
The mode of RTTY was almost non-existent
when related to the computer driven activity
of today. Most DXpeditions did not even
bother carrying the mode. VKOJS made that
mode available.
Only a few years back doing a QSO count
on the DXpedition log became an arbitrary
'Page Count' of the hand written hard log
multiplied by the number of QSOs per page.
One had a 'gut' feeling if things were going
well. The feeling was measured in our
knowledge of the bands, knowledge of the
DXers, their callsigns and a general feeling
of propagation and the areas worked. There
was still a measure of intimacy between the
DXers and the DXpedition.

As we now know the VKOIR operation
claimed a first in total number of QSOs
made for any DXpedition in recent years.
The 80,000 plus QSOs is of course mind
boggling to say the least and just 700 plus of
these QSOs were made with the VKJZL areas.
It is not all that long ago that the majority of
DXers measured their personal DXCC
needs in terms of I, 2 or 3 QSOs. I can recite the calls of the tiny number of DXers
who were into multiband QSOs in the name
of DXCC. Certainly 5 Band DXCC was a
challenge but who needed 5 or more QSOs
with say the top 50 DXCC Countries?

WARC BANDS
In these last 14 years or so the WARC bands
have become more of a reality and they
have of course shown their worth in giving
us more space to move around. In personal
terms I cannot get excited about working the
whole DXCC Total on the 30, 17 and I2M
bands but do operate on the bands nevertheless. The point being made here is that the
addition of those bands in recent years for
DXCC type purposes has made available
many more QSOs to DXers so inclined.

In terms of 80M there were a few well
known DXers who were always on the
lookout for a new one on this band. A few
might even have killed for the 'new one'. In
the same way the number of 160M DXers
was even less - many of the rigs did not
even have 160M capability and in any case
antennas were always a major problem. In
the UK that IOW power limit, overseas
many countries did not allow the band and
in some countries Loran played havoc. All
these factors limited the number of DXers
on the 'Gentleman's Band'. In the same way
the 80 and 160M requirements were usually
easily handled for a favoured few DXers
determined to take us away from the mainstream pile on some other HF band.

Much more important in terms of 1983
those bands were often not yet authorised
but in any case did not count for DXCC. It
is noted that the some 17,500 QSOs made
by the Heard Island operators (VKOIR) on
these WARC bands are more than the
VKOJS total!!
However facts are that QS() count is always
related to the number of bands available,
number of modes to be worked and in addi-

CW and SSB (Phone in DXCC parlance)
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HEARD ISLAND RE-VISITED

land. In particular of course my own plans
to try to put Heard on the amateur bands.

J.B. Smith, VKOJS, VK9NS etc.,
H.I.DX.A.

This article is an attempt to put the two
DXpeditions in perspective if in actual fact
one is needed. Both DXpeditions were
driven by the same motivation and VKOIR
became the second major DXpedition to
Heard Island in the name of amateur radio.

The other day I telephoned Bob Schmieder,
KK6EK the Leader and Organiser of the recent VK01R DXpedition to Heard Island to
offer the congratulations of Kirsti, VKONL
and myself VKOJS on a fine performance in
the name of Amateur Radio DXing. That 14
years have elapsed since the HIDXA,
VKOJS DXpedition might just prove how
difficult this DXCC location is to activate.
Having met Bob on two separate occasions
and having had many QS0s we at least
know each other quite well. My only regret
is that he has not met Kirsti who in her infinite wisdom decided to accompany me to
Heard Island in 1983.

NB. I make a differentiation between the
H.I.E. in 1983 which was driven by other
factors and in the process carried two amateur radio operators to and from the island.
In outlining briefly what was in my mind,
Bob agreed completely with my sentiments.
THE CHANGE

In the last 14 years Amateur Radio DXing
and for that matter Contest operating has
changed beyond recognition. These days as I
enter my 50th year in the hobby perhaps the
differences are seen more clearly. Also living on Norfolk Island in a state of isolation,
life at a slower pace, perhaps one has time
to sharpen ones mind. Still no INTERNET,
Email etc., etc. However don't confuse isolation with an island of country bumpkins.

In our telephone conversation Bob and I
discussed Heard and various issues involved
with such projects. It was most generous of
Bob to compare the VKOJS and VKOIR in
terms biased so strongly in our favour. It is
of course true to say that each of us have a
great deal in common and I felt his sense of
accomplishment in completing this DXpedition in such a satisfactory manner. Both of
us had became aware of Heard Island, its
challenge, its remoteness, its position in
DXCC terms, the logistics and so on. However as Bob said on the phone, "in many

So here goes - Heard Island Re-visited,
dedicated to the VKOIR group and to those
DXers who have been around for a few
years. For the sake of convenience lets say
16-17 years or so, just slightly before
VKOJS. It was a different world in the early
80's.

other ways thi;re was no comparison between the two operations".

I had already decided to write something
along these lines. I felt very much involved
in Heard Island and it has occupied a great
deal of my thoughts since the late 70's. In
those days there was no legislation in place
to allow private Expeditions to this remote
Australian Island. Newly formed HIDXA
helped change that situation thus clearing
the way for private expeditions to Heard Is-

THE DXPEDITIONERS

There are those of us called DXers who also
from time to time have had the good fortune
to become the instigators of that phenomenon known as the 'DX PILE UP'. We, who
become DXpeditioners in our own right or
DXpeditioners as part of a team going here
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Friday night, the suite went to about 3, from
what I was told later. With the Contest Forum scheduled for 9 AM, I figured that as
moderator, I should at least be there, which
meant I needed to get a little sleep. I went
back to the room at about 1:45, and AR was
already asleep, and snoring. Loud. 59+30.
Try as I might, I couldn't get to sleep until
finally exhaustion overcame me at about 3.
However, I managed to exact a certain
measure of revenge - when I got up Saturday
morning, AR complained that my snoring
woke him up around 4.

test stations figured that all their stations
were located on government-owned property, and all were connected by governmentowned roads, and thus qualified as "one location", even though the stations were in
some cases hundreds of miles apart. Sure
made the inter-station interference problems
at HG73DX easier to solve.
Another example was one European log of a
few years ago. As most people know, the
log-checking process uses a "unique-check"
to identify unusual logs by flagging those
with a large number of QS0s with stations
not contacted by anyone else in the contest
(this often indicates a high logging error
rate). In the checking process, it turned out
that many of the multipliers, and a lot of the
JA QSOs logged by station only appeared in
two other logs - both from contest stations
in nearby countries. Further checking indicated that these logs were completely
fraudulent, and had been submitted only to
mask the uniques in the contest log. Many
of the stations claimed in the log were sent
letters to determine if they had been active,
and nearly all had not operated in the contest.

The Contest Forum was well-attended, even
though it was held in the morning. The
Hamvention folks scheduled it, not me. And
not KR2Q). We started with the WRTC-96
video, ad very nice presentation. A few
copies are still available from N6NT (exAA6KX). Gold Medalist K 1 TO was in the
audience, as were Bronze Medalists N2IC
and K6LL. I asked them to stand and they
were suitably applauded.
Next talk was KCIXX and KM3T describing how the 1996/97 winning multi-multi
station was built from the ground up in a
mere 14 months. It takes a lot of planning,
sweat, skill, and commitment. Matt and
Dave have them all. Then ON4UN and the
aforementioned DL2CC talked about how
John has made the transition from low-band
DXing expert to serious contester. Another
case of careful planning, and flawless execution. Some raised eyebrows over the use
of external spotters co-ordinated by a fulltime, on-site Master of Ceremonies, whose
function was to keep the spotters up-to-date
on what multipliers were needed.

The message of the talk was a bit sobering even in a hobby, people will find a way to
cheat. Fortunately, the combination of peer
pressure and careful log-checking help to
preserve the integrity of the competition,
and make the published results reflect the
actual results of the competition.
We had two DXpedition talks - one by
K4LT (ex-WD8AUB) on the topic of budget
Contest DXpeditioning in the Caribbean,
and one by KC7V of the VooDoo Contest
group on serious, big-ticket DXpeditioning
in West Africa. A clear message emerged plan for everything or suffer the consequences. All things considered, I'll take the
Caribbean.

Next talk was K3EST and KR2Q describing
some of the techniques that have been used
to bend and break the rules of the CQWW
Contest. Two examples stick in my mind.
The WW rules state that all stations and
antennas must be within a 500 meter radius
or the owner's property boundaries. Several
years ago, a few of the big Hungarian con-

The last talk, and the winner of the Best
Presentation Award was Larry "Tree" Tyree,
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N6TR, describing two-radio contesting. I
was surprised to see the show of hands indicate that fully a third of the people in the
audience had operated in two-radio mode,
and another third were thinking about it.
Tree has mastered this, both in station design and operating technique.
Several people asked me if transcripts
would be available. The answer is yes, but
the details are unclear just now. KE3Q
videotaped and will be transcribing the
presentations for print. The KC1XX/KM3T,
K4LT, and N6TR talks are available in
electronic format, and will probably find
their way to a Web site somewhere. Watch
the reflectors and check the contest sites.
Spent Saturday afternoon touring the flea
market and more of the exhibits. There's
another company trying to get the "PC peripheral radio" concept right. First, there
was Comfocus. Then there was the Corner
Communications card-level transceiver.
This new one, from Kachina, is a box that
looks like a tower-style PC that connects to
your PC, which controls the radio. It's a
100W transceiver, and uses DSP. No idea
how it compares to "real" radios. Maybe
these guys have gotten it right. Saturday afternoon, KIAR was featured in a pointcounterpoint discussion hosted by WA6ITF ,
and carried on the Ham Radio and More
satellite radio program. The theme of this
segment was contest-free zones, and while I
was late getting to the Forum room, reports
were that John represented us well.
After that, we went back to the C.P., and got
ready for the 5 s ' Annual Contest Banquet.
Featured speaker was Fred Laun, K3ZO.
Fred commented a bit on the evolution of
contest operating techniques, and made it
clear that the goal of contesting is to have
fun. This comment drew a round of applause. Fred offered advice to DXpeditioning hams - specifically, that as visiting operators, we should be ambassadors for the
hobby, especially in countries where there is

no strong national organisation. As Fred
pointed out, all countries have equal votes at
World Administrative Radio Conferences,
and countries where ham radio is not widely
practised are unlikely to support proposals
on our behalf. Wise words from one of
contesting's true statesmen. His years in the
Foreign Service have given him a valuable
perspective on how things work internationally.
After Fred's talk, several new members
were inducted into the CQ Contest Hall of
Fame. Gordon Marshall, W6RR was inducted, with a short introduction by W7RM,
who accepted the award on Gordon's behalf. Also inducted was John Devoldere,
ON4UN, who is the source of most our
knowledge when it comes to low-band operating. John's own contesting accomplishments since his conversion from DXing to
contesting are also noteworthy. Carl Cook,
Al6V/P4OV was next, introduced by Rich,
N6KT. Carl was nominated by the Northern
California Contest Club, for his accomplishments and influence on contesting out
there as well as his exploits form Aruba.
Jorge Bozzo, LU8DQ, certainly the top
South American CW operator of all time
and one of the best-ever, was honoured
posthumously. He was introduced by KIAR,
who relayed details of Jorge's accomplishments passed along by LU6ETB.
AND then the big surprise. The agenda for
the banquet called for K 1 AR to take back
the podium from K3EST when the last Hall
of Fame induction was completed. But EST
did not take his seat at this point. John was
getting nervous that Bob had forgotten the
program, but then Bob invited me to come
to the dais to introduce the newest Hall of
Fame member...K1AR. John was caught
completely by surprise. After a few comments describing John's numerous accomplishments as an operator over the last 20+
years, and his contributions to the sport as
Contest Editor of CQ, host of the Getting
Started in Contest video, and all his other

light bulbs and how the light bulb could
have been changed differently.
7 to caution about the dangers of changing
light bulbs.
27 to point out spelling/grammar errors in
posts about changing light bulbs.

bulb FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)

-

1 to propose new akchange.lae. bulb news
group.
47 to say this is what ali.physic.cold_fiesion
was meant for, leave it there.
143 votes for alt.lae.bulb.

53 to flame the spell checkers.
156 to write to the list administrator complaining about the light bulb discussion and
its inappropriateness on the reflector.
41 to correct spelling in the spelling/grammar flames.
109 to post that this reflector is not about
light bulbs and to please take this Email exchange to ali.lae.bulb.
203 to demand that cross posting to

akgrannar, alt.spelling and altpuntuation
about changing light bulbs be stopped.
1 1 1 to defend the posting to this reflector
saying that we all use light bulbs and therefore the posts are relevant to this reflector.
306 to debate which method of changing
light bulbs is superior, where to buy the best
light bulbs, what brand of light bulbs work
best for this technique, and what brands are
faulty.
27 to post URL's where one can see examples of different light bulbs.
14 to post that the URL's were posted incorrectly, and to post corrected URL's.
3 to post about links they found from the
URL's that are relevant to this reflector
which makes light bulbs relevant to this reflector.
33 to concatenate all posts to date, then
quote them including all headers and footers, and then add "Me Too".

Inevitably, someone else had to get in on the
act with:
Q. How many DXers does it take to change
a light bulb?
A. All of them. One to change it and the
rest to argue about whether it counts as a
light bulb.
Got the message?
VK3EW reports that the Australian Spectrum Management Agency (SMA) will publish on thelnternet the complete register of
amateurs' licence details. The SMA has an
obligation to make its register of licence
details publicly available under the Radiocommunications Act 1992 and a Determination of 27 March 1997, to take effect from
2 June. This covers all Apparatus, Spectrum
and Class licences.
For Apparatus licences, under which amateurs are currently licensed, the details to be
made available include the licensee's name
and address (as shown on the licence), the
call sign, the client number assigned by the
SMA, the licence type, the dates of effect
and expiry, the status (e.g. if suspended),
and any special conditions, etc. Amateur licensees who previously had their details
suppressed from publication will have the
details published on the Internet. (Ed: That

would shake some of the
hams over here. H19

-anonymous"

12 to post to the reflector that they are unsubscribing because they cannot handle the
light bulb controversy.

The SMA's Web site is

19 to quote "Me Too's" to say, "Me Three".

The JG8NQJ/JDI's log (Marcus Is) is on:.

4 to suggest that posters request the light

lutp://www.asahi-net.or,hai-nb8k-mid

at:

hup://www.sma.gov.au .

By the way, most of us use QWERTY keyboards but is there anyone out there who
uses a QWERTZ or better still, one of those
specially shaped ones? There was even a
keyboard some time ago that only had a
small number of buttons per hand. You
needed combinations of these to type characters. I'd love to know if anybody ever
bought one and if so are they any good? I
suppose not as I have never seen them advertised since!

CQ INTERNET
g4dyo@aol.corn

The Island/DX News now has a home page
on the web check them out at:
hitp: . ,"members.aol.coneviepierre/

Have a look at Larry Wolf, KJ4UY's page
at:
hitp://ddidigital.net --kpluyindex.htm

If you need information on QSL-managers,
or direct addresses of various DX station,
you might find it at:

I mostly use the G4BMK software for my
RTTY. I like it very much not least because
it can copy CW very nicely as well. However, it sometimes gets into difficulty especially with difficult signals. So I tried out
'RITTY' by K6STI. The RX audio goes directly to the Soundblaster card in the PC there is no TNC. I am very impressed with it
as it can copy signals I could not read before. 1 have seen it produce perfect print
from a signal which sounded very noisy indeed. The BMK software could not get
anything at all. Even my ERA microreader,
which I always have in the audio line, was
really struggling. Then yesterday I was very
surprised to see that RITTY was printing
one signal and BMK was printing another
when both were listening to exactly the
same audio. I assume this is possible because RITTY has it's own DSP and can auto
tune across the audio bandwidth. If you
want to evaluate the K6STI software, you
need a Creative Audio Soundblaster card
and a Math co-processor (many of the new
CPU's have them on board already). K6STI's
Internet address is K6S77@n2.net

hap: .www.algonet.se. ,--sm5arl index.html

The page detailing the Willis Island trip by
ODXG members has been put online at:
hap: www.keylink.com.au .6dxg

There's a new site with lots of interesting
information about HZ I AB:
hitp: . www.garlic.com'--Ophzlab.html

Those interested in the Spanish Lighthouses
Award (FEA Award), can check:
hap : 'www.ctv.es.11SERS/vicolm

Any ham philatelists out there? Check this
page for a lot of interesting stuff, albeit in
Spanish:
hap: wwwjeLes'ealqf

For those CDXC members who have not yet
had the (dubious?) pleasure of joining the
Internet DX Reflector, the following sums
up what goes on:

As well as trying to work the DX, I would
like to be the DX for once. If you are on
SSB or CW this is not so easy and may well
mean a trip to one of the four corners! However, on RTTY you only need to go to one
of the UK islands. Even Anglesey is sought
after on RTTY - come to that, I have even
been asked if there are any RTTY stations in
Scotland! - Anyone got a spare laptop?

Q: How many Internet DX list subscribers
does it take to change a light bulb?
A: 1,222:
I to change the light bulb and to post to the
reflector that the light bulb has been
changed.
14 to share similar experiences of changing
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works on behalf of contesting, John was
formally inducted into the Hall of Fame. His
impromptu acceptance speech was emotional, and from the heart, telling of how his
first love in ham radio has always been, is
now, and will always be contesting. It was
obvious that most of the 300+ people in the
room felt the same way.

AM, the Super Suite was almost empty. In
past years, we've had to leave the room
when it closed at 2; this year, we were gone
by then. The Society of Midwest Contesters
on the 12th floor sent out for pizza; it wasn't
enough. Attempts to get more were met with
"sorry...we're closed" from all the pizza
places in the phone book. A group migrated
to the "lobby suite" - the traditional place
where the Contesters close the Hamvention.

After all door prizes were drawn, and the
banquet ended, there was a brief meeting of
the CQWW Committee. No real news to report...several issues are under consideration.
The introduction of electronic log submission has been a great success, with over a
third of the logs submitted this way. Something on the order of 80% of all logs were
computer logs this year - guess paper logging is pretty well history now.

Dayton felt different to me this year. I managed to get through most of the exhibits, but
only spent $5 (for a hard-line adapter...).. In
years past, I generally had a mission - find
the last few issues of QST; bring home a
bunch of connectors and coax relays for a
new antenna switching system; line up a
source for material for the Amateur Radio
Almanac. This year, I don't need any QSTs
(finished the collection last year); haven't
thought much about my station for the last
year (a lot is broken, and needs repair before
new projects can start); and have stepped
down as Almanac Editor.

Then the Saturday night partying began. The
KCDXC had their annual CW pileupcopying contest, with a new tape by NOSS,
who was at Dayton after several years of absence. When the dust settled, K3ZO
emerged on top, copying 56 out of 104 calls.
Fred has been second the past few years,
and it was nice to see him win it this year.
W9WI and W2UP had 53 each, followed by
K I TO and G3SXW at 51 and KIDG at 50.
Once more, the KCDXC awarded nice
prizes to the top 5 finishers, thanks to generous donations from several manufacturers
and publishers. I won a subscription to a DX
magazine - since I'm not much of a DXer, I
looked around for a Deserving who would
appreciate it. I spotted KH8/N5OLS, who is
a DXer, and seemed interested. And now I
have a "subscription" to KH8 on all bands
from now on...

I was just visiting with old friends and
making a few new ones along the way
(DL2CC and TI2CF, for example). I had a
feeling that, like the past few years, most of
us are in the "working hard" part of our
lives, raising families, shouldering serious
responsibilities in our careers, and trying
hard to keep all that stuff balanced while
still finding time for our hobby. I think the
economy must be picking up, because I
heard fewer "I've been down-sized" stories
this year. A lot of us are working towards
the goal of personal and family financial security, and keeping our friendships alive in
the process, while making time for some
serious operating a few weekends a year. So
all in all, the pressure is there, but everyone's handling it well. Everyone's doing
just fine.

The RUFZ competition also heated up.
DL2CC's laptop was running pretty much
continuously from 9 PM to 2 AM. About 90
people tried their hand, many of them multiple times, and this addictive little game
may become another Dayton tradition
among the CW men.

And about "those two guys".

Things kind of slowly wound down - by 2

I've been writing a summary of Dayton im-
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pressions for the YCCC Scuttlebutt for over
10 years now. For the first several years,
when flying out of Boston, there were two
guys that I saw on the plane every year.
VHFers, but apparently as much into VHF
as we are into contesting. You know the
type - started in 2M FM with surplus Motorola commercial rigs (Motrac, Micor, Mocom, Motown, Mopar, Midol, etc.). If
you're from the WI area, you've probably
seen these guys at a flea market or Boxboro.
One's a skinny, strawberry-blonde who often wears a funny hat. His buddy is a big
guy - about 6'4", heavy-set, and with thinning dark hair. I don't know their calls, and
don't really want to. They serve as calibration points of a sort to me.
Anyway, these two guys were always there.
I either saw them in the airport, on the
plane, or in the flea market. A few years
ago, I began flying out of Manchester, NH
instead of Boston, and that sort of cut down
on my chances of spotting them. Three or
four years ago, the big guy disappeared. Saw
the skinny guy around, but his friend was
nowhere to be found. For the last two years,
the skinny guy was among the missing. I
wondered if they had succumbed to the
temptations of the Internet and forsaken
ham radio. At Dayton, various exchange
readers of the Scuttlebutt asked me if I'd
seen "those two guys". Even JE I CKA asked
me about them one year! They have no idea
how famous they have gotten!
Anyway, this year, while chatting with Fred,
KIVR and Luigi, AA IAA in the flea market, I saw the skinny guy! Luigi, a VHFer
himself, told me he knows those guys and
started to tell me their callsigns. Luckily
Fred understood, and prevented Luigi from
spoiling the mystique. At any rate, I am
happy to report that at least one of the two
guys has been spotted, and seemed to be in
good shape. And all's right with the world.
000000000

FROM THE ARRL LETTER..
CONTEST HALL OF FAME John Dorr,
KIAR; John Devoldere, ON4UN; Carl
Cook, AI6V; Gordon Marshall, W6RR; and
Jorge "Arturo" Bozzo, LU8DQ (SK), were
inducted into the CQ Contest Hall of Fame
by Bob Cox, K3EST, at the CQ Contest
dinner, held in conjunction with the 1997
Dayton Hamvention. Inductees were chosen
for outstanding contribution to Amateur
Radio contesting. Nominations for induction
are submitted by clubs or individuals.
ON4UN, AI6V, and KIAR were on hand to
accept their awards. W7RM accepted for
W6RR who was unable to attend. LU8DQ
became a Silent Key several years ago.
DAYTON 2000 Dayton's annual Hamvention will be the host site for the ARRL national convention in the year 2000. The
Dayton Hamvention is the nation's largest
single Amateur Radio event, attracting more
than 30,000 participants to Dayton, Ohio,
each year. The year 2000 will be the first
time that the ARRL and the Dayton Amateur Radio Association (DARA), sponsors
of the Hamvention, will combine their talents for this yearly event. A formal announcement was made May 16 in Dayton as
the 1997 Hamvention opened its doors. The
Hamvention got its start as The Southwestern Ohio Hamvention in 1952. "The
number of enthusiasts Dayton attracts from
around the United States and from around
the world, combined with the quality of the
event, is unparalleled," said ARRL Execu-

tive Vice President David Sumner, KIZZ.
"Dayton, Ohio, is the natural site for our
national convention, and we are delighted
to be working with members of DARA and
Hamvention officials in this combined effort
to launch Amateur Radio into the 21st century."

JOCK WHITE, ZL2GX, SK. The New
Zealand Association of Radio Transmitters
(NZART) reports that its former Contest
and Awards Manager Jock White, ZL2GX,
died May 17, 1997. He was an NZART life

Aigalk0 co,e/va,
there was to be only one QSO per customer.
So I thought 1 would wait for them to come
up in the 20m RTTY sector. I see that this
weeks DXNS announces that they made no
RTTY QS0s because of technical problems
and they have had to QRT early. I wish I
had known! To quote the Hitch Hiker's
Guide to the Galaxy "Life, as many people
have spotted, is terribly unfair". No doubt
there is an interesting story to be told. I look
forward to hearing it in these pages. I just
hope no one was hurt!

RTTY
Peter Halls, G4CRY

Well, last time I hoped to be able to tell you
about the BARTG RTTY contest. Unfortunately, I was unable to take part. This was
partly due to a lack of antenna. I had had a
complaint from the council about my 'CB'
antenna. So I had to take down the GAP
Titan because it was 'spoiling the visual
amenity of the area'. I had already been
given planning permission to erect an
R7000 on the gable end of my house, the
deadline for the GAP having been 14th
March. The gable mounted R7000 will be a
great deal higher than the GAP was but the
council seem happy apparently because it
will not constitute a separate structure. l
have been hoping that Cushcraft would upgrade the R5 to 85000 as well because I
really don't use 30m or 80m much. I have
tried the Cushcraft web site and written to
them but they just sent the new catalogue.
Anybody Know?

I hope that some of you will have taken
heed of my words of encouragement last
time and tried RTTY. The Watson multimode TNC has been reviewed recently and
it just plugs into the RS232 port from
whence it is powered. RTTY is just one of
the modes this device is capable of.
I have been successful in encouraging a
couple of local hams to have a go at RTTY.
With a little help they got on the air OK but
have ground to a halt with what is probably
a common problem - they feel they can't
type fast enough. I hope this won't put too
many off. I had already got a job as a computer programmer and was not asked at the
interview if 1 could type! However, the best
bit of advice I was given was to use all your
fingers right from the start. The two fingered hunt and peck style may get you going
but you cannot possibly make any sort of
speed. It does not matter that you will never
be a professional typist. Use all your fingers
and practice. Try making the space bar a
thumb speciality and use only the right little
finger for the return key. Don't forget that
most RTTY software enables you to prestore common messages like CQ, QSO
number, name, QTH, station details and
even the WX! BMK and WF I B software
even capture the incoming callsign. This is
all you need for a DX or contest QSO.

Anyway I left myself too little time to erect
a home-brew antenna and then was unwell
for a few days so that was that. I was very
disappointed having been looking forward
to it for some time. Never mind there will
be others I hope!
I was one of those that missed out on working VKOIR so when the Scarborough Reef
expedition was announced in DXNS I was
determined to make amends. I have the
original postage stamp garden but decided
to use a delta loop for 20m pointing in the
right direction. I had some good QSOs on it
and even worked a few new ones on CW
while 1 was waiting. I saw BS7H announced
on the cluster and listened to them for a
while. I could copy them easily and was
tempted to get them in the log on CW but
they had made it clear through DXNS that
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cce CO/t ( f V,Roi7;-eac&r., IleY3 2525
I am aware that there are relatively few
SWLs in CDXC but I had hoped that someone would have put pen to paper to keep the
SWL movement in print in the DX press. I
have written for RadCom for many years
and have now added a regular column in
"CQ Contest" to my bow. SWLs are also
well served by the ISWL and the ILA.
Through my SWL Challenge, I have learnt
of SWL columns in France, Belgium, Italy
and South Africa. I am now on the Internet
(101526,1041@compuserve.com ) and found
news for SWLs there. I hope that we can
continue the trend nearer home, by providing a further medium for SWL News in this
Newsletter. I therefore need YOUR news however little.

were heard by SWLs in Europe on 28MHz.
There were 71 DXCC countries heard on
Top Band, mirroring the greater emphasis in
SSB DX of the band. A number of SWLs
remarked on bagging new countries on the
band. Indeed, there was some good DX to
be heard, including FG5BG, KG4ZE, P491,
SU2MT, TG9NX, TO5M and 5NOMVE.
LF conditions had been good through the
Winter DX Season. I managed to take my
heard score on 3.5MHz to 279 with
ZKIATV, who was audible for just 2 minutes at sunrise early in January. Top Band
had provided 5 new ones in January and
early February - SV2ASP/A, 5X4F,
YSIRRD, KG4SH and XEIIAX. I am
looking forward to CQ160 SSB and the
ARRL DX Contest to take the score to the
150 mark. I know of only one SWL who
has broken the 150 mark on 160 SSB, David
Whitaker BRS25429 - unless anyone knows
different.

At the time of writing, the 16 page AS Results Booklet for my October SWL Challenge is in preparation, with publication
scheduled by early March. The results will
appear generally in the May issue of magazines. If any reader would like a copy,
please send me $1 or 2IRCs. There is a new
winner for 1995 from the 94 logs received
from 20 DXCC countries. In general, scores
were not as great as in 1994. This was
mainly because of poor propagation on
28MHz in most of Europe. However, remarkably, 118 different DXCC countries

That's it for now. I hope for some SWL
News from various sources to include in Issue 109. Either send your news via E-Mail 101526,10-11@compuserve.com - or via
"snailmail" to 93 Elibank Road, Eltham,
London SE9 1QJ, England.

member. In 1948, White became one of the
first ZLs to attain DXCC. In June 1960, he
became the first amateur to receive the
DXCC 300 award and was on the Honor
Roll in the late 50s and early 60s. In 1959,
White was among the group of three hams
that QST jointly designated as top DXers.

size as an FTI000MP and "really" feels like
a radio. It operates on DC not Mains AC. so
you need a 20amp PSU. Some months ago I
had sold my trusty FT990 and had regretted
doing so, however, the F7'920 has put the
smile back on my face! The front panel layout is well thought out with a dual bandstacking keyboard available, twin VFO
controls grace the front panel, but note!
these are for split and memory operations
and not FULL "twin receivers".

(Ed: 1 read this news with great sadness.
Ruth and I and our sons had visited Jock
during our visit to New Zealand in 1979 so
that 1 could personally collect my Worked
All Pacific Award (G No.17). Despite it being an unannounced visit, Jock and his XYL
invited us in for lea. Jock signed my certificate on the spot and then showed me his famous collection of Collins gear! A great
character who will be sadly missed).

DSP Unit! (My comments on this have been
noted to Yaesu UK Ltd and also to Icom UK
Ltd, on their IC 756, dedicated 50MHz users, and there's THOUSANDS of us, require
a radio that has two receivers so 28MHz
AND 50MHz can be monitored at the same
time, I hope one day manufacturers will
come up with such a radio!)

NOIDXC DXer OF THE YEAR
Al Hernandez, K3VN (ex WA3YVN), has
been named DXer of the Year by the New
Orleans International DX Convention. Selected from a slate of nominees, Al is a
well-known DXer who has organized, supported and participated in many DXpeditions.

1 won't go into the HF side too much as I
was asked for a 50MHz opinion. IT DOES
NOT DO DUAL RECEIVE! but does dual
watch, i.e. ONE receiver! Dual watch is fitted and the time delay can be varied, this is
quite useful, as instead of scanning memories for say 28.885 and monitoring 50.150
etc., both vfo's can be programmed and
"flipped" between 3 to 15 seconds. The time
delay is set via a menu, yes! the FT920 has
the new technology menu system like other
radios, a menu system that usually contains
sub menu's and further sub/sub
menu's.(sometimes known as a pain!). Not
so with the FT920 though, it has only ONE
menu that controls ALL functions of the radio, 73 in all! that's a nice feature. I, like
many, cannot remember all the sub/sub
menu settings, and so just one menu is a
much better idea.

Al will be honoured with a plaque at the 6th
Annual NOIDX Convention in New Orleans
(22-23 Aug 97), where he will also give a
presentation of the VKOIR trip. Congratulations, Al!!

THE NEW FT920I

PAe0///149/7-4/5/cf
BELARUS - ORSHA-930 Award Contact 5
stations in Orsha City, Vitebskaya oblast,
Belarus (EU6 or EW6 prefixes) during calendar year 1997. The same station may be
contacted on different bands for credit. All
bands and modes. SWL OK. GCR list.
Fees: for ex-USSR countries, 2 IRC's or
$US1. For all others, 4 IRC's or $US2.
Apply to: Kostuk V.I., Lenina str., 176-67,
Vitebskaya obl, Orsha 211030, Belarus.

SCOTLAND - Lothian Radio Society
Award Commemorates the 50th anniversary
of the club. Three special event stations will
be active during calendar year 1997:
GB5OL, GS3HAM and GM3HAN. To
qualify, make 4 contacts with any combination of these stations. GCR list (no fee
known, but suggest postage) to: T. Main
GM4DCL, 15 Polton Road, Lassnade, Midlothian, Scotland, UK EHI8 1AB.
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Geoff GJ4ICD
Where do we start with a new Radio? we
have to look at what is offered in terms of
new Technology! The Yaesu FT920 is new
"HAT", a new radio, new techniques! Mr
Barry Cooper of Yaesu UK Ltd asked me to
"give it the works" on 50MHz. So here are a
few of my findings!

The FT920 supports all modes, however I
was surprised to see that the FM unit is optional. (see my comments later on the price
structure). Despite the rumours that the
Digital Voice recorder is optional the news
is that it is a standard feature (and that's
worth £200) and boasts 2 "8" second

OPERATIONAL FEATURES!
I must say that on unpacking the Radio I
was amazed at its size, it's about the same
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memories, and 2 "4" second memories, (it
says in the manual 16 seconds each!). Also
the DVR can be left running in the receive
condition, when put into the play condition
it will play the last 16 seconds of recorded
receive audio, this is the same as the DVS2
that was an option with the FT650 and
FT990/FT1000 radios, the CW memory
keyer is also standard and also boasts 6
memories, four 50 character and two 20
character. Both the voice recorder and CW
keyer are controlled by one set of switches,
a PLAY and a RECORD. (i.e. PLAY
1/2/3/4). The CW Memory keyer is a
"paddle/key" input device, the same as a
"Super Keyer"(reg TM). This is much better
to input data rather than using a keypad like
the IC756. Weights and ratios can again be
adjusted via the on screen menu.
The receiver front end has a Jfet and a Mosfet device, these can be swapped through the
menu system if required, so that the Jfet
device can be used at 50MHz instead of its
allocated bands of 160mtrs to 12mtrs and
increasing dynamic range and less sensitivity. The 28/50MHz section incorporates the
Mosfet RF stage. (lower noise figure). Three
levels of attenuation are included of 6, 12
and 18db.
THE NOISE BLANKER!
The noise blanker in this radio does actually
work, it is also adjustable, however, there is
a problem in this area especially noticed on
HF. Switching on the noise blanker with the
audio gain turned off strange burbles and
whistles can be heard very weakly in the
loudspeaker, using headphones really shows
this up, there seems to be some kind of
leakage/breakthrough of frequencies above
and below the dial readout frequency. This
is NOT the usual Noise blanker overload
problem and it was noted on ALL HF bands.
Removing the antenna cures the problem,
and note DSP was not turned on. It is very
weak but annoying, and maybe also due to
the fact that my FT920 was one of the first

radio's out. There is no sign of this problem
on 50MHz.

characters can be added to name each mem-

DSP/NOTCH FILTERING/NOISE
REDUCTION:

LINEAR TUNER!

I was impressed here! wow! The Auto
Notch filter is superb, I noted a station on
50.125 and had a computer birdy on top of
the station at S5, hitting the auto notch
REMOVED the computer junk and left a
crisp clean signal. I could not believe the effect it had, but it is true! BTW don't try using the auto notch on CW otherwise the station will disappear! DSP high/low cut was
also very effective in producing stations out
of the noise, something we all dream of.
The DSP operates at 33MIPS and is Audio
DSP. I have limited circuit information on
the DSP section and note that it is built
around a 120 pin LSI, I just hope that this IC
never blows as that would be a major job to
replace! The noise reduction system seems
to be much better than the IC756 that I tried,
on the [corn a type of "phasing" noise was
noticed on the receiver, this was not so on
the FT920.
TRANSVERTERS?
The radio does not offer any dedicated
transverter ports, (i.e. any low level TX),
but! it offers something quite unique! If the
TX LED is pushed it goes into a low power
mode offering a maximum of 10 watts
which can be reduced with the power control to Zero! Another way of lowering the
output for transverting is to initiate the
power level settings in the menu, the levels
at antenna ports can be adjusted to output
10, 50 or 100w, ensuring safety for your
transverter. FM scanning steps can be adjusted from 0 to 100kHz. There's also repeater shift for the VHF bods!
MEMORIES!
The radio has 99 standard memories plus 5
"Quick" memories, and 10 split memories
and a call memory for each band. Seven

ory.

This is a first from Yaesu! a "Linear Amplifier Tuning Device". Hit the "ENT" key
when in menu # 52 and the FT920 emits a
tuning pulsed signal, this pulse can be adjusted in frequency and timing up to 60 seconds. Very useful!
VOX OPERATION:
The radio has vox, however, there is no indication to let you know that vox is selected! An LED needs fitting or the display
should indicate this!!!!!!
PRICE STRUCTURE:
My personal point of view is that this radio
is under priced compared with other radios
of it's class, it is not an "added to
FTI000MP" it is a dedicated made machine
offering superb craftsmanship and technology!
OPERATIONAL ON AIR TESTS:
The tailor-made voice facilities that are offered (DSP audio tx). There are 4 levels of
TX DSP, some are broadcast quality and
some are punchy contest quality, it depends
on your voice characteristics which will suit
you. You can monitor the audio DSP via the
radio's own "MONI" function and headphones. I have worked 50 Countries on both
CW and SSB on 50MHz since having the
radio with very good reports during the past
weeks, including Country #158 SUIER,
others included JY9QJ, OD5SB and 4X 1 IF
which are all over the 3500kms distance.
Nobody had any adverse comments on the
signal (apart from my voice characteristics!). The receiver handles well, local signals in GJ were loud clean and narrow,
however, local stations only run a max of
100 watts but considering GJ is only 45
square miles signals were endstopping with
no intermod problems noticed. Several sta-

tions in Europe were excessively "wide",
and I'm sure that was their non linearity at
their end! On 7MHz the receiver showed no
major intermod problems and copied JT at
S5 when other O's were giving 5/1 reports,
the antenna used was a 120ft long wire
sloper poised at 100ft. The antenna tuner
works on Rx as well as TX although this has
to be initiated via the on line menu and not
as the instruction books says (default).
CTCSS is standard so you can access your
local repeater. (fit the FM board first!). VHF
repeater shift is included and adjustable up
to 5MHz through the menu.
Different power levels can be set at the two
antenna ports by the menu. Vox is included
and also is a speech processor which
worked quite well in our tests on the air.
Scanning speed was good with adjustable
time from 1 to 100ms per step.
FREQUENCY COVERAGE:
The 50MHz section covers 48 to 54MHz,
I'm currently in touch with Yaesu to see if
this can be expanded to 30 to 54MHz, 1 feel
sure it can as the IF is 68MHz.
CONCLUSIONS!
This radio is undoubtedly the best 50MHz
radio I have ever operated, it will take pride
place in my shack and the FT736 and FT650
will now be used as backup radios! Yaesu
have certainly produced a radio that is a delight to operate. The instruction book has
many errors but these have reported to
Yaesu, that and the noise blanker problem
are THE ONLY faults I could find so far.
Yaesu UK Ltd Price f1699.00. Ex Taxes
ONLY £1250.00 plus carriage!
FM Unit £49.00 inc VAT
13.8 Volt ONLY. No mains Version available.

Mosfet PA finals.
Quick Memory Banks
Built in RS232 level converter
...and more!

